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Understanding the Estrous Cycle and Fundamentals of AI 
 
W. E. “Bill” Beal,  
Department of Animal and Poultry Sciences, Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State 
University, Blacksburg VA  24061-0306 
 
 
ABSTRACT 

The estrous cycle is a series of ovarian events and hormonal changes that repeat every 
21 days in non-pregnant, estrual cows.  Enabling cattle producers to envision the critical 
events that occur during the cycle places them in a better position to make decisions 
that will improve their estrus synchronization programs or enhance their success with 
AI.  The timing of insemination is considered to be a key to achieving maximum 
pregnancy rates following AI.  Numerous studies have been performed to characterize 
the relative timing of estrus behavior and ovulation or to determine the fertilization rate, 
embryo quality or pregnancy rate following AI at various times relative to estrus and 
ovulation.  While the results indicate that the “window of opportunity” for timing of AI 
may be longer than commonly believed, several well-controlled studies indicate 
breeding cows 12 hr after estrus detection, as prescribed by the traditional AM-PM rule, 
still represents the optimum timing for AI. 
 
INTRODUCTION 

Understanding the events and hormonal changes that occur during the estrous cycle is 
critical for beef and dairy producers using AI and estrus synchronization.  To most 
producers the estrous cycle is an abstract concept.  Any methods that enable producers 
to envision the critical events that occur during the cycle places them in a better position 
to make decisions that will improve their estrus synchronization program or enhance 
their success with AI.  The purpose of this paper is to describe the important events and 
hormonal changes of the estrous cycle, with particular emphasis on the period from the 
initiation of standing estrus until the time of ovulation.  Understanding the timing of 
events that occur during this segment of the cycle is particularly important for optimizing 
the timing of AI. 
 
ESTROUS CYCLE – ovarian events and hormonal changes 

A series of ovarian events and hormonal changes repeats in non-pregnant, estrual cows 
every twenty-one days.  This regular repetition is called the estrous cycle (Figure 1). 
 
Most descriptions of the estrous cycle begin with a cow in heat, or estrus, on  
Day 0.  Several ovarian and hormonal events happen during standing estrus.  One 
ovary has a large, pre-ovulatory follicle present on the surface.  This follicle, filled with a 
fluid, contains a maturing ovum (egg) preparing to be released at the time of ovulation. 
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The maturing follicle produces the hormone estrogen.  Estrogen, transported in the 
blood to all parts of the cow’s body, causes the exhibition of estrous behavior (standing 
to be mounted).  Standing estrus has been reported to last 9 to 12 hr in dairy cattle and 
10 to 18 hr in beef cattle (see Table 1).  Elevated estrogen concentrations in the blood 
on Day 0 also cause secondary signs of estrus, such as a red swollen vagina, going off 
feed, bellowing and increased movement.  The cervix is stimulated by estrogen to 
secrete viscous mucus that lubricates the vagina and estrogen effects of the oviducts 
and uterus to aid in the transport of semen at the time of insemination. 
 
 

 
Figure 1. Ovarian events occurring during the estrous cycle 

 
Walker et al. (1996) reported that ovulation occurred an average of 27.6 hr after the 
initiation of standing estrus in dairy cows housed in a free-stall barn.  Timing of ovulation 
in beef cows on pasture was reported to occur 31.1 or 32.0 hr after the onset of estrus 
(White et al., 2002; Utt et al., 2003).  Hence, in both beef and dairy cattle a mature 
follicle ovulates on Day 1 of the cycle, releasing the ovum into the oviduct.  In the 
oviduct the ovum awaits sperm for fertilization.  By the time the follicle has ovulated, 
estrogen secretion will have diminished and the cow no longer displays standing 
estrous behavior or secondary signs of estrus. 
 
In the void on the ovary where the follicle has ovulated luteal cells begin to develop from 
the cells that made up the wall of the follicle.  Quite rapidly over the 3 to 5 days after 
ovulation, the corpus luteum (CL) grows.  The CL reaches its maximum diameter 
between Days 12 and 16 of the estrous cycle (Kot and Ginther, 1999). 
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The CL produces the hormone, progesterone.  Progesterone released by the CL into 
the bloodstream prepares the uterus to accept and nourish a fertilized egg and keeps 
the cow from coming into heat.  At the same time, a thick mucous plug forms in the 
cervix, preventing any bacteria or viruses from entering the uterus.   
 
If fertilization occurs and a viable embryo is present in the uterus by Day 16 to 18 of the 
cycle, the CL is maintained.  Continued secretion of progesterone from the CL keeps a 
pregnant cow from developing another ovulatory follicle and returning to heat.  On the 
other hand, if the cow does not establish a pregnancy and the uterus fails to detect a 
growing embryo, it begins to produce prostaglandin.  Prostaglandin released from the 
non-pregnant uterus regresses (destroys) the CL. 
 
When the CL regresses in the non-pregnant cow, progesterone no longer is secreted 
and a new ovulatory follicle develops, producing large amounts of estrogen and bringing 
the cow back into standing heat.  Upon the return to estrus, a full cycle has been 
completed.  The average total time is about 21 days with a normal range of 18 to 24 
days. 
 
If fertilization occurs following ovulation of a follicle on Day 1 and a cow becomes 
pregnant, the events of the cycle would be the same as that of the non-pregnant animal 
until day 16 or 17.  An embryo present in the uterus at that time will produce a 
substance which interferes with the ability of the uterus to release prostaglandin.  In a 
pregnant animal prostaglandin is not secreted, the CL is not destroyed. Instead, the CL 
remains on the ovary producing large amounts of progesterone to support embryo 
development and prevent the cow from returning to standing estrus.  The CL remains 
functional until the pregnant cow approaches the time of parturition. 
 
Standing Estrus to Ovulation – optimum timing of insemination 

Characterization of events occurring during the period of standing estrus have become 
more accurate since the development of an automatic system for detection of estrus 
utilizing radio telemetry (HeatWatch®, CowChips, LLC, Manalapan, NJ).  When a cow is 
mounted, a battery-powered, pressure-sensing device placed on the tailhead transmits 
a radio signal to a receiver linked to a personal computer.  The data collected includes: 
date, time and duration of mounting events. 
 
Several studies combining HeatWatch® electronic estrus detection or frequent visual 
evaluation with ultrasonagraphy of ovaries have been conducted to describe the 
behavior of dairy and beef cattle during estrus, as well as to determine the timing of 
ovulation relative to the onset of estrus (Table 1).  In general, dairy cattle have a shorter 
duration of estrus and exhibit fewer mounts during estrus than beef cattle.  Despite 
differences in behavior patterns, the average timing of ovulation reported for dairy cattle 
(27 to 30 hr after the onset of estrus) has been similar to that reported for beef cows or 
heifers (31 to 32 hr). 
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Table 1.  Behavior during the period of standing estrus and the timing of ovulation in 
dairy and beef cattle. 

 
Dairy/ 
Beef 

 
Duration of 
estrus (hr) 

 
Total 
mounts 
during 
estrus 

Interval from start 
of estrus to 
ovulation 

(hrs.e.m.) 

 
 
Reference 

Dairy 9.5 10.1 27.65.4 
Walker et al. 
1996 

Dairy 7.1 8.5 NA* 
Dransfield et al., 
1998 

Dairy 11.8 NA 30.05.1 
Roelofs et al., 
2005 

     

Beef 14.0 50.1 NA 
Stevenson et al., 
1996 

Beef 10.1 35.1 NA 
Rorie et al., 
2002 

Beef 13.9 to 17.6 38.2 to 59.0 31.10.6 
White et al., 
2002 

Beef 15.3 36.5 32.04.4 Utt et al., 2003 

*NA – data not available for this endpoint 
 

Timing of ovulation relative to estrus has been considered the key variable to consider 
when determining the timing of AI needed to maximize pregnancy rate. 
Trimberger (1948) and Trimberger and Davis (1943) were among the first to report that 
maximum conception rates occurred when insemination was performed from mid-estrus 
until a few hours after the end of standing estrus. Their work led to the development of 
the AM-PM rule in which 1) cows observed in estrus during the AM were assigned to be 
inseminated during the next PM, and 2) cows observed in estrus during the PM were 
assigned to be inseminated during the next AM.  More recently, Dransfield et al. (1998) 
conducted a large field trial (2,661 inseminations) during which the effect of differences 
in the timing of insemination relative to the onset of estrus detected with HeatWatch® 
was evaluated.  The highest pregnancy rates following AI occurred when cows were 
inseminated between 4 and 12 h after the onset of standing activity (Figure 2).   
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Figure 2. Pregnancy rates following AI in lactating dairy cows detected in 

estrus by HeatWatch® (adapted from Dransfield et al. 1998). 
 

White et al. (2002) conducted a trial designed to determine the timing of ovulation in 
non-lactating beef cows relative to detection of estrus with HeatWatch®.  Although they 
did not inseminate the cows, they speculated, based on the timing of ovulation, that 
optimal timing for insemination should be 14 to 20 hr after the onset of estrus in beef 
cows.  Their recommendation to inseminate beef cows later than the times 
recommended by Dransfield et al. (1996) for dairy cattle was based on: 1) the longer 
interval from onset of estrus to ovulation recorded in their study (31.1 hr) than that 
reported by Walker et al (1996) for dairy cattle (27.6 hr); and  2) the belief that the 
number of sperm available for fertilization declined the longer sperm resided in the 
female reproductive tract prior to ovulation.  However, they recognized the need for the 
sperm to be in the reproductive tract a minimum of 8 hr prior to ovulation in order to 
reach the upper oviduct and be capable of fertilizing the ovum. 
 
Dalton et al. (2001) employed a different approach to determine the optimum timing for 
insemination relative to the onset of estrus.  They inseminated single-ovulating, non-
lactating dairy cows with semen at 0, 12 or 24 hr after the onset of estrus was detected 
using HeatWatch® and evaluated the quality of embryos recovered by flushing the 
uterus 6 d after insemination.  Fertilization rate tended to increase as inseminations 
were performed later after the onset of estrus and closer to the time of ovulation: 0 hr 
(66%); 12 hr (74%) and 24 hr (82%).  However, the quality of the embryos recovered 
was greatest (77% excellent/good) when cows were inseminated at 0 hr, intermediate 
(52% excellent/good) when inseminations occurred at 12 hr and lowest (47% 
excellent/good) when cows were inseminated at 24 hr after the onset of estrus.  
Likewise, the percentage of poor quality embryos was highest (34%) in the cows 
inseminated 24 hr after the onset of estrus.  These and other experiments caused this 
research group to hypothesize that the optimum timing of AI may be a “compromise” 
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between the quest to attain high fertilization rates or the desire to enhance embryo 
quality.  They suggested early inseminations may result in lower fertilization rate, but 
produce embryos with higher quality, whereas, late inseminations may result in a higher 
fertilization rate, but poor embryo quality.  Their recommendation was to follow the 
traditional AM-PM rule and breed cows approximately 12 hr after detection of estrus. 
 
Conclusion  
Once-daily insemination regimens have been reported to results in pregnancy rates 
equal to breeding by the AM-PM rule (Foote 1978; Nebel et al., 1994).  Likewise, 
pregnancy rates following a single, timed insemination of cows coincident with the 
administration of GnRH to induce ovulation 30 hr later have been reported to be similar 
to those recorded when breeding after estrus detection (Larsen et al., 2006).  These 
results indicate that the “window of opportunity” for timing of AI may be longer than 
commonly believed.  They also indicate that satisfactory pregnancy rates can occur 
following insemination up to 30 hours prior to ovulation.  Nonetheless, in well-controlled 
studies, using electronic devices to detect the exact time of the onset of estrus relative 
to time of AI, the data on fertilization rate, embryo quality and pregnancy rates indicate 
the time-tested AM-PM rule, which assign cattle to be bred 12 hr after detection of 
estrus, still represents the optimum timing for AI. 
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The Best Kept Secret in the Commercial Cow Business 

 

Herb Holzapfel 

 

I’ve been in the commercial cow business all my life. My mother and father 

started our ranch in 1943. And I’m proud we are still in the cow business. Each new 

year brings new calves, better bulls, more productive cows. So what’s all this about the 

best kept secret in the commercial cow business? How about ------ ―Artificial 

insemination‖---- –NO—that’s not the real secret- the real secret is that any of you 

commercial cattleman can do it. There are 3 myths of an AI program. It is too 

expensive, too time consuming and you need great facilities. The reality is, it is VERY 

do able for the average cowman. But it must be a secret because so few of us are using 

it.                                                                                        

My wife Ginger and I started breeding yearling heifers in 1973 and for us some 

things don’t change, she still heats detects and I stay out of her way. The big difference 

now is we have children and grand children that help. We got away from AI for many 

years because there was a lack of information on the bulls. We were limited by lack of 

progeny data or progeny performance accuracy. We would drive around the cows with 

my Dad and he would say the natural calves were better and I agreed. AI gave us no 

advantage. But I always knew that someday, it would be an advantage to our operation. 

Today, there is accurate EPD data kept on every bull allowing you to get exactly what 

you want. 

So what brought us back to AI? The high cost of good bulls. In the late 80s, Dad 

and I were still going to bulls sales and not being able to afford the top bulls. Economics 

told us, it was time to start our AI program up again. We did just that and we have not 

looked back since. 

I think as an industry we have made people think that AI is very difficult. I happen 

to be living proof that it is NOT! Facilities are always talked about and how perfect they 

have to be and the better they are the easier it is. But for a lot of us commercial 

cowmen, we simply don’t have an elaborate AI facility. Ranchers may not think they 

have the time, but really the average amount of time for a synchronization program is 3-

5 minutes per cow. That is including 3 trips down the chute, not including the sorting 

and gathering. Don’t let time be a deterrent. 

Ginger and I have bred cows in Teco squeeze chutes in snow storms to Powder 

River panels in a shed and we could always get the job done. Facilities can be whatever 

you have on the ranch. Any chute set-up that you are presently using can be made to 

work for an AI program. Over time, we have built breeding chutes at most locations but 

we still do breed in what I would call plain ole commercial ranch facilities. If you are 

thinking about starting AI, you should know that there are many people out there from 

all of the stud services to help you. These people are not only dedicated to your 
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personal success but dedicated to the industry. One individual has been helping me 

breed cows for over 20 years and I not only count him as a great personal friend but a 

great source of information. 

Handling the cows is often talked about and it is true that the easier the cattle are 

handled, your odds for success and a higher conception rate are improved. But when 

starting out, remember this is your cow or heifers first time too. Ginger and I take the 

time to train all of our heifers to go down chutes. The heifers know where to go and that 

training stays with them forever.  That means less trouble on breeding day. Over time 

your cattle will get better and better to handle. As we work to make sure everything is 

quiet and perfect, I think about that last cow in the herd that comes into heat with 5 bulls 

chasing her all over the ranch. It makes you realize that a few trips down the chute must 

be better and easier on her in the long run. So don’t let your facilities hamper your 

decision to AI. 

I know that AI not only saves us money but makes us money as well. Herd 

improvement for the future is one large advantage. There is a pride and a feeling of 

assurance when calving heifers who are all half sisters bred to the same bull.  The prize 

is ―Value Added‖ to our calf crop. Our steers consistently sell above the average market 

price and our heifers are sought after. AI has given us the advantage of raising our own 

bulls and having them be all half brothers. That gives us the consistency in genetics for 

the whole herd. Another added benefit is we market a few bulls to friends and neighbors 

who order their bulls in advance. None of this would be possible without AI. 

I believe if you are going to be in the ranching business in the future, your very 

existence will depend on your ability to supply a better more consistent product. The 

genetic accuracies are there and the genetics proven. This is not a guessing game 

anymore. I don’t know of any other way to get such a superior product except with AI. 

When I look into the future, I always feel excited about the progress my family can make 

with this great tool. The genome research that is going on will be one more tool that we 

can capitalize on because of AI. 

I have used almost every synchronization program over time and they all seem to 

work. One thing I can assure you though, none of them will be as good as you think 

they should be when you are starting out. Don’t get discouraged at first. Be in it for the 

long term. Over time, both you and your cows will become better and your conception 

rates will improve. In our operation, we consider 60% conception on the first heat for 

heifers to be good. In our cow herd, on a synchronization program, 70% would be good. 

The message I want to convey is that if you start out with heifers, do not be 

disappointed with 50% on a synchronized program or 60% on your cows. Rome wasn’t 

built in a day. This process takes time to evolve and mature. But the best things are 

always worth the sacrifice and work. The best conception rates will be with natural heat 

detecting. It is time-consuming and probably hard to implement for most operations. 

However, with some planning it can be done. We do one group of cows this way at 
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home because we get the highest conception rate of any of the methods. Because heat 

detecting takes a few hours, it is also a great opportunity for training and educating the 

younger generation.  When you synchronize, time is of the essence, whereas natural 

heat detecting there is always time to train and help new technicians. 

Bull selection is one of the most difficult things I do because we are looking at a 

long term direction for our cow herd. If you are looking at a terminal cross, there are 

also many options. In either case, the one most important question you need to ask 

your semen salesman first is ―IS THIS A HIGH CONCEPTION RATE BULL?‖ All bulls 

are not created equal when it comes to conception rate. We discovered this fact when 

we did a progeny test for a registered breeder. We bred 100 cows randomly to each of 4 

different sires. We got from 38 percent to 70 percent from the top bull. Now it’s easy to 

decide which bull I would breed to. Just think of the loss because that cow went another 

heat. There is money to be made from a high conception bull. Getting your cows bred 

on that first heat returns you extra profit more than anything else you can do. Take the 

time to insure your bull choice has high conception and all the semen reps know this 

fact. Make sure you ask. It’s critical to your bull choice. 

In my family, we have been doing AI for so long, my children and grand children 

think it is just part of the operation- just like marking calves or bangs vaccinating heifers. 

And I’m encouraged by that. Who knows what the future will hold, but I know my family 

is in a position to not only survive but to capitalize on all of the genetic improvement that 

is coming to our industry. We must stay on top of innovations to survive not only for our 

own operations but for our industry. The more efficient our ranches are and our ability to 

produce a better product, the longer we can stay in the ranching business. If we don’t 

use every tool available to us, will the next generation be able to make it in these 

uncertain times? 

 Using AI in your commercial operations takes a lot of planning, but if you have a 

60 day calving season, a good mineral program and vaccination program you are ready 

to go. I hope I have convinced you it is something you need to do to insure your 

survivability in the future. I know you all have the corrals. Plan to be busy for 3-5 

minutes a cow and you will reap a huge benefit in 9 months. You will have the best of 

the best in beef genetics in your herd. Genetics you can’t always buy at the auctions. 

Let the registered breeders do the leg work of raising the superior bulls, then go breed 

your whole cow herd to those bulls. High powered genetics and higher profits are within 

your grasp. Reach for them. 
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How can we best use DNA data in the selection of cattle? 
 

M.E. Goddard 
 
Victorian Department of Primary Industries and  
University of Melbourne 
Australia 
 
Abstract 
 
Some traits are controlled by single genes, such as many genetic abnormalities, and 
some cattlemen already use DNA tests for these genes. However, most economically 
important traits are controlled by many genes and influenced by the environment.  
Recently panels of 50,000 genetic markers called SNPs have become available and 
they provide an opportunity to select for all the traits we seek to improve. The first step 
in using these SNPs is to estimate the effect of each SNP on all the important traits. To 
do this requires a ‘discovery population’ of cattle that have been genotyped for the 
SNPs and measured for the traits. From this population a prediction equation is derived 
that predicts breeding value or progeny difference for a trait, say marbling, from the 
50,000 SNP genotypes (breeding values are just twice the progeny difference). This 
prediction equation can then be applied to animals that have SNP genotypes but no 
phenotypic information to calculate a predicted breeding value that is sometimes called 
a molecular breeding value (MBV). Usually animals will have some other source of 
information about their breeding value (e.g. pedigree and ultrasound scans) that are 
used at present to calculate a traditional estimated breeding value (EBV) or EPD. 
Therefore the MBV should be combined with the traditional EBV to give a prediction of 
breeding value that is more accurate than either source of information alone. This new 
estimate has been called a genomic EBV (GEBV). Obtaining a prediction equation that 
accurately predicts breeding value from SNP genotypes has proven difficult in beef 
cattle. We have often found that a prediction that works in one breed or herd does not 
work in other breeds and herds. Therefore we need to estimate the prediction equation 
from very large discovery populations which include several breeds and the test or 
validate the prediction equations across large populations also comprising several 
breeds.  
 
Introduction 

 
Cattle breeders seek to use the genetic variation between animals to improve their 
herds and breeds. Genetic variation exists for almost all traits that we can measure or 
record. Sometimes this variation is controlled by a single gene (e.g. red vs. black coat 
colour) but often there are many genes where variation affects the trait and where 
environmental factors also affect the phenotype or performance of the animal as we 
observe it (e.g. growth rate). Regardless of the number of genes involved, genetic 
variation is caused by differences between animals in DNA sequence. These 
differences in sequence arise due to mutation and sometimes the mutated version and 
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the original version both occur at intermediate frequency in the population and we speak 
of a polymorphism. 
 
Scientists have long sought to find the variations in DNA sequence that cause variations 
in phenotype, especially in traits that are of economic importance, in the hope that they 
could be used in selection of better cattle. For some traits controlled by a single gene 
this search has been successful. For instance, we now know the variation in DNA 
sequence that determines red vs. black coat colour and the variation that causes the 
disease mannosidosis. However, for most traits we know few, if any, of the variations in 
DNA sequence that cause genetic variation. 
 
One type of DNA variation is called a single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP). It is a 
position in the DNA where a single letter of the DNA sequence varies. For instance, it 
might be a ‘T’ in some animals but a ‘G’ in others. In fact animals receive one copy of 
the DNA sequence from their sire and one from their dam, so an animal can have one 
of three genotypes at such a SNP: GG, TT or GT. 
 
Recently commercial ‘SNP chips’ that can genotype 50,000 SNPs have become 
available and given us new hope that genetic markers for economic traits could be 
found.  These 50,000 SNPs are unlikely to cause differences in performance between 
animals but they cover the whole genome of the animal so that genes that do cause 
variation must be close to at least one SNP on the chip. Therefore we expect the SNPs 
to be in linkage disequilibrium with the polymorphic genes that actually cause variation 
in economic traits. Consequently, the SNPs are correlated with the causal variants and 
so can be used to predict the genetic or breeding value of animals for those traits.  
 
In this paper I will consider how the data from SNP chips can best be used to predict 
breeding values. The answer depends on several factors. Firstly, it depends on the 
number of genes that have an important effect on the trait. This is considered in the next 
section entitled ‘Genetic architecture of quantitative traits’. Regardless of the genetic 
architecture we need a discovery population of animals that have been measured for 
the trait and genotyped for the SNPs, from which to estimate a prediction equation that 
predicts breeding value from SNP genotypes. This predictions equation must be 
validated in an independent sample of animals. Finally a procedure to incorporate the 
SNP data on selection candidates into the calculation of estimated breeding values 
(EBVs) or EPDs is needed (EBVs are just twice EPDs). This paper will deal with each of 
these topics in turn. 
 
Genetic architecture of quantitative traits 
 
Most traits of economic importance are controlled by many genes and by environmental 
factors: but how many genes? The best data comes from genome wide association 
studies (GWASs) on human height which is a classical quantitative trait. These GWASs 
have measured tens of thousands of people for height and genotyped them for over 
300,000 SNPs. The SNPs with the biggest effects explain 0.3% of the phenotypic 
variance (Visscher 2008). Much of the variance must be due to genes with even smaller 
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effects, so it seems likely that there are >1000 genes affecting height. Our own studies 
on milk production traits in dairy cattle give a similar result. 
 
Of course there are traits and populations where a single gene causes a large part of 
the genetic variance. The mutations that cause double muscling have a large effect and 
would explain a large part of the variation in muscling in a population in which the 
mutation occurred at intermediate frequency. However, it appears that such cases are 
rare. Probably there is a spectrum of effects that mutations can have on a trait. Most 
mutations have a very small effect but occasionally there are mutations of large effect 
(figure 1). 
 
How common are the mutant alleles? If mutations have no effect on the phenotype or 
fitness of an animal (so called neutral mutations) their frequency drifts by chance. In this 
case, most mutant alleles are at very low frequency but  some, by chance, become 
common. If the effective population size of the population is constant there is a simple 
formula for the distribution of allele frequencies (figure 2). However, cattle have 
experienced periods of low effective population size or inbreeding due to domestication 
and stud book formation. This disperses allele frequencies so that rare alleles are not as 
common as expected from figure 2 but more like figure 3. 
 
The SNPs on the SNP chip are likely to be neutral and so there distribution of allele 
frequencies would be like those of fig 3 except that rare SNPs are hard to discover, so 
the SNPs on the chip are biased towards intermediate allele frequencies. 
 
The mutations affecting economic traits are unlikely to be completely neutral. If they 
affect a trait they are likely to have an effect on natural fitness or on selection by human 
cattle breeders. If the mutant allele is more fit than the original allele, it will increase in 
frequency and may become fixed in the population (i.e. the only allele present). More 
commonly the mutant will be less fit and will exist at low frequency most of the time until 
it is eliminated. This is important because it means that variants we are trying to find, 
because they affect economic traits, are likely to have one rare allele and one common 
allele. 
 
Further evidence for this comes from the study of the variance in quantitative traits 
caused by new mutations each generation. This has been measured in laboratory 
animals such as mice and is typically 0.001 times the environmental variance. If the 
mutations were neutral the genetic variance would build up each generation and reach 
a value of 2 x effective population size x 0.001 times environmental variance. In 
populations where the effective population size is >10000, this would lead to 
heritabilities > 0.95 which is not what we observe. Therefore selection must be acting to 
eliminate some of the variation introduced by mutation. Before the mutant is lost 
completely it will add to the genetic variation but it will usually be rare. 
 
In summary, for most economic traits, we will need to track very many genes in order to 
explain a large part of the genetic variance. Although, in some cases, a single gene may 
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have a large effect, typically we will need hundreds of genes to explain most of the 
genetic variance and at many of these genes one allele is likely to be rare. 
 
The discovery population 

 
Unfortunately we do not know the mutations that cause variation in traits of interest, so 
we have to rely on random SNPs spread over the whole genome, so that each 
causative mutation is correlated with at least one SNP. We genotype the SNPs and we 
measure the trait on the discovery population and from this experiment we calculate a 
prediction equation that predicts the trait from the SNP genotypes. This is the central 
concept of ‘genomic selection’ (Meuwissen et al 2001). They considered several 
statistical methods for calculating this prediction equation. The best method depends on 
the genetic architecture of the trait. If there are very many genes with very small effects 
on the trait, then the best method is the one Meuwissen et al. called BLUP. If only some 
of the SNPs are needed to track genes for the trait, then the best method is the one 
they called Bayes B. In practice we find that the accuracy of the prediction equation is 
similar whether we use BLUP or Bayes B. In either case a large proportion, if not all, of 
the 50,000 SNPs are needed to maximise the accuracy of prediction. 
 
The factors that have the biggest effect on the accuracy of prediction are the size of the 
discovery population and the heritability of the trait. The discovery population should be 
at least several thousand animals. The lower the heritability the larger the discovery 
population needs to be. This is because the phenotype measured on an animal is a 
poor guide to its genetic value if the heritability is low. The highest ‘heritability’ occurs 
when we use the result of a progeny test on each animal instead of its own phenotype. 
(The EPD calculated from a progeny test is a better guide to the sire’s genetic value 
than his own phenotype). The dairy industry is fortunate to have many progeny tested 
sires to use in its discovery population, but it is still necessary to use thousands of bulls 
to achieve an accuracy >0.7.  
 
We (Goddard 2008, Hayes et al 2009) have developed a theory for predicting the 
accuracy of prediction equations that use the BLUP method of estimation. Fig 4 
illustrates the number of records needed to achieve accuracies of 0.5 or 0.7. If we use 
the phenotype of animals in the discovery population for a trait with h2 = 0.3, we will 
need 4,000 animals to achieve an accuracy of 0.5.   
 
Can the prediction equation calculated from one breed be used in other breeds? The 
prediction equation depends on linkage disequilibrium between the SNPs on the chip 
and the mutations that actually cause variation in the trait. We have found that this 
linkage disequilibrium (LD) is only consistent from one Bos taurus breed to another if 
the SNP and the gene are <10 kb apart. The SNPs on the 50k chip are about 60kb 
apart and do not show consistent LD between breeds (de Roos et al 2008). Confirming 
this, we have found that a prediction equation estimated in Holsteins does not work in 
Jerseys. 
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Fig 5 illustrates the problem. In the fig 5, one breed has the ‘+’ allele for the trait carried 
on the same chromosome as the ‘T’ allele at the SNP. However, in another breed the ‘+’ 
allele is on the same chromosome as the ‘G’ allele or the causal gene is not even 
polymorphic (i.e. all animals carry the same allele, ‘-‘ or ‘+’). 
 
If you include both Holsteins and Jerseys in the discovery population it is possible to 
find a prediction equation that works in both breeds. This is not surprising if in fact there 
are many SNPs in LD with a causal gene and so it is possible to find one that is in 
consistent LD with the causal gene in both breeds. However, if you demand that the 
prediction equations works across 3 or 4 or more breeds, it becomes increasingly 
difficult to find a SNP on the 50k SNP chip that will work. We have used many breeds in 
a beef cattle discovery population and found that it is hard to find SNPs consistently 
associated with a trait presumably because associations that occur in one breed are 
diluted or cancelled out by associations in other breeds.  
 
The solution is to use a SNP chip with many more SNPs so that there is always a SNP 
very close (<10kb) to each causal gene and in consistent LD with it across B. taurus 
breeds. Hopefully a SNP chip with >300,000 SNPs will be available in the future. Even 
then I believe we will need different prediction equations for B.indicus breeds and 
crosses between B. taurus and B. indicus. 
 
Validation of the prediction equations 

 
The accuracy of a prediction equation cannot be judged in the discovery population 
from which it was derived. With 50,000 SNPs to choose from it is always possible to find 
some combination of them that works. You must assess the accuracy of the prediction 
equation by applying it to another independent group of animals that have been 
genotyped and measured for the trait. This can be a part of the discovery population 
that has been ‘put aside’ and not used for calculating the prediction equation.  
 
However, it should not be a random subset of the discovery population that has been 
put aside. Generally the prediction equation works much better in a random subset of 
the discovery population than in a completely new group of animals even if they are 
from the same breed. Since it is not in the discovery population that we want to use the 
prediction equation but in new groups of ‘selection candidates’, it is important that the 
validation be done in a group that are representative of the selection candidates where 
the prediction equation will be applied. 
 
We have found that prediction equations frequently do not work as well in a validation 
test as expected from the discovery population. I suspect that one reason for this is that 
one allele at the causal gene is rare. Consequently a gene that is polymorphic (i.e. 
variable) in one sample of a breed may not be polymorphic in another sample of the 
same breed, or one allele may be so rare in the validation sample that we have little 
power to detect it. 
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In summary, the frequent disappointments in the validation of prediction equations 
appear to be for four reasons: 

 the effects of individual genes are very small and so hard to estimate accurately 

 linkage disequilibrium is different in different breeds and so a prediction equation 
doesn’t work in a new breed 

 causal genes often have one rare allele whose frequency varies widely between 
samples of a breed and between breeds so that the variance caused by the gene 
varies widely. In extreme cases the gene may not be variable in some breeds. 

 causal genes with one rare allele are in poor LD with the SNPs on the SNP chip 
and so not well predicted by a prediction equation based on these SNPs. 

 
To improve on the past disappointing history of validation we need: 

 Very large discovery populations so that the effects of SNPs are estimated 
accurately 

 Discovery populations that sample a breed widely and include all breeds in which 
the prediction equation is to be used 

 A large enough validation population so that the standard error of the estimated 
accuracy of the prediction equation is small  

 A validation population that represents the cattle where it will be applied 

 A chip with >300,000 SNPs 

 Better methods to deal with causal genes with rare alleles 

 Better understanding of the genetic architecture of the traits we work on so that 
the method of estimating the prediction equation can reflect this architecture. 

 
Implementation of genomic selection 
 
The purpose of the prediction equation is to apply it to selection candidates in order to 
more accurately estimate their breeding value or calculate their EPD. When the 
prediction equation is applied to the SNP genotypes of selection candidates it generates 
an estimate of their breeding values which is sometimes called a molecular breeding 
value or MBV. However, typically these selection candidates have other sources of 
information on their breeding value which are used to calculate a traditional EPD. It is 
desirable to combine the MBV and the traditional EPD to give a better estimate of 
breeding value than either of them alone. Some people are calling this combined value 
a genomic EBV or genomic EPD (GEPD). However, in reality it is just an EPD 
calculated by including a new source of information (i.e. SNP genotypes). This view is 
important because it emphasises that the SNP genotypes are only valuable for selecting 
breeding stock, to the extent that they increase the accuracy of the EPD. 
 
Thus the implementation of genomic selection might involve the following steps: A cattle 
owner takes a tissue sample from each selection candidate and submits it to a company 
that provides a DNA service. The company genotypes each animal and applies its 
prediction equation to generate a MBV for each animal. The MBV is transmitted to the 
genetic evaluation centre that calculates EPDs and they combine it with the traditional 
data to generate GEPDs. In order to use the MBVs the genetic evaluation centre needs 
to know the genetic correlation between the MBV and the trait that is being predicted. 
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This can be estimated from the validation population but not so easily from the 
discovery population because it is biased upwards in the discovery sample. 
 
This is the process planned for beef cattle in Australia and, I believe, in USA and 
Canada. It is not, in my opinion, the ideal process nor the process planned for dairy 
cattle in the three countries. One disadvantage is that there are likely to be many MBVs. 
Each company will have different prediction equations based on different SNPs, each 
company will update their SNP panel regularly and change their prediction equation 
regularly and there will be different MBV formulae for different breeds. As a result, for 
some trait, there may be 60 MBVs that will be used by different cattle owners over the 
next 6 years. A genetic evaluation centre using this data will need a genetic correlation 
matrix among all these 60 MBVs and the trait itself. This correlation matrix will be very 
difficult to estimate and to maintain up to date and the risk of errors is high. (e.g. Will 
DNA companies remember to tell all genetic evaluation centres every time they change 
a prediction equation and supply the new MBV for lots of old cattle so that genetic 
covariances can be re-estimated?). Secondly, the commercial phenotypes collected on 
the cattle that are genotyped as part of the DNA service will not be automatically 
available to update the prediction equations. 
 
The dairy industry has gone down a different path. Raw genotypes will be submitted to 
the genetic evaluation centre. These will be used to calculate a prediction equation 
across all data. As more data accumulates through the commercial use of DNA testing it 
will be added to the database and used to update the prediction equation. Raw 
genotypes are stable data; they do not change when the prediction equation is changed 
unlike the MBVs calculated from them. Therefore storing the raw genotypes is much 
more logical.  
 
However, there are other disadvantages with the dairy industry model. In USA only the 
AI companies that participated in the USDA experiment have the right to use the 
prediction equation on bulls. In other countries there are similar restrictions. In all cases 
these occur because companies believe they have an advantage over their competitors 
that they are unwilling to sacrifice. Since nearly everyone is investing in the same 
technology, in the near future nobody will have much advantage. The world’s dairy 
farmers benefitted greatly from the open system of exchange of information that has 
prevailed for traditional genetic evaluation based on pedigrees and phenotypes. They 
would also be best served by a similar approach to genetic evaluations that include 
genomic data. So, I believe, would beef producers. 
 
We are currently in the first generation of genomic EPDs and EBVs. In years to come I 
predict that many animals will have DNA genotypes and the methods used to calculate 
EPDs will change drastically from today’s methods to ones driven by the effects of 
genes. This will lead to more accurate EPDs but is only possible if the genetic 
evaluation centre has access to the raw genotype data. 
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Figure 1. A model of the distribution of gene effects. 

Series 1 = the number of genes of a given effect size that are heterozygous in the 
average animal after selection where the selection coefficient is proportional to the 
effect of the gene. 
Series 2 = the number of new mutations of each size added per 1000 generations to the 
average animal. This distribution is assumed to be exponential. 
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Figure 2. Distribution of frequency of mutant allele across many SNPs. 

This assumes that effective population size remains constant. 
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Figure 3. Distribution of mutant allele frequencies across SNPs when inbreeding has 
reached F=0.5 after starting with the distribution in figure 2. Not shown in this figure are 
the 131 SNPs where the mutant allele has been lost and the 16 SNPs where it has 
been fixed. 
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Figure 4. The number of records needed for GEBVs with accuracy of 0.7 or 0.5 in a 
population with Ne=100. 
 

BREED

A B C

G + G - G -

T - T + T -

 
Figure 5. Linkage phase can vary between breeds. In breed A the SNP allele G will be 

inherited along with the ‘+’ allele for a trait and the ’T’ allele with the ‘-‘ allele for the trait. 
In breed B this pattern is reversed and in breed C the trait gene is not polymorphic. 
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Abstract 
 
The production of EPDs from statistical analysis of pedigree and performance records is 
a tried and true method for characterizing the genetic merit of animals.  However, 
response to selection on such EPDs is suboptimal because there are no EPDs for some 
economically-relevant traits and for those that are available the accuracies are typically 
low at the ideal selection ages around puberty, especially for traits with low heritabilities, 
or those that can be measured in only one sex or late in life.  In theory, more accurate 
genomic enhanced EPDs could be obtained in target populations of selection 
candidates from prior knowledge of EPD associated with various chromosome 
fragments.  This prior knowledge is typically obtained from Bayesian analyses in a so-
called training or discovery population.  Three critical issues arise in relation to this 
process.  First, what is the upper limit for accuracy or predictive ability using a high-
density 50k genomic panel?  Second, how is predictive ability influenced by genetic 
distance between the training and target population?  A close distance would involve 
training in widely used sires for prediction in their offspring, whereas a long distance 
would involve prediction in another breed or cross.  Third, can a much smaller and 
cheaper subsample of no more than a few hundred markers be used without 
substantially eroding predictive ability?  All three of these issues are the current focus of 
whole genome analyses in US beef cattle based on the Illumina 50k panel.  Available 
training resources include populations of AI bulls with published EPD, such as the 
Angus and Limousin datasets developed by University of Missouri and the multi-breed 
2,000 bulls project being undertaken by US MARC.  The real power of genomic 
selection will be achieved when results can be extended beyond the basic suite of EPD 
traits, and for these purposes dedicated populations need to be collected with specific 
phenotypes.  A study over several generations of F2 Nellore-Angus at Texas A&M 
University includes temperament and docility measures in addition to feed intake, 
reproductive and carcass attributes.  Several other populations with individual feed 
intake data have been collected, including those at University of Alberta, Guelph 
University, University of Missouri and US MARC.  Pfizer Animal Genetics has funded 
projects, principally in Angus cattle, to collect data on carcass and meat attributes 
including beef healthfulness, and feedlot health and performance data in collective 
projects that have involved the National Beef Cattle Evaluation Consortium, Iowa State 
University, Colorado State University, University of California at Davis and Oklahoma 
State University.  Competitive funding through USDA-NRI has been used for projects 
led by New Mexico State University involving female fertility in Brangus animals, Cornell 
University to build ongoing and future resource populations, and Iowa State University, 
Cal Poly San Luis Obispo and US MARC to develop web-accessible publicly available 
Bayesian analytical tools for genomic selection.  A project led by University of California 
at Davis is considering the integration of DNA information into beef production systems 
and includes a ranch and rancher focus with comprehensive outreach component. 
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Collectively, these projects represent major intellectual and economic investments in 
beef cattle improvement through funding by Pfizer Animal Genetics, Merial, land-grant 
Universities, USDA-ARS and USDA-NRI that will, over the next 12 months, provide 
some concrete answers to the three critical issues and deliver improved selection tools 
to the US beef industry. 
 
Introduction 
 
Conventional beef cattle breed improvement programs have relied on pedigree and 
performance recording in order to estimate Expected Progeny Differences (EPD).  
Traits with moderate heritability that can be observed on the selection candidates prior 
to selection age can be effectively improved.  However, beef cattle production systems 
are influenced by many traits that can only be observed in one sex (eg female 
reproduction), or late in life (eg stayability, carcass attributes).  In these circumstances, 
information on the selection candidate is typically limited to knowledge of its parent 
average genetic merit.  Since bulls are used more widely than cows, their selection can 
be more intense and contributes to genetic improvement to a greater extent than female 
selection, even though both sexes contribute half of the genetic material to their 
offspring.  Ongoing improvement requires that superior sons replace elite sires but such 
sons cannot be identified until performance observations can be observed on offspring 
of the son.  The time delay required to identify elite sons before they can be widely used 
is the major limitation to improving current rates of genetic improvement. 
 
Knowledge of the genes that are responsible for variation in performance would allow 
candidates to be ranked at a young age on the basis of knowledge of the particular 
genes they inherited from their parents, in addition to using pedigree and performance 
records.  However, although the role of many genes in particular production processes 
is reasonably characterized, surprisingly little is known about the nature and identity of 
the genes that contribute to the variation in performance – such as those that 
distinguish an average from an above-average animal.  Fortunately, many genomic 
regions that exhibit variation in DNA sequence known as polymorphisms are now 
known, and these can be used as surrogates or markers to try and identify genomic 
regions, if not genes, contributing to variation in performance. 
 
A polymorphic marker allows the inheritance of a particular fragment of the genome to 
be readily traced across generations.  This in itself is not particularly valuable in helping 
us find causal genes because one version of the marker may be associated with a 
favorable gene in some families and associated with the unfavorable form in other 
families.  In order for a marker to be really useful, it needs to be in strong linkage 
disequilibrium (LD) with the causal gene, the stronger the LD the better.  The extent of 
LD provides a measure of how well the marker variants provide knowledge of the 
unknown causal gene variants.  A marker with a very different allele frequency from a 
causal gene cannot be in high LD with the causal gene, so ideally a wide range of 
markers of varying allele frequency would need to be available. 
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The development of marker tests that are currently available in beef cattle panels 
marketed by Merial Igenity (http://www.igenity.com) and Pfizer Animal Genetics 
(http://www.pfizeranimalgenetics.com) have been discovered by creating LD between 
markers and causal genes using linkage, most commonly be crossing disparate breeds 
such as Jersey and Limousin, Wagyu and Limousin or Brahman and Angus.  The first-
cross or F1 animals will have one chromosome in each pair that has originated from 
each of the two foundation breeds.  When inter se mated to produce F2 progeny, the 
typical chromosome will have had one crossover event, so that part of the chromosome 
originated from one foundation breed and part from the other.  Using as few as ten 
markers on each chromosome allowed testing for the presence of major gene 
fragments known as quantitative trait loci (QTL) in each chromosome region.  Many 
such regions have been found for a vast array of traits, but the discoveries have been 
problematic. First, the experiments were expensive as a result of the genotyping costs.  
Accordingly the experiments tended to be smaller than they should have been, with the 
results that they lacked power and tended to only find regions that by chance looked 
bigger in the discovery experiment than they really were.  This resulted in the effect size 
tending to shrink in subsequent validation studies.  Second, the assumption that a few 
regions accounted for large genomic effects may have been simply untrue, and the real 
state of nature may have been characterized by many gene regions of small effects. 
 
The sequencing of the bovine genome and the development of technologies to allow the 
simultaneous characterization of tens of thousands of genetic markers has opened up 
opportunities to exploit ancestral LD, rather than having to create LD by linkage.  The 
extent of LD increases on average if the marker is physically closer to the unknown 
causal gene, and as the level of inbreeding increases (or effective population 
decreases).  Since breeds exist as a result of mild inbreeding, some markers will exhibit 
significant LD if enough are available to saturate every genomic region and to cover a 
wide range of allele frequencies.  Simulation studies had suggested that 50,000 single 
nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) markers would be adequate in purebreds to allow the 
characterization of every genomic region in a sufficiently large training population 
(Meuwissen et al., 2001). 
 
Characterization of a genomic region can be thought of as effectively equivalent to 
estimating an EPD for every chromosome fragment, rather than every animal.  Some 
chromosome fragments may contribute little or no information, as they do not contain 
genes explaining variation, whereas other chromosome regions might be highly 
informative.  Knowledge of the effects of chromosome regions allows one to directly 
infer the EPD of any animal not in the training population based simply on knowledge of 
the chromosome fragments it inherited, a process known as genomic prediction 
(Meuwissen et al., 2001).   
 
A high-density bovine panel containing about 50,000 SNP markers was developed 
using federal funds and made commercially available by Illumina in January 2008.  This 
heralded the beginning of widespread and systematic whole genome analyses of both 
beef and dairy cattle, in the US and elsewhere in the world.  Prior to this release, a 
proprietary set of SNP markers had been developed by MetaMorphix 
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(http://www.metamorphixinc.com/16858-trubreed_marketingmaterials.pdf) and used for 
product development in conjunction with Cargill (Kolath, 2009), but their marker 
technology was not made available to publicly funded researchers and few details have 
ever been publicly communicated prior to this BIF conference.  The remainder of this 
paper is limited to describing the nature and scope of publicized whole genome 
analyses based on the Illumina 50k product. 
 
Industry/seedstock populations 
 
An immediately appealing dataset for genomic analyses comprises widely-used AI sires 
that are represented in each breed.  The advantages of such a dataset, once gathered 
together is: that investment is only required in the genotyping phase, as deregressed 
EPDs can be used in place of phenotypic data; and the individuals themselves have, by 
definition, made major contributions to the modern population for that breed.  The 
disadvantages are that: it can be costly and time-consuming to gather together DNA 
samples from legacy bulls, particularly those that date back several generations; 
discovery is limited to traits for which EPD are available, which for many breeds is little 
more than birth, weaning and yearling weights; there are only a finite number of such 
animals in each breed, perhaps too few for reliable estimation; and the close 
relationships and inbreeding of these animals result in LD extending some distance 
along the chromosome, perhaps being overwhelmed by LD due to recent linkage rather 
than ancestral genomic proximity. 
 
An Angus resource population now numbering some 2,000 bulls and a smaller Limousin 
resource population have been developed by Merial and Jerry Taylor at the University 
of Missouri, in collaboration with the relevant breed associations.  Routine national 
cattle evaluations allow these datasets to be used for training, the process of estimating 
EPDs for chromosome fragments on birth, weaning and yearling weight direct effects, 
milk, calving ease direct and maternal, scrotal circumference, carcass weight, ribeye 
area, yield grade and marbling score.  The North American Limousin Foundation also 
has docility and stayability, whereas American Angus Association includes backfat, 
mature height, mature weight and prototype heifer pregnancy EPDs. 
 
In a project involving some 2,000 bulls from a range of different breeds, relevant breed 
associations and the US Meat Animal Research Center (USMARC) has collected 
together DNA samples from bulls from Angus, Beefmaster, Brahman, Brangus, 
Braunvieh, Charolais, Chiangus, Gelbvieh, Hereford, Limousin, Maine Anjou, Red 
Angus, Salers, Santa Gertrudis, Shorthorn, and Simmental breeds (Thallman, 2009).  
The number of sires sampled in each breed has taken account of their contribution to 
the US population.  These populations are probably individually inadequate for reliable 
genomic training, but will be useful for validation or as a pooled resource for 
training/discovery. 
 
Commercial/non seedstock/research populations 
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An alternative approach to training is to use individual phenotypes rather than EPDs.  
This has the disadvantage that most individual phenotypes are less informative than the 
deregressed data that can be obtained from EPDs.  Accordingly, more animals would 
be required to obtain the same level of power in training than would be the case when 
using sires with progeny information.  The main advantage with commercial populations 
is that they can be simultaneously deeply phenotyped for many traits, including traits 
that are difficult or impossible to measure on breeding animals.  Traits of particular 
interest might include: feed intake; carcass and meat characteristics; disease 
resistance; and reproductive performance.   
 
The most difficult traits to get reliable information are those associated with female 
reproduction.  This is the case because lifetime female reproductive performance 
requires a long-term experiment, is typically characterized by low heritability traits, and 
the value of individual performance records is further eroded by the diminishing 
contemporary groups that occur over successive parities.  Dr Milt Thomas from New 
Mexico State University has a project concentrating on female fertility traits including 
first-calving success from some 800 Brangus females from Camp Cooley.  Further, in 
collaboration with Cornell University, he has collected DNA samples from heifers and 
their subsequent fertility records over successive parities from large cohorts born and 
managed on the Rex Ranch in Nebraska. 
 
A trial involving the collection of phenotypic records at harvest on near 2,200 Angus 
animals from several sources is near completion.  The principal focus of this Pfizer-
funded trial is on meat quality including aspects of human healthfulness, but the trial 
(Reecy, 2008) includes: growth traits (birth, weaning, yearling and slaughter weights); 
carcass attributes (dressing %, ribeye area, backfat thickness, yield grade, quality 
grade, kidney, pelvic and heart fat); meat traits (shear force, taste test panel, and 
detailed nutrient components of interest from a human nutrition perspective - fatty acids, 
sphingolipids, cholesterol, minerals, creatine, creatinine, vitamins and carnitine).  The 
data collection is a collaborative venture involving producers Jack Cowley and Don 
Smith with a large team of researchers from Oklahoma State, University of California-
Davis, Cornell University and Iowa State University. 
 
A study using some 2,900 Angus steers sourced from the Rex Ranch over two years, 
and fed out at the Southeast Colorado Research Station is being funded by Pfizer 
Animal Genetics to collect information for genomic studies on feedlot health.  In addition 
to weights and carcass traits, the trial has attempted to measure indicators of 
temperament (flight speed and chute score) (Weaber, 2008), stress indicators, body 
temperatures, immune response, visual indicators of sickness (including nasal 
discharges, coughing, rapid breathing, number of treatments, time to recovery), 
necropsy results, BVD and observable lung lesions at harvest (Enns, 2008).  The trial is 
being led by Colorado State University, with input from West Texas A&M, University of 
Missouri, South Dakota State, University of Illinois, and Cornell University. 
 
The largest trial from a single location involves the Cycle VII cattle from USMARC and 
this involves a large portfolio of traits, including growth, carcass, fertility and feed intake.  
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This trial involves offspring of Angus, Hereford and composite cows sired by Angus, 
Charolais, Gelbvieh, Hereford, Limousin, Red Angus, and Simmental sires (Thallman et 
al., 2009). 
 
The longest running trial involves the inbred Line 1 Hereford herd from Fort Keogh, and 
involves 250 individuals representing available sires since 1953 and a sample of the 
current generation of calves (MacNeil, pers. Comm.). 
 
Several previous studies have focused on the collection of feed intake data for the study 
of residual feed intake (RFI) and these populations at University of Alberta, University of 
Guelph, and Circle A Ranch in Missouri are being used for studies of efficiency related 
traits as is a study of F2 Nellore-Angus animals being undertaken at Texas A&M by Dr 
Clare Gill (http://indicus.tamu.edu/mcgregor/project.cgi) that also includes a substantial 
focus on various aspects of temperament. 
 
Critical Issues 
 
There are three critical issues relating to the performance of genomic prediction.  These 
are: the proportion of genetic variation in Angus animals that can be predicted from 
knowledge of the 50k SNP genotypes; the extent to which the predictive ability of the 
50k panel erodes when the training knowledge is applied to animals of different breeds; 
and the ability of a reduced panel to reliably predict performance.  Practically no 
information has been published on these issues except for results based on simulated 
data.  In a USDA-NRI funded project, Iowa State University, Cal Poly San Luis Obispo 
and USMARC have been developing a web-based bioinformatics platform that includes 
Bayesian software (Fernando and Garrick, 2008) for the training analyses of 
populations with high-density SNP data.  The Bayesian software for developing 
prediction equations is currently being applied to many of the datasets described in the 
previous section, generating some indicative information as to the performance of 
genomic predictions.  Web access to this software can be provided to other parties with 
relevant data. 
 

Within-breed predictions from 50k panels.  The most extensively analyzed 
dataset has been the Angus AI bull population.  The discovery or training process 
generates an estimate, somewhat like heritability, of the proportion of phenotypic 
variation that can be accounted for using the SNP markers.  Low estimated values for 
this parameter indicate that the marker predictions will not be very good, but high values 
only indicate that the markers are predictive in the training population.  Confidence in 
the genomic predictions can only be provided by validation in a group of animals that 
were not included in the training population (Goddard, 2009).  Accordingly, our 
approach to training typically involves subdividing the data, say into thirds, and training 
in two-thirds of the data followed by validation in the other third.  The subsets are 
chosen so that the same sires do not have sons in both the training and validation 
datasets.  This training can be done three times for different dataset combinations, so 
that each bull is represented in one validation set.  The results vary according to trait 
and data subset (Table 1), but the general conclusion is that correlations between 
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genomic predictions from 50k markers and realized performance in an independent 
dataset is in to the order of 0.5-0.7.  This is equivalent to genomic predictions that are 
accounting for between 25% and 50% genetic variance.  Put in perspective, the 50k 
genomic prediction is equivalent to about 6-16 offspring in a progeny test if the trait had 
a heritability of 25%.  These correlations are as good as those being achieved in dairy 
populations before the genomic predictions are blended with national evaluation 
information on parent average.  
 
Table 1: Correlations between 50k genomic prediction and realized performance for 
validation of Angus sires in independent Angus datasets for backfat (BFat), calving ease 
direct (CED) and maternal (CEM), carcass marbling (Marb), carcass ribeye area (REA), 
scrotal circumference (SC), weaning weight direct (WWD) and yearling weight (YWT). 
 
 
Trait 

Train 2 & 3 
Predict 1 

Train 1 & 3 
Predict 2 

Train 2 & 3 
Predict 3 

Overall1 

BFat 0.71 0.64 0.73 0.69 
CED 0.65 0.47 0.65 0.59 
CEM 0.58 0.56 0.62 0.53 
Marb 0.72 0.73 0.64 0.70 
REA 0.63 0.63 0.60 0.62 
SC 0.60 0.57 0.50 0.55 
WWD 0.65 0.44 0.66 0.52 
YWT 0.69 0.51 0.72 0.56 
1Overall correlation estimated by pooling the estimated variances and covariances from 
each separate validation 
 

Across-breed predictions from 50k panels.  The prospect of using training 
results obtained in one breed to predict performance in another is particularly appealing.  
However, there are several reasons why this may not work.  First, the gene effects may 
exhibit dominance, and the allele frequency may vary between populations.  Second, 
the gene effects may exhibit epistasis, so their effects depend upon the allele frequency 
of other genes.  Third, there may be estimation errors in the prediction equation that 
lead to spurious results in any validation dataset.  Finally, there may be differences in 
LD between breeds, so that a marker that is a good surrogate of a causal gene in one 
breed is of less value in another breed.  Few datasets have been available to date for 
across breed validation.  Simulated data using some of the 50k loci as if they were 
causal genes has allowed the prospects for across breed prediction to be quantified 
(Kizilkaya et al., 2009), in the best-case scenario in the absence of non-additive gene 
effects such as dominance or epistasis.  In the simulations, two populations were 
available, one which represented purebreds (i.e. Angus) and one which represented 
multibreeds (8 different sire breeds, including Angus, mated to straightbred and 
crossbred commercial cows).  Those analyses show that predictive ability would be very 
high if the causal genes were on the marker panel (results not shown), but results 
(Table 2) are much poorer when LD among the markers on the panel are relied on to 
predict performance.  Further, they show that the predictive ability of the 50k panel 
erodes considerably when the number of simulated causal genes is increased.  The 
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best-case predictive ability therefore varies from correlations around 0.4 for 50 genes 
down to 0.2-0.3 for 500 genes.  These correlations correspond to marker panels that 
would account for up to 18% genetic variation for 50 genes down to only 4-9% variation 
for 500 genes. 
 
These analyses showed that in this case, it was better to train in purebreds to predict 
multibreed performance than vice versa.  This is the case because the LD is on average 
higher and extends further in purebreds than it does in multibreeds.  Training in a 
multibreed population would benefit from access to a higher density marker panel than 
the currently available 50k set. 
 
Table 2: Correlations between 50k genomic prediction in one population (purebred PB 
or multibred MB) and realized performance in another population (MB or PB), from 5 
replicates of the training populations of some 1,000 animals for a simulated trait with 
heritability of 50% that results from 50, 100, 250 or 500 causal genes (Kizilkaya et al., 
2009). 
 
Causal genes 

Train PB then predict MB Train MB then predict PB 

50 0.42 0.39 
100 0.31 0.29 
250 0.28 0.25 
500 0.30 0.20 
 

Within-breed predictions from reduced (eg 384) SNP panels.  Most activities 
reflect the law of diminishing returns.  Alternative genotyping systems allow for the 
simultaneous assessment of a few hundred or a few thousand SNP markers at less cost 
than the current $200-300 for the use of the 50k Illumina platform.  Bayesian analytical 
techniques (Fernando and Garrick, 2008) that are useful for 50k prediction can also be 
used to identify subsets of informative SNPs.  The creation of subsets of 600 SNP 
markers obtained from choosing the 20 markers on each bovine chromosome with the 
highest model frequency, a measure for marker support, was undertaken to repeat the 
analyses shown in Table 1 on 600 marker subsets.  The corresponding results are in 
Table 3.  These data demonstrate relatively little loss of predictive ability in selectively 
reducing the panel from 50k to 600 SNP. 
 
Table 3: Correlations between genomic predictions from a 600 SNP panel comprising 
the 20 most-supported SNP on each chromosome and realized performance for 
validation of Angus sires in independent Angus datasets for backfat (BFat), calving ease 
direct (CED) and maternal (CEM), carcass marbling (Marb), carcass ribeye area (REA), 
scrotal circumference (SC), weaning weight direct (WWD) and yearling weight (YWT). 
 
 
Trait 

Train 2 & 3 
Predict 1 

Train 1 & 3 
Predict 2 

Train 2 & 3 
Predict 3 

Overall 

BFat 0.64 0.58 0.67 0.63 
CED 0.64 0.47 0.68 0.61 
CEM 0.56 0.58 0.60 0.55 
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Marb 0.70 0.69 0.61 0.67 
REA 0.54 0.58 0.55 0.56 
SC 0.55 0.51 0.48 0.51 
WWD 0.62 0.46 0.66 0.49 
YWT 0.68 0.51 0.72 0.55 
 
Reduced panels of 600 markers per trait are still too many to populate a single 384 
marker panel, particularly if the panel is to simultaneously target several traits.  Further, 
the results shown in Table 3 for each trait reflect three panels of 600 markers, although 
some SNP may be in common in two or more panels.  Using secondary screening 
procedures to select among these SNP for a subset of informative markers for marbling 
and using these in a prediction equation to obtain the equivalent of a genomic EPD 
enabled the genomic EPD to be validated in an independent population of 698 Angus 
steers (Nkrumah, pers. comm.).  In this case, validation involves quantifying the genetic 
correlation between the genomic EPD or marker score and observed phenotype, in a 
bivariate analysis similar to those used to estimate genetic correlations between any 
pair of traits.  The resulting estimates of the genetic correlations for 50, 100, 150 or 200 
markers were 0.28. 0.29, 0.39 and 0.43.  The genetic correlation between the genomic 
EPD and the observed phenotype will ultimately be required in order to combine 
genomic EPD with conventional pedigree and performance-based EPD in the context of 
a national cattle evaluation (Kachman, 2008). 
 
Panels that are constructed to combine 100-200 of the best markers for each trait 
provide the opportunity of reassessing the genomic EPD using all the say 384 markers 
on the panel, rather than just the 100-200 markers selected for a particular trait.  The 
estimated genetic correlations between carcass phenotypic observations and the 
molecular scores from a 384 panel based on the subset of SNP described in the 
previous paragraph were 0.49 for marbling and 0.43 for ribeye area (Nkrumah, pers. 
comm.).  However, estimating genetic correlations requires substantial amounts of data, 
and more reliable estimates can be obtained using progeny test records. 
 
The markers on the single 384 SNP multitrait panel were further validated by estimating 
the genetic correlation between marker score and progeny test performance on a new 
sample of 275 Angus AI bulls that were not used in any of the training analyses.  The 
results of those analyses were estimated genetic correlations of 0.59 for marbling, 0.32 
for backfat, 0.58 for ribeye area, 0.44 for carcass weight, 0.39 for heifer pregnancy and 
0.35 for yearling weight (Nkrumah, pers. comm.).  Such a panel would account for 10% 
genetic variation in the poorest trait and 35% variation for the best traits. 
 
Ideally, the genomic EPD or marker scores on such panels would be used in national 
evaluation along with available pedigree and phenotypic information to improve the 
accuracy of EPD on selection candidates. 
 
Conclusions 
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Clearly, the current studies have a strong focus on Angus cattle, and a more 
comprehensive approach to phenotypes than those presently available through national 
cattle evaluation.  Fertility traits remain poorly represented.  Predictions from 50k panels 
might account for 50% genetic variation when used in the same breed as the training 
population and substantially less when used in other breeds.  Reduced panels can 
account for 25%-35% genetic variation for targeted traits.  The prospects for modifying 
selection programs to exploit high-density 50k and/or low-density (e.g. 384) SNP panels 
looks encouraging, although less so than previously published simulation results.  
Future panels can only improve, as further analysis is undertaken on available resource 
populations.  The role of marker tests as a selection tool is now maturing to the extent 
that they are likely to complement, rather than compete with, national cattle evaluation. 
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Feedlot Marker Assisted Management 
 
Bill Kolath 
Cargill Meat Solutions 
  
Abstract 
 
 Feedlot management strategies are often focused on improving production 
efficiency and/or managing carcass endpoint. These strategies may be as simple as an 
implant program or as complex as a multi-technology sorting program. A number of 
technologies are available to provide data to make sorting decisions and are as simple 
as chute weights, breed type, hide color or visual appraisal or as complex as ultrasound 
based measures of body composition, external body measurements, or genetic 
information. However, any technology used needs to be responsive to shifting 
population trends and changes in management set points.  
 Unlike a seed stock or commercial cow/calf producer our feedlot population is 
diverse and is subject to seasonal and geographic trends. In addition, our population 
comes from many different backgrounds (wheat pasture, grow yards, and ranches 
across the country). In order to account for these varied environmental and genetic 
backgrounds our approach to marker assisted management has been to combine 
information from live animal evaluation with genetic information to make management 
decisions. 

Cargill Cattle Feeders, while being focused on efficiency and cost of gain, has an 
even greater focus on endpoint management due to our relationship with Excel. Due to 
this intensive focus on carcass endpoint, we have developed a management system 
based on an animal’s condition at reimplant and genetic information obtained from 
marker panels for economically important traits. This allows us to account for both 
environmental effects and the genetic potential of the animal. At the feedlot level it is 
very difficult to manage individuals but managing groups of similar individuals is 
feasible. By grouping individuals we create pens of cattle that have a specific endpoint 
target. This grouping allows growth promoting technologies to be applied in order to 
improve production efficiency while still meeting our specific endpoint targets. The goal 
being to produce a high quality product for our customer while maximizing production 
efficiency. 
 
Discussion 

 
The management of cattle in the feedlot is often focused on improving production 

efficiency and/or targeting a particular endpoint. Production efficiency is universally 
important, however, the degree to which an operations focuses on endpoint is often 
determined by their relationship with a packer. Cargill Cattle Feeders works closely with 
Excel to produce high quality cattle for use in Excel’s branded beef programs making 
endpoint management a highly focused component of our operation. Cargill Cattle 
Feeders is also unique from many other feeding operations in that all animals in our 
feed yards are tagged with an electronic identification tag upon arrival. Electronic 
identification tags are key in allowing technologies to be tested and utilized, 
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improvements to our production system to be made and progress to be tracked. In 
addition, our relationship with Excel allows for carcass data collection on all animals 
harvested, further strengthening our ability to track, benchmark, and improve production 
practices. This ability to make data based decisions is one of the greatest strengths of 
our business.  

 
Single trait genetic markers have been available to seed stock producers for a 

number of years and the ability to make management decisions based on that 
information, while complex, has been simpler than using that information in a feedlot 
setting. Typically seed stock producers are working with a relatively similar population 
which was managed under a single management system. Frequently management 
decisions are simply to retain or cull an animal or to provide information to a prospective 
buyer. However, compared to seed stock producers and other segments of the beef 
industry, marker assisted management in the feedlot posses a number of challenges. 
The population in the feedlot is in a constant state of flux and the environmental impact 
differs over time. In a large scale feeding operation, cattle are sourced from across the 
country and are comingled in differing proportions depending on the season. Also, cattle 
are obtained from different production systems (i.e. ranch origins, pasture growing 
systems, wheat pasture, grow yards and sale barns) which may or may not impact the 
ability of the animal to reach its genetic potential. In addition, we have to manage 
individuals in a group environment. Historically, feeding operations have managed pens 
of cattle and therefore, all of the production systems are setup to manage groups (i.e. – 
lots) and not individuals. Management decisions are often more complex in the feedlot, 
because we have to manage every individual and do not have the ability to send poor 
performing or genetically inferior animals to the sale barn. Some of those management 
decisions include an endpoint decision for the animal (i.e. – high yield vs. high quality), 
and what technologies are we going to use to get there. For Cargill Cattle Feeders this 
decision may include to implant or not to implant an animal, the potency of the implant 
(if implanted) and the type of beta-agonist that is fed. Marker assisted management 
allows for an individualized approach within a group managed system. 

 
Due to the diversity of the population that we feed, it is difficult to obtain any 

genetic information prior to arrival at the feed yard. Our data collection therefore, begins 
upon arrival at the feed yard. At arrival an animal is processed (vaccinated, dewormed, 
tagged (EID and visual), etc.). Following these standard practices we take a nasal swab 
to collect DNA. In the past we collected blood via a tail bleed which slowed down 
processing considerably, however, nasal swabs allow for a safe and efficient way to 
collect DNA. The DNA is transferred to a bar-coded FTA card and the barcode is 
scanned linking the unique sample number with the EID of the animal. The animal is 
returned to its home pen and the DNA is then sent out to be processed. The marker 
assisted management decisions are then made at reimplant. At reimplant a measure of 
body composition is obtained to account for environment factors which impact the ability 
of the animal to reach its genetic potential. That information, along with genetic 
information, is used to determine how we will manage that animal.  
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A number of management decisions are made using the genetic information and 
body composition of each animal. First, we need to determine how much longer we are 
going to feed this animal. Second, we decide if we are going to give any growth 
promoting technologies to the animal and if we are, what products we are going to use. 
Based on the answers to these questions, the animals will be sorted into one of four 
groups, the goal being to allow the animal the ability to reach its genetic potential while 
being managed within a group setting.  

 
 Four groups allow for efficient management within a group production 

environment by preventing groups with too few animals, while still allowing us to come 
close to maximizing the genetic potential of each animal. The reimplant and carcass 
characteristics of each of the four groups are shown in table 1. Group 1 is characterized 
by cattle that perform well early in the feeding period and therefore, are heavier and 
fatter than their pen mates. The management focus of this group is to prevent them 
from becoming too fat. Technologies are used to promote lean mean yield. Group 2 is 
characterized by average performing cattle. This group is of moderate weight and 
fatness at reimplant, and tends to have carcasses of average weight, grade and yield. 
Group 3 is characterized by small or immature cattle. They are smaller and leaner at 
reimplant and require longer to reach a mature weight. However, they tend to produce 
large carcasses which grade and yield. Group 4 is characterized by cattle that are 
genetically superior in their ability to marble and produce high quality carcasses. This 
group also contains cattle that have above average marbling characteristics but with an 
implant a large percentage will produce a high select carcass. Therefore, a significant 
proportion of this group will not receive an implant. This group has a large number of 
carcasses that qualify for premium programs, thereby offsetting any reduction in 
carcass weight loss due to the removal of an implant. The net result of this grouping is 
to produce a consistent product that readily fits into Excel’s branded program. 

 
Our goal with marker assisted management is to optimize the capability of an 

animal and do so in a manner in which we add value to our customer. While managing 
cattle in this manner adds complexity to a feeding operation, it is far outweighed by the 
consistency and quality of the product delivered to the plant. We envision that in the 
future this technology will encompass a greater number of economically important traits, 
while continuing to become more cost effective. Marker assisted management will allow 
for feeding operations to improve production efficiency and the consistency and quality 
of the product they produce. 
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Table 1. Reimplant and Carcass Characteristics of the four sort groups. 
 Group 1 Group 2 Group 3 Group 4 
Reimplant     
  Weight 1109 1071 987 1096 
  Level of Fatness +++ ++ Avg. +++ 
  MS MGV 2.9 1.48 -1.59 23.0 
     
Carcass     
  HCW 831 883 908 863 
  REA 13.2 14.1 14.6 13.2 
  BF 0.47 0.45 0.43 0.53 
  MS 398 407 418 486 
  Yield 63.0 63.9 64.8 63.8 
  YG 3.0 2.9 2.8 3.3 
  % Choice 40.0 42.7 45.7 77.4 
Data is based on 88,090 head. 
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Breed and Breeder Adaptation to Genome-Enhanced/Enabled Selection 
Information - Kent Andersen, U.S. Beef Breeds Council 
 
 
Abstract 
In order for genomics information to most effectively impact seedstock selection 
decisions it should be incorporated into breed association performance programs.  This 
requires new business infrastructure and information technologies that function to 
integrate the activities of breeders, breed associations, genomics companies and 
genetic evaluation service providers.  Best-use of validated genomics information 
promises to enhance the accuracy of EPDs (especially important for non-parents) and 
enable more thorough characterization of genetic differences for additional economically 
relevant traits (ERTs).  In turn, this empowers more informative bio-economic selection 
indexes and customized decision support.  Failure to effectively construct such 
infrastructure is expected to result in ambiguous, confusing selection information that 
may impede genetic improvement and threaten most-profitable adoption of genomics 
technology by seedstock and commercial producers.  
 
 
Introduction 
Historically, the primary function of breed association performance programs has been 
to process pedigree and performance data and provide Expected Progeny Differences 
(EPDs).  EPDs are typically computed twice per year on a multiple-trait, population 
basis, as well as daily by breed associations using interim EPD calculation processes 
applied to incoming data submitted by breeders.  Timely inclusion of all available 
information from a variety of sources into EPDs and associated accuracy values has 
helped to simplify and empower selection by quantifying genetic merit into one most-
informative EPD number for each trait.   
 
Enter Molecular Breeding Values 
The emergence of panels of markers and associated Molecular Breeding Values 
(MBVs) ushers in a new era for beef cattle breeding.  Integration of this new information 
into the existing framework of breed association performance programs and genetic 
evaluation is anticipated to make adoption by breeders relatively seamless.  However, 
such integration necessitates greater collaboration between breed associations, 
genomics companies, the National Beef Cattle Evaluation Consortium (NBCEC) and 
genetic evaluation providers (see figure).   
 
It follows that incorporation of genomics information will require new and enhanced 
business infrastructure for associations and genomics companies on several fronts, 
including; legal, staffing, information technology, genetic evaluation, education and 
marketing.  This is a worthwhile undertaking, because integration of evolving genomics 
information is likely paramount to its most appropriate and profitable use.  Beyond 
seedstock, genomics companies will extend application of molecular-based 
technologies to commercial cow-calf, feedyard and end-product customers, and that will 
have ramifications for breed associations and breeders.  
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Failure to Integrate 
Breed association and breeder adaptation to genomics information will be appreciably 
more difficult if it is not efficiently integrated into existing performance programs.  The 
prospect of a dozen or more traits evaluated separately by both traditional EPDs as well 
as by MBVs from one or more service providers would create potentially overwhelming 
ambiguity and confusion in the selection, breeding and marketing of seedstock.  If 
MBVs for important economically relevant traits (ERTs) - not evaluated by EPDs – were 
not included in economic selection indexes and decision support, their true value to 
selection would not be realized.  Operationally, disparate databases of genetic data 
would make it more cumbersome for breeders to assemble information for breeding and 
sales activities.  
 
Adapting to Enhanced Accuracy - MBVs for EPD Traits 
For traits evaluated by EPDs, appropriate incorporation of MBV information into the 
EPD would eliminate ambiguity, enhance accuracy and reduce the possible change, or 
error, associated with the prediction.  If the extent to which accuracies are enhanced by 
virtue of company specific genomics information is established across traits, it is 
relatively straightforward for producers to decide if the investment in testing is worth the 
corresponding reduction in possible change and risk.   
 
As a benchmark, assuming the integration of MBV information into the EPD contributes 
to an increase in accuracy for non-parents from .20 to .60, the associated possible 
change is reduced by a magnitude of about one-half for most traits.  For example, a 
weaning weight EPD with accuracy in the .2 range has a possible change of around ±12 
pounds, which is reduced to just ±6 pounds with accuracy at the .6 level.  Incorporating 
MBV information into the EPD also eliminates confusion caused by having some 
genetic predictions expressed as breeding values and others as progeny differences (a 
progeny difference is one-half of a breeding value).     
 
If non-parent bulls have MBV-enhanced EPDs with accuracies in excess of .5 for most 
traits, roughly one-half of the risk associated with non-parent sire selection could be 
eliminated.  Sire prospects with superior EPD profiles at this level of accuracy would be 
of notably higher value because significant possible change has been removed from 
their predictions. Higher accuracy EPDs for non-parent sires would also help to ensure 
their best-use, say as heifer bulls or specialized terminal sires, thus adding value to the 
buyer.  Obviously, untested non-parent sire prospects with unenhanced accuracy, as 
well as those with MBV-enhanced accuracy but significantly inferior genetic merit, would 
be justifiably discounted.    
 
Replacement females and cows with MBV-enhanced EPDs might be expected to have 
higher accuracy than what a lifetime of natural calves evaluated in competitive 
contemporary groups might achieve.  Theoretically, this should result in a lifetime of 
better mating decisions if oriented toward defined selection objectives.  Soundness and 
visually evaluated traits aside, higher accuracy, genetically superior females would be 
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worth more, while those with problems identified via their MBV and those that are only 
evaluated to traditional levels of accuracy would likely warrant discounts.   
 
Adapting to Enabled ERTs - MBVs for non-EPD Traits 
Genomics technology has begun to further enable genetic evaluation of traits not 
traditionally quantified by EPDs.  Typically, these characteristics are difficult and/or 
expensive and time consuming to measure, but are important ERTs.  The following non-
EPD traits are known to be in one phase or another of genomics research, validation 
and commercial testing:  
    

• Feed Utilization 
o Feed Intake 
o Residual Feed Intake 

• Animal Health (i.e. Bovine Respiratory Disease, BRD) 
o Disease Resistance 
o Immune Response 

• Healthfulness of Beef Products 
o Fatty Acids (saturated and unsaturated content) 
o Minerals 

• Palatability 
o Tenderness (shear force) 

• Adaptability/Tolerance to Environmental Stress 
o High Altitude Disease 
o Fescue Tolerance 
o Subtropical Heat Adaptability 

• Cow Fertility and Productivity (note: EPDs exist for some populations but 
phenotypes are either difficult, time consuming or not routinely collected outside 
inventory-based recording schemes) 

o Heifer Pregnancy 
o Cow Longevity (and component traits) 
o Cow Lifetime Productivity 

 
Breed association, breeder and commercial producer adaptation to an evolving suite of 
MBVs for additional traits represents formidable challenge.  First, a clear understanding 
of the efficacy of each new MBV in specific populations is needed.  Second, assuming 
the MBV possesses significant predictive power, ascertaining its relative economic 
importance as compared to other traits is necessary for appropriate weighting in 
selection.  Next, threshold levels for some of these new MBVs exist  beyond which 
economic returns diminish – and this should be factored into multiple trait selection.  As 
a result, incorporation of MBVs for these traits into existing and new economic selection 
indexes and decision support tools likely offers the best prospect for easiest and most 
appropriate use of available selection information.  
 
Adapting to Genomics Costs 
From a breeder’s perspective  depending upon the breed association  the costs 
associated with cow enrollments, registrations, A.I. service certificates, performance 
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data entry, ultrasound scanning and ownership transfers adds up to $30 - $50 per head.  
If animals are also parentage verified and tested for one or more simple-recessive traits 
such as color, polled and/or genetic defects, breeders incur costs of another $30 - $50 
or more per animal.  With the prospect of $50 - $100 per head for genomics tests 
associated with various quantitative traits, at current prices breeders might spend $150 
to over $200 per head for recording, data processing, parentage and genomics 
services.   
 
Most breeders will initially adapt to added genomics costs through some combination of 
selective recording, scanning and testing.  While this is less than ideal from the 
perspective of complete information for all animals, it is economically justified until the 
return on investment in specific genomics testing is clearly established.   
 
Assuming a favorable value proposition, the added accuracy and thoroughness with 
which animals might be evaluated should favorably impact breeder profitability.  Over 
time, more sophisticated selection tools should drive notably greater genetic 
improvement.  This should equate to reduced costs for breeders (i.e. feed, labor, bull 
and heifer development, customer credit, etc.)  and added revenue from a higher 
proportion of animals that can be readily marketed at premium seedstock prices.   
 
Associations could play an important role in adding to this value proposition.  Beyond 
integration of genomics information into genetic evaluation and serving as a 
clearinghouse for information, associations could become more actively engaged in 
helping breeders formulate selection objectives and mating plans that produce 
seedstock which better serve the evolving needs of customers.  Association commercial 
marketing programs could help commercial bull buyers more fully exploit the economic 
benefits of seedstock that are more accurately and comprehensively evaluated.   
 
Breed association adaptation to genome-enhanced and enabled selection information 
will equate to increased costs associated with programming, personnel, member 
information, as well as research and service development.  Cost recovery will be 
necessary through a combination of strategies, including relationship agreements with 
genomics companies, creative development of new revenue generating information 
services for members and customers, as well as potential price adjustments to existing 
services.   
 
Summary 
The beef seedstock business is entering a new era of animal evaluation.  
Breakthroughs in genomics technology and the emergence of MBVs for a variety of 
traits offer the potential to enhance the accuracy of existing EPDs and enable selection 
for important traits not previously evaluated.  Depending upon the extent to which breed 
associations, genomics companies and genetic evaluation providers effectively 
collaborate, breeder adaptation to genomics technology could be relatively seamless or 
confusing and cumbersome. Most appropriate and profitable adoption likely hinges on 
establishment of symbiotic relationships focused on delivering tangible value to 
seedstock producers and their customers.    
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Beef Production in the New Era of Higher Prices and Higher Costs:  
Do the Old Rules Apply? 
 
John D. Lawrence 
Extension Livestock Economist, and Director, Iowa Beef Center 
Iowa State University 
 
Introduction 
 Genetic progress in multiple traits is difficult when the goal is clearly defined.  It is 
even more difficult if the goal is a moving target due to changing consumer preferences 
or producer-cost structure.  Commercial beef producers recognize that genetic 
decisions should be based on long-term profitability, but they live in a short-term world 
where profitability varies widely from year to year due to fluctuations in input and output 
prices.  Fed cattle prices averaged under seventy dollars from 1988-2002 and averaged 
over eighty-seven dollars during 2003-2008.  Similarly, feeder cattle prices have 
averaged higher in recent years compared to the pre-2003 era.  Record high grain 
prices last summer and the collapse of consumer demand and the stock market late in 
the year; put 2008 in the books as the worst cattle feeding year on record.  Feeder 
cattle and calf prices fell as feedlots searched for opportunities to rebuild lost equity.   

Was 2008 an outlier or is it the new norm?  From renewable energy to 
rejuvenating the economy there are significant changes in U.S. policy that directly or 
indirectly impact cattle producers, but do these changes alter the goals that drive 
genetic selection?  This paper will discuss two issues that are at the top of producers’ 
minds and how they may impact the beef industry and genetic decisions.  The first is the 
change in U.S. energy policy to expand the use of renewable energy and the expected 
impact on feed prices and land use.  The second is the United States’ current economic 
situation, including the economic recession, the proposed economic stimulus package, 
and changes in consumer behavior.  After discussing these two issues, I will review the 
economics behind genetic selection and the importance of long-term relative prices in 
those decisions.  Finally, I will revisit the question of whether the old rules apply in this 
new world. 
 
Emergence of renewable energy 

The United States is one of more than 40 countries expanding production of 
biofuels. President Bush signed the Energy Independence and Security Act in 
December 2007, establishing the Renewable Fuel Standard (RFS) for the United 
States. The RFS is a schedule of production goals for four different classes of 
renewable fuels from 2009-2022.   Most notable is that corn-based ethanol, with less 
than two billion gallons produced in 1999, is targeted to grow from approximately ten 
billion gallons in 2009 to fifteen billion gallons by 2015. At current industry yields of 
approximately 2.8 gallons of ethanol per bushel, corn usage will be approximately 5.4 
billion bushels of corn in 2015.  Biodiesel has a carve-out mandate to grow to one billion 
gallons per year, limiting the incentive to change crop rotations to plant more corn.  
Cellulosic ethanol is mandated to grow to sixteen billion gallons by 2022 from its current 
level of near zero.  
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Cellulosic ethanol is supposed to lessen the debate about food vs. fuel, but two 

challenges will linger. One, there is still a mandate for corn-based ethanol at fifteen 
billion gallons.  And two, while woody plants and waste products will be used, much of 
cellulosic feed stock under consideration is either currently feed for cattle or will 
compete for land that is producing grains or forages.  In addition, one source of 
cellulose that some corn-based ethanol plants are considering is distiller’s grains.  They 
are high in cellulose, very consistent, and have no transportation or storage costs when 
used at the same plant. 

Thus, new demand for grains and oilseeds will bid directly against exports and 
livestock, resulting in higher feed costs for a given supply. Corn production will increase 
on improved yields and expanded acres, but average corn price is expected to be 
higher in a biofuel world than it was pre-2006. Cellulosic ethanol will create new 
demand and higher prices for forage and other low-quality feeds that have historically 
been fed to cattle.  However, markets have a way of self-correcting and the new 
equilibrium prices for feedstuffs will not be has high as some would predict.  Supplies of 
feed stocks will expand and the quantity demanded will decrease at the higher prices.  
Decreased demand for feed will result from reduced livestock and poultry production, 
which in turn will lead to higher prices for these outputs.  Thus the new world is 
expected to have higher feed cost and higher cattle prices. 
 
Economic recession 2008-? 
 In December 2008 the National Bureau of Economic Research (NBER) declared 
that the U.S. economy had been in a recession since the start of 2008 after seventy-
three months of expansion.  Unemployment posted record levels in early 2009 and the 
percent unemployed is the highest since the earlier 1980s.  The GDP fell by 6.2 percent 
in the fourth quarter of 2008 compared to the same quarter in 2007, the largest quarterly 
decline since 1982 and the third largest since at least 1970.  The stock market, most 
companies traded on it and nearly all investors in it saw a significant loss of equity. 
From its peak in late 2007 to a recent low in March the Dow Jones Industrial Average 
fell by 50 percent.  Credit markets seized up slowing commerce and consumers whose 
spending represents over 70 percent of the U.S. GDP closed their wallets.  Personal 
savings that was 8 to12 percent of income in the 1980s hovered around 0 percent 
during 2005-07 and has grown to over 3 percent in the fourth quarter of 2008.  While 
personal savings is good for the individual, it further slows spending including spending 
on food.  U.S. expenditures on food posted a year over year decline in the fourth quarter 
of 2008, the first time since at least 1970.   
 Through the Federal Reserve and congressional bail-out programs the 
government has increased the money supply and cut interest rates in an attempt to free 
up credit for business and consumers.  The Federal Funds Rate averaged 0.15 percent 
in January 2009 and some Treasury notes traded at 0 percent interest.  The president 
and congress are debating another stimulus package intended to spur the economy 
back to growth.  There is a risk that when the economy does recover, inflation will be a 
problem and the cure for inflation is a higher interest rate.  Farmers and ranchers 
remember all to well the interest rate whipsaw in the early 1980s and should be 
prepared for higher interest rates in the future.  However, the first challenge is to move 
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the U.S. and global economies from recession to expansion and consumer income and 
spending is a key variable. 
 Reduced consumer spending has hit beef demand particularly hard.  Mintert, 
Tonsor, and Schroder (2009) report that on average, a 1 percent increase (decrease) in 
U.S. consumer total expenditures results in a 0.9 percent increase (decrease) in the 
quantity of beef demanded.  This is a long-term elasticity estimate and in the short run 
changes could be even more dramatic.  Retail beef prices have not increased as much 
as pork and poultry prices.  Obviously, the supply of the three meats influences price, 
and poultry supply has declined further than beef at the boneless equivalent retail level.  
However, prices for beef middle meats have declined further than the price of ground 
beef, suggesting that if consumers aren’t switching to other meats, they are at least 
trading down for lower priced beef items.  Again, supply must be considered, but 
comparing Dec ’06 – Feb ’07 to the same period this past winter shows that the Prime-
Choice boxed beef price spread narrowed 39 percent. The “Branded beef” (upper two-
thirds Choice) - Choice spread narrowed 57 percent, and the Choice-Select spread has 
narrowed 21 percent.  Thus, the price of Prime and Branded beef decreased and Select 
increased relative to Choice beef price.  At least part of the explanation is decreased 
food service demand for higher quality beef and increased demand for lower priced cuts 
at the grocery counter. 
 The beef price differential based on quality grades ultimately depends on supply 
and demand for the different grades and consumers substitute between the grades if 
the relative prices do not reflect their individual preferences.  Consumers also substitute 
between beef, pork, and poultry and price is one of the factors in the decision.  While 
the current recession has impacted consumer spending, it is doubtful but too early to tell 
if their preferences have changed enough that would result in a shift in beef demand 
even after the economy recovers.  Clearly, the generation that lived through the Great 
Depression has a different attitude toward spending, savings, and economic priorities 
than do their grand children.  Will the United States have a new society of frugal 
consumers? 
 
Implications of genetic selection 
 How do higher feed costs, cattle prices and interest rates and lower differences 
between beef quality impact genetic decisions? Genetic selection indices have 
incorporated economic variables since at least Hazel (1943) where he argued that 
“Good approximations to relative economic values often can be obtained from long-time 
price averages and cost-of-production figures.”  Hazel, Dickerson, and Freeman (1994) 
later suggest that, “The economic weight should approximate the partial regression of 
cost per unit of enterprise output value on breeding value for each trait.” Melton (1980) 
described the objective of a cattleman is to maximize the present value of the stream of 
residual earnings from cows in the herd and concluded that prices and interest rates 
had a significant impact on the results. The author later suggested that breed 
evaluations should be expanded to include a broader range of input use values as well 
as the direct computation of multigenerational net present values under alternative 
scenarios regarding prices and prevailing production conditions (Melton and Colette, 
1993).  Lazenby et al. (1998) found that changing output and input price ratios does 
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change the optimal trait emphasis.  However, the results were not immediately obvious 
and depend on existing selection objectives as price relationships change. 
 This body of literature and common sense says that the economic returns earned 
by future generations of progeny should influence current genetic selection.  Accurate 
forecasts of cattle and feed prices for years into the future are difficult under normal 
market conditions, and recent government policy decisions add to the uncertainty.  
However, it is important to recognize that market forces, producers and consumers 
reacting to new price signals, will move the cattle sector to a new equilibrium of 
production and prices that will provide producers with an economic return to sustain that 
level of production.  That is, if cattle prices are not high enough to cover higher input 
prices more cows will be culled until supplies decline and prices increase.  Likewise, if 
cattle production is profitable production will expand and push prices lower.  In short, 
the cattle cycle will exist, albeit not in its mythical ten-year form.   

While non-feed costs and technology adoption impact cattle production 
profitability, cattle and feed prices are the most important variables determining 
profitability.  Because of the profit argument above, input and output prices will be 
positively correlated and in the long-run the ratio of the two will be more predictable than 
either price alone and provide breeders a more stable measure of future economic 
variables.  Figure 1 shows the steer:corn1 and calf:hay2 price ratios over time.  Yes, 
they do vary and cycle, but there is relatively little trend over the twenty-four ye
considered.  The steer:corn ratio spends little time below twenty-eight or above thirty-
eight.  The calf:hay ratio is most often between 1.0 and 1.4.   On the demand side, 
Figure 2 reports the retail price ratios for pork:beef and chicken:beef.   These ratios are 
also relatively stable over time with only a slight downward trend indicating that beef 
prices are increasing relative to the other meats.  The ratio of Choice to Select boxed 
beef prices does show a trend if measured from the early 1990s but the ratio is not 
trending from 1994-2008 (Figure 3).  It is in the 1.06 to 1.08 range most years. 
 One may argue that price ratios as describe do not help breeders with selection 
decisions.  First, the ratios are not substitutes for the net present value of the stream of 
future residual earnings from each cow as suggested by Melton (1980). Second, even if 
these price ratios continue in their historic ranges, the range is so wide as to not be an 
accurate forecast of future output or input prices.  However, what the ratios show is that 
while cyclical and volatile, they have not trended significantly higher or lower over the 
past several years.  When they do fall outside the range, market forces tend to bring 
them back toward the mean.  The current upward shift in feed costs and fall in beef 
demand due to the recession are causing losses for producers and will push the ratio 
out of the range, but grain prices and beef supplies are already declining that will bring 
the ratio back toward the middle in the years ahead.  Poultry and pork supplies are 
declining and will push their prices higher in the short term relative to beef.   
   
Summary 

 
1 Nebraska fed steer price ($/cwt) divided by the national average corn price received by farmers 
($/bushel). 
2 Oklahoma City 400-500 steer calf ($/cwt) divided by the national average alfalfa hay price received by 
farmers ($/ton) 
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 Beef cattle selection decisions should include economic weighting of the 
production traits or a simulation of future earnings from mating decisions.  Either 
method is dependent on the forecast of prices for cattle, including premiums and 
discounts for genetically influenced traits and feed inputs. There have been recent 
“shifts” in prices for cattle, feedstuffs and consumer spending that have impacted at 
least current prices.  Furthermore, government policy changes (Renewable Fuels 
Standard and economic stimulus package) have also occurred that raise questions 
about which prices to use when incorporating economic variables in selection indexes. 
 While the change in policy will likely lead to new equilibrium prices for feedstuffs 
and cattle, the relationship between input and output prices will be such that the long-
term economic returns to producers will be near historic levels.  Returns that are too 
large (small) will lead to further expansion (contraction) of beef supplies.  Likewise, 
consumers will substitute between beef, pork, and chicken to keep the relative prices in 
narrow ranges.  The Choice/Select ratio similarly reflects the balance of supply and 
demand between quality grades.  The price ratios demonstrated in this paper vary from 
year to year and show some cyclical tendencies but do not have a pronounced trend 
over the time period considered.   
 Short-term prices will deviate from the long-term relationship.  These shocks will 
be addressed with short-term management decisions such as changing placement and 
marketing weights, ration formulation, culling and retention decisions.  The implications 
are that at least for long-term decisions the economic weights and prices of the past are 
reasonable values for the future.  Prices may be higher or lower, but the relationship of 
input to output prices is expected to be similar.  Genetic selection needs to have a long-
term focus and relative prices provide additional insight to these decisions.   
 I have not simulated selection indexes or calculated net present values using 
relative prices compared to independently forecast prices for cattle and feed inputs.  I 
do, however, believe that the error for long term price forecast is smaller for relative 
prices than the individual prices.  The question remains as to whether the error is large 
enough to result in a significant change in selection decisions that leads to undesirable 
traits in cattle.  Are the cycles in prices long enough and predictable enough to improve 
genetic selection or do they result in the “right” cattle at the wrong time as prices move 
in the other direction.  More research is needed, but given the relatively stable relative 
price relationships observed it appears that the old rules do apply in the new price 
world. 
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Fitting cows to your operation 
 
Harvey Freetly 
 
USDA, ARS, U.S. Meat Animal Research Center, Clay Center, Nebraska 
 
Introduction 
Increasing cow efficiency requires optimizing the ratio of output to input.  Evaluating the 
market endpoint, resources, and management preferences is the first step in 
determining the attributes that are needed in the cow herd.  The next step is identifying 
the biological attributes of the cow that fits your production system.  Around the world 
the ecologies of grazing systems vary greatly.  Indigenous cattle evolved within these 
different ecologies that were well suited to specific grazing environments.  This great 
genetic diversity provides a great opportunity to match cows with specific attributes to a 
given production system.  Decisions used to optimize the output:input ratio on biological 
bases is not necessarily the same decisions that would be used to optimize the ratio on 
economic bases.  Some types of cattle have been used across a wider range of grazing 
systems than would be biologically optimum because there are economic advantages 
that warrant increasing the inputs that allow them to be used in those production 
systems. 
 
Energy Metabolism 
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Energy requirements are a good index of the total nutrient requirements of a cow.  
Before we can evaluate the economic efficiency of a cow, we must have an 
understanding of the biological efficiency.  After we have an understanding of the 

components of biological efficiency, then 
those traits can be given economic values.
The largest portion of the energy used in b
production is associated with maintaining the 
cow herd (Figure 1).  The large proportion of 
the total nutrients associated with the cow 
herd suggests that improving cow nutrient 
efficiency would greatly contribute to 
improving overall biological and economic 
efficiency of beef production.  Feed costs 
account for 60-70% o

  
eef 

f the annual cow cost. 
 

Figure 1 

The nutrient requirements of cows change 
throughout the year and the level of nutrients 
required at any given time are dependent on 
the stage of the production cycle (Figure 2).  
Energy usage by a mature cow can be divided 
into four general categories.  Energy required 
for activity, maintenance, pregnancy, and milk.  

Energy used for activity is the most variable.  Grazing behaviors, terrain, forage 
availability and water availability all contribute to the variability in activity energy 
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expenditure.  Maintenance is the amount of energy required by a cow to maintain her 
body weight.  Tissues are constantly degrading and reforming and these processes 
require energy just to maintain themselves.  Daily maintenance is influenced mainly by 
cow size.  The energy required for pregnancy is either deposited in tissues of the calf or 
is lost as heat.  The heat energy is lost from the chemical reactions that convert 

nutrients to the complex molecules that make 
up the tissue of the calf.  In addition to the 
energy associated with tissue growth, the 
energy needs of the cow increase as organs 
like the liver become more metabolically 
active to support pregnancy (Freetly and 
Ferrell, 1997).  The energy required for fetal 
growth increases as gestation increases, and 
the greatest energy requirement is during the 
last third of gestation (Figure 2; Moe and 
Tyrrell, 1972).  As with fetal growth, energy 
required for milk has two fates.  The energy is 
either deposited in milk or it is lost as heat.  
Energy required for milk synthesis is directly 
proportional to the amount of milk that is 
being produced (Freetly et al., 2006).  The 

heat energy given off during milk synthesis is coming from the mammary gland as well 
as from other tissue like the liver that support milk synthesis. 
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Variation in Energy Metabolism 
When matching cows to your production environment, there are a number of factors that 
need to be considered when you are trying to weigh the inputs and outputs.  Energy 
required for maintenance and lactation comprise a large fraction of the total energy 
used annually.  Daily maintenance requirement is primarily a function of body weight.  

Using EPDs for maintenance that are based 
on cow weight may have the unattended 
consequence of reducing mature cow size.  
Reducing mature cow size will typically also 
reduce calf body weight at any given age 
(Figure 3).  When calves are marketed at a 
given age, there can be a reduction in the 
weight of the calf.  When forage availability is 
high and cow costs are fixed by the head, 
then larger cows can be advantageous 
(Jenkins and Ferrell, 1994). 
 
There are some cases where breeds of cattle 
deviate from the expected maintenance 
requirements suggesting that there is a 

possibility for selecting on maintenance independent of cow weight.  Bos indicus cattle 
typically have a lower maintenance requirement than would be predicted based on 
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weight, and high milk production breeds typically have a higher maintenance 
requirement (reviewed in Nutrient Requirements of Beef Cattle, 1996).  These 
deviations from expected maintenance are due to changes in metabolic processes, and 
selection on maintenance may potentially adversely affect other desirable traits. 
 
A proposed concept to reduce the maintenance requirement of the cow herd while 
maintaining the weight of calf marketed, is to create a selection program that “bends” 
the growth curve (Figure 3).  The general concept is to select for a smaller mature cow 
weight, but hold weight that the calves are marketed constant.  The result is a calf 
reaches a greater proportion of their mature weight at a younger age.  While this 
strategy may have advantages when marketing calves at weaning, it may decrease the 
growth rate and market weight of fat cattle. 
 
The previous discussion has assumed that cows are maintaining weight throughout the 
production year.  In grazed-based production systems, availability of grass frequently 
does not match the needs of the cow.  Cows lose weight until their body weight matches 
the feed availability, and they establish a “new” maintenance weight.  While it takes less 
feed to maintain cows at the lower body weight, frequently fertility decreases and milk 
production can be suppressed.  Consequently, cows need to regain weight before 
breeding.  The efficiency of “weight cycling” is comparable to maintaining weight 
(Freetly and Nienaber, 1998) and when timed correctly during the production cycle, it 
can be used to offer more flexibility in managing feed resources (Freetly et al., 2000; 
2005).  There is evidence that there are genetic differences in the ability of cattle to 

adjust their metabolic rate with decreased 
feed intake.  Jenkins et al. (1991) 
demonstrated that as nutrient availability 
decreased, metabolic rate decreased more 
rapidly in Herefords than in Simmentals.  
The ability to decrease metabolic rate 
during periods of limited feed, and then 
adjust to a higher rate during plentiful 
periods suggest that these cows are 
capable of adapting more easily to their 
environment.  Selection against metabolic 
rate frequently results in a selection against 
feed intake and subsequent growth.  
Selecting for “elastic” cows may be a 
means to reducing feed cost in the co
herd without decreasing growth of the 
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Matching the amount of milk that cows need to produce in order to raise a calf is an 
important factor in selecting cows for a production system.  As mentioned earlier, 
selecting cows with high milk yields increase the maintenance cost of keeping the cow.  
Both the conversion of feed energy into milk energy (Freetly et al., 2006) and milk 
energy conversion into tissue energy in the calf (van Es, 1970) are relatively an efficien

Figure 4 
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process.  However, the sum efficiency of the two processes is not better than conve
feed directly into tissue energy.  In the newborn calf, milk is the sole source of food. 
the calf ages, the rumen complex begins to develop and the calf begins to use other 
foods.  There is considerable genetic diversity in both the amount of milk produced and 
the timing of the peak yield (Figure 4; Freetly and Cundiff, 1998).  Milk provides both a 
source of energy as well as protein to the calf.  The amount of milk that is des
cow is influenced by other management decisions.  The need for milk as a calf ages will
depend of the availability of other feed resources including nutrient availability of th
grazed forage and the decision to provide creep feed.  Reduced growth rates in calves 
due to low milk yields late in lactation can be an acceptable strategy if calves are 
marketed later than weaning and an alternativ

rting 
 As 

irable in a 
 

e 

e feed resource is available. 
 
Resource availability and marketing strategy will determine what attributes are needed 
in a cow to optimize the output:input ratio in a given production system.  A “good” cow in 
one production system may not be a good fit in another production system.  Take 
advantage of the genetic diversity across breeds of cattle to improve cow efficiency. 
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Biological basis for variation in energetic efficiency of beef cattle  
G.E. Carstens1 and M.S. Kerley2 
1 Texas A&M University and 2 University of Missouri 
 
Introduction 

Substantial improvements in the efficiency of poultry and livestock meat-
production systems have been achieved in the past 50 years. In comparing the 
performance of broilers from a 1957 random-bred strain with a modern commercial 
strain while fed diets typical for each time period, Havenstein et al. (2003) found that 
modern broilers required one-third less time (32 vs 101 days), and 3-fold less feed (1.47 
vs 4.42 feed:gain ratio) to reach a similar market weight of 4 pounds than 1957 broilers.  
They concluded that 85 to 90% of these production efficiency gains were due to genetic 
selection, whereas the other 10 to 15% was due to improvements in nutrition. Total U.S. 
production of beef has doubled in the past 50 years, from 13.2 to about 27 billion 
pounds even though today’s beef cow inventory is roughly the same as it was in 1955. 
Production efficiency has increased more than 80% from 137 to over 250 lb of beef per 
total cow inventory (Elam and Preston, 2004). Most of these production efficiency gains 
were realized through the use of grain-feeding production systems, adoption of nutrition, 
reproductive and pharmaceutical-based technologies, and the application of 
crossbreeding and selection programs that focused on output traits. In contrast to the 
poultry industry, beef productivity gains have been achieved in the absence of direct 
selection to improve feed efficiency. Indeed there is little evidence to indicate that 
genetic merit for feed efficiency or maintenance energy requirements have been 
favorably altered in the past 50 years (Archer et al., 1999; Johnson et al., 2003).  

 
While considerable genetic variation both among and within beef cattle 

populations is known to exist for feed efficiency, the absence of genetic progress is not 
surprising given the industry’s focus on output traits, inconsistent selection goals, cost of 
measuring feed intake and the complex interactions that exist between various biotypes 
and production environments used to produce beef. The lack of an appropriate trait for 
use in selection programs has also curtailed genetic progress in feed efficiency. 
Residual feed intake (RFI) is a feed efficiency trait that quantifies inter-animal variation 
in feed intake beyond that expected to meet energy requirements for maintenance and 
production—efficient animals are those that eat less than expected for a given body 
weight and level of production. Unlike ratio-based efficiency traits (e.g., feed:gain) that 
are highly influenced by growth and maturity patterns, RFI is phenotypically 
independent of the production traits used to compute expected intake so that favorable 
selection for RFI will improve feed efficiency with minimal affects on growth or mature 
size. Consequently, RFI better reflects inherent variation in metabolic processes 
associated with inter-animal differences in net feed efficiency rather than level of 
production. In growing beef cattle, variation in RFI has been linked to differences in heat 
production, methane production, composition of gain and digestibility demonstrating that 
numerous biological processes are responsible for genetic variation in RFI. While our 
understanding of RFI in growing cattle has advanced in recent years, we have limited 
knowledge about the associations between RFI in growing calves and biological 
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efficiency of mature cows. Further, we have limited knowledge regarding the influence 
of diet quality or stage of growth on genetic rank of animals for RFI. A more complete 
understanding the biological mechanisms responsible for inter-animal variation in RFI 
will provide insight into these questions, and will help drive the search for indicator traits 
and major genes associated with RFI in order to more cost-effectively identify cattle with 
favorable phenotypes for feed efficiency. 

 
Genetic Variation in Feed Efficiency 

Regulation of feed intake and efficiency of feed utilization by animals involves a 
complex set of biological processes and metabolic pathways, which can be influenced 
by numerous management and environmental factors. Moreover, feed intake is highly 
correlated in a positive manner with animal size and productivity, such that single-trait 
selection for increased growth will lead to higher feed intakes and maintenance energy 
requirements (Herd et al., 1991; Almeida et al., 2007). Similarly, single-trait selection for 
lower feed intake will reduce genetic merit for growth resulting in undesirable affects on 
productivity. Most of the early research that focused on the genetics of feed efficiency in 
cattle focused on ratio-based traits like feed conversion ratio (FCR; feed:gain ratio), 
which is moderately heritable (Crews 2005). Feed conversion ratio is strongly correlated 
(rg > -0.50) with growth traits so that favorable selection for FCR in cattle will increase 
genetic merit for growth and mature size of breeding females (Archer et al., 2002; Herd 
and Bishop, 2000). 

 
An alternative approach to measuring feed efficiency involves partitioning feed 

inputs into maintenance and production components. Linear regression methods can be 
used to compute expected feed intake based on average weight and gain on test, and 
the difference between actual and expected feed intake defined as RFI. Studies across 
multiple species have generally found that 60 to 80% of the inter-animal variation in 
feed intake is accounted for by differences in BW and level of production, which means 
that RFI typically accounts for approximately 20 to 40% of the phenotypic variation in 
feed intake. Residual feed intake has been shown to be moderately heritable in laying 
hens, growing pigs and growing beef cattle. With a few exceptions, RFI has been shown 
to be genetically independent of BW and level of production. Thus, in selection studies 
with hens (Luiting and Urf, 1991), pigs (Cai et al., 2008) and beef cattle (Arthur et al., 
2001b), progeny from parents divergently selected for RFI had substantial differences in 
feed intake, but similar BW and production. These studies indicate that selection for low 
RFI will lead to reductions in feed inputs without compromising level of production, 
thereby improving feed efficiency.  

 
Biological Basis for Variation in RFI 

Residual feed intake is a feed efficiency trait that quantifies the deviation in feed 
energy intake above or below the energy requirements for maintenance and production 
derived for a contemporary group of animals of similar biotype and management. Since 
RFI is phenotypically independent of body weight and level of production, RFI better 
reflects inherent inter-animal variation in biological processes associated with feed 
efficiency, such as nutrient digestion, body composition, heat increment of feeding, or 
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energy expenditures associated with basal metabolism, physical activity and 
thermoregulation. Using slaughter-balance technique, Basarab et al. (2003) found that 
heat production was 10% higher and proportional liver mass (g/kg empty body weight) 
7% heavier in steers with high compared to low RFI phenotypes. Nkrumah et al. (2006) 
measured heat production of steers with divergent phenotypes for RFI using indirect 
calorimetry, and found that steers with low RFI produced 21% less heat than steers with 
high RFI. In adult hens (Gabarrou et al., 1998) that were divergently selected for RFI 
over multiple generations, birds selected for high RFI consumed 48% more feed and 
had 32% higher total energy expenditures than those selected for low RFI. These 
studies demonstrate that variation in whole-animal energy expenditure contributes to 
observed differences in RFI. Richardson and Herd (2004) summarized results from 
several studies conducted with steer progeny from a single generation of divergent 
selection for RFI. They estimated that approximately one-third of the biological variation 
in RFI of these calves could be explained by differences in digestion (10%), heat 
increment (9%), composition of gain (5%) and activity (5%), and surmised that the 
remaining variation in RFI was related to differences in protein turnover, stress and 
tissue metabolism (37%) and differences in cellular energy expenditures such as ion 
pumping and mitochondrial proton leakage (27%).  

 
Inter-animal variation in total energy expenditures by animals that have similar 

biotype and management backgrounds may arise from a host of cellular energy-
consuming processes. Possible physiological processes suggested to account for 
variation in energy expenditures include ion pumping (Na+/K+ATPase), mitochondrial 
proton leak, thyroid hormones, leptin, IGF-1, lipid metabolism enzymes or sympathetic 
activity (Johnson et al., 2003). Of these physiological processes, it has been estimated 
that mitochondrial proton leak, ion pumping associated with Na+/K+ATPase, and 
protein turnover each contribute approximately 20% to the total inter-animal variation in 
basal energy expenditures (Rolfe and Brown, 1997; Ramsey et al., 2000). Mitochondria 
are the “energy powerhouse” of cells responsible for capturing over 90% of the energy 
in the form of adenosine triphosphate (ATP). Oxidation of fuel substrates (e.g., glucose, 
propionate) generates reducing equivalents (e.g., NADH) that feed into the electron 
transport chain (ETC), which in turn pumps protons into the intermembrane space of 
mitochondria. The resulting protomotive force created by the ETC than drives the 
activity of an enzyme that produces ATP. Occasionally this protomotive force is 
uncoupled from oxidative phosphorylation, and protons “leak” into the mitochondrial 
matrix to generate heat rather then ATP. Harper et al. (2002) concluded that 
approximately 26 and 52% of variation in basal energy expenditures are related to inter-
animal differences in proton-leak-dependent O2 consumption in liver and skeletal 
muscle tissues, respectively. Thus, variation in mitochondrial proton leak can be a major 
contributor to variation in whole-animal energy expenditures. 

 
Using broilers with divergent phenotypes for gain:feed ratios, Bottje (2002) found 

that respiratory-chain coupling of muscle mitochondria was higher in broilers with high 
gain:feed (more efficient) than broilers with low gain:feed ratios. In mice divergently 
selected for heat loss, McDonald and Nielsen (2008) presented evidence that 
mitochondrial efficiency was enhanced by selection for low heat loss (more efficient). 
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Kolath et al. (2006) and Lancaster et al. (2007) assessed mitochondrial function in 
calves with divergent phenotypes for RFI. Calves with low RFI had higher respiratory-
chain coupling in muscle mitochondria (Kolath et al., 2006) and liver mitochondria 
(Lancaster et al., 2007) compared to calves with high RFI. However, there was no 
evidence from these studies to indicate that differences in mitochondrial proton leak 
contributed to observed variation in RFI. Bottje et al. (2006) found that site-specific 
defects in the ETC of mitochondria that induce electron leak and protein oxidation can 
also contribute to observed differences in feed efficiency of broilers. Although, Kolath et 
al. (2006) did not find similar differences, mitochondria from low RFI calves had more 
rapid uptake of oxygen then calves from high RFI calves. Recent research findings from 
Kerley’s laboratory indicate that the concentrations of mitochondrial proteins in the ETC, 
specifically complex I and III, are associated with observed differences in RFI of growing 
calves. The ratio of mitochondrial complex I to III was found to be 1.3-fold higher in 
calves with low RFI compared to calves with high RFI. Interestingly, the magnitude 
difference in feed intake and feed:gain ratio between calves with divergent RFI 
phenotypes was also 1.4 and 1.3-fold different, respectively, suggesting that this 
measure of mitochondrial efficiency may be predictive of observed differences in RFI. 
These results suggest that more low RFI calves have mitochondria that possess higher 
respiratory-chain coupling that are capable of more rapid rates of oxidative 
phosphorylation than mitochondria from inefficient animals. 

 
Body Composition. Differences in body composition may also contribute to 

variation in RFI because lean tissue requires less energy per unit of gain than fat, due to 
a lower energy density as protein, water and mineral compared to fat (1.24 vs 9.39 
kcal/g). However, the partial efficiency of metabolizable energy utilization to deposit 
protein is actually lower and more variable compared to the efficiency of fat tissue 
deposition due to higher rates of protein turnover.  This is especially true in non-carcass 
tissues like visceral organs (e.g., liver, heart). In Angus bulls fed moderate-energy diets, 
Lancaster et al. (2009) found weak positive correlations between RFI and final 
ultrasound ribfat depth, such that more efficient bulls were leaner. Similarly, Arthur et al. 
(2001) and Schenkel et al. (2004) reported weak positive correlations between RFI and 
carcass fat traits in growing bulls. Slightly higher positive correlations between RFI and 
carcass fat traits have been reported in finishing steers (Basarab et al., 2003; Nkrumah 
et al., 2004). Robinson and Oddy (2004) reported strong genetic correlations between 
RFI and rib (0.48) and rump fat (0.72) in yearling steers fed a finishing diet. These data 
suggest that differences in carcass composition may account for more of the variation in 
RFI of cattle that are fed high-energy diets then cattle fed low-energy diets. Lancaster et 
al. (2009) found that variation in carcass ultrasound traits accounted for 9% of the 
variation in RFI, which is similar to what Basarab et al. (2003) in feedlot steers. 
Richardson and Herd (2004) concluded that individual animal variation in carcass 
composition explained only 5% of the variation in RFI of Angus cattle fed a pelleted 
alfalfa-based diet. Differences in energy expenditures associated with growth of visceral 
organs such as liver, gastrointestinal tract and heart can also contribute to observed 
differences in RFI as the metabolic activity of these tissues is much higher compared to 
carcass tissues. Basarab et al. (2003) found that steers with low RFI steers had 8% 
lower liver weights and total gastrointestinal tract then steers with high RFI.  Ribeiro et 
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al. (2007) also reported that rumen weights were slightly lighter in low RFI Angus 
calves. However, Richardson et al. (2001) found that the proportional weights of visceral 
organs were similar in steer progeny from parents divergently selected for RFI. More 
research is warranted to determine if differences in proportional visceral organ growth 
accounts for significant variation in RFI. 

 
Activity-Related Energy Expenditures. In cattle, the energetic costs associated with 

eating, chewing and ruminating can account for 10 to 33% of the total metabolizable 
energy derived from forages (Susenbeth et al., 2003). Energy expenditures associated 
with consuming feed are strongly related to the amount of time spent eating, but 
minimally affected by ingestion rate (feed consumed per unit time). Thus, differences in 
time spent eating and frequency of meals consumed may contribute to variation in RFI 
due to differences in energy expenditures related to feeding activities as well as 
activities such as standing and walking that are associated with consuming feed. In 
pigs, de Haer et al. (1993) found that daily time spent eating and frequency of bunk 
visits was positively correlated with RFI, but not feed:gain ratio. Lancaster et al. (2009) 
also found that RFI, but not feed:gain ratio, was positively correlated with meal duration 
and meal frequency. Bulls with low RFI spent 13% less time consuming meals and 
consumed 11% fewer meals per day, but consumed feed at a similar rate (lb per 
minute) compared with bulls with high RFI phenotypes. The variation in feeding 
activities associated with meal duration and frequency accounted for 35% of the 
variation in feed intake that was not attributed to BW, ADG and carcass composition. 
Likewise, variation in energy expenditures associated with physical activity (lying vs. 
standing, locomotion) may also contribute to variation in RFI. In cattle, Susenbeth et al. 
(1998) found that total energy expenditure was positively correlated with time spent 
standing, and that energy expenditures were 19% greater when cattle were standing 
compared with lying. Based on pedometer measurements in cattle, Herd et al. (2004) 
estimated that approximately 10% of the variation in RFI of growing cattle was due to 
differences in energy expenditures related variation in physical activity. Luiting et al. 
(1991) found that activity-related energy expenditures accounted for 29 to 54% of the 
difference in total energy expenditure between laying hens that were divergently 
selected for RFI. These results demonstrate that there may be merit in using feeding 
behavior traits as indicator traits for RFI. 

 
Digestion. In calves with divergent RFI fed a high-grain diet, Nkrumah et al. 

(2006) found that methane energy losses were 28% lower and apparent digestibilites 
6% higher in calves with low compared to high RFI. Richardson et al. (1996) also 
reported that apparent digestibilities tended to be 1% higher in calves with low RFI fed a 
pelleted roughage-based diet. They estimated that this difference in digestibility 
accounted for about 14% of the variation in RFI between the calves with divergent RFI 
phenotypes. Krueger et al. (2009) found that low-RFI Brangus heifers fed a roughage-
based diet had 3% higher apparent digestibilities than Brangus heifers with high RFI. 
This difference in apparent digestibility accounted for approximately 19% of the variation 
in RFI. Based on observed differences in feed intake and differences in apparent 
digestibilities for nitrogen and phosphorus, Krueger et al. (2009) estimated that fecal 
excretion rates were 36 and 32% lower, respectively, in heifers with low RFI. Increases 
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in level of intake relative to maintenance are in some cases associated with depressions 
in apparent digestibility (NRC, 1996), which may account for some of the differences in 
digestibility between calves with divergent RFI. In the case of the Brangus study, this 
did not appear to be the case. In contrast to these studies with beef cattle, variation in 
RFI of poultry (Gabarrou et al., 1998) and pigs (de Haer et al., 1993) was not found to 
be associated with differences in digestibility, indicating that species differences exist in 
the biological mechanisms responsible for variation in RFI. 
 
Conclusions 

There is now considerable evidence that genetic variation exists in beef cattle for 
feed intake unaccounted for by differences in weight and growth rate—residual feed 
intake, thereby providing opportunities to improve profitability of beef production 
systems through reductions in feed inputs, with minimal influences on growth or mature 
size. In growing beef cattle, variation in RFI has been linked to differences in heat 
production, methane production, composition of gain and digestibility, indicating that 
cattle with more efficient RFI phenotypes are leaner, have lower maintenance energy 
requirements and methane emissions, and improved diet digestibility. A more complete 
understanding the biological processes that contribute to the inter-animal variation in 
RFI is need to more effectively exploit the genetic variation in feed efficiency that exist in 
beef cattle. Significant reductions in manure nitrogen and phosphorus excretion as well 
as in greenhouse gas emissions (methane, nitrous oxide) are achievable through 
selection for improved RFI.  
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Crossbreeding – Back to the Future 
 
David A. Daley 
California State University, Chico 

 
 
 Three years ago I was invited to address BIF regarding heterosis and how we 
have either ignored or forgotten the value of systematic crossbreeding to improve 
profitability in beef cattle production systems.  In the interim period since that 
presentation, I am even more convinced that this incredible genetic resource has been 
under utilized and devalued.  At a time when all of our input costs have increased 
dramatically, and the value of cow efficiency is paramount, we continue to find 
arguments against using crossbreeding primarily centered on the concepts of 
consistency and marketability.  Clearly, there are specific instances in the commercial 
cattle sector where heterosis has been used effectively used.  I would argue, however, 
that the potential is far from realized.  In fact, in the past few years, we seem to have 
drifted away from crossbreeding to more traditional straightbred programs that intend to 
focus on phenotypic consistency and end product, but not necessarily on profitability. 
 
 Is there a rationale explanation for our unwillingness to take advantage of a 
proven technique to enhance economic return?  In my previous paper I outlined the “top 
ten” reasons that we have failed to capitalize on this important genetic attribute: 
 
 

1) A cultural bias that clearly reflects “purebreds” are better! If for no other 
reason than they have a registration paper.  Society, at many levels, rewards 
purity.  Is your dog registered?  Does your quarter horse gelding have papers?  
How far can you trace your ancestry?  Please don’t misunderstand---there is 
certainly value associated with that record, particularly our ability to track 
performance and predict genetic potential of purebreds.  But being purebred 
should not be a presumption of superiority. 

 
2)   Our predilection for single trait selection focusing on “bigger is better”.  

The beef cattle industry seems to choose a trait of importance and then put an 
inordinate amount of pressure on that trait, ignoring genetic antagonisms.   If a 
90 pound yearling EPD is good, 100 must be better!  It is intuitive!   We have 
already done frame, growth (weight of all kinds), milk, and carcass traits (both 
ribeye and marbling).  I sometimes have to ask myself,  “so what is the trait of the 
year this time?”. It is akin to the “flavor of the month” at the local ice cream shop.   
And because often have chosen relatively highly heritable traits, we have not 
needed to crossbreed to achieve those goals.  The subtle, and cumulative 
improvement that heterosis provides does not lend itself to maximums. 

 
3) We have decided that measuring outputs is more meaningful than 

measuring inputs, as well as easier to do.  It is certainly easier to measure calf 
performance on an individual basis, rather than all costs associated with that 
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production.  “I can weigh them at weaning quicker than I can determine 
differences in treatment costs over time.” 

 
4) Uniform phenotypes for qualitative traits (color) have a distinct and real 

marketing advantage that is difficult to ignore.   That does not mean you 
cannot have uniformity of color within a crossbreeding program, but the 
widespread and indiscriminate planning (or lack thereof) of many crossbreeding 
programs certainly gave us some interesting marketing challenges.  Generally, it 
is easier to produce a uniform color in straightbred programs. 

 
5) Heterosis is very difficult to visualize and even more difficult to measure.  

Because heterosis is expressed as a small net positive in many traits we do not 
know it when we see it.  Slight changes in morbidity, age at puberty, conception 
rate and significant changes in longevity are not easily observed.   However, we 
all know when calves gain faster in the feedlot. 

 
6) The presentation of complicated crossbreeding systems as a “normal 

practice” to diverse cattle operations, especially the countless small beef 
herds in the United States.   Many of the systems that we teach as part of 
standard animal breeding or beef production courses have very limited 
application in the real world.   Most beef herds are too small to implement the 
“standard systems”. 

 
7) Our penchant for telling people how to modify their environment in order to 

“get heavier calves, higher percent calf crop and more total pounds”, rather 
than how to increase net return.  How many new supplementation programs can 
you develop in order to get your heifers bred or wean bigger calves?   In fact, we 
can recommend programs for non-cycling females…..you just have to pay for it 
and then pass those genetics to the next generation!   Heterosis provides some 
improvement in traits at relatively little cost.  However, we have obscured the 
opportunity for producers to focus on those traits, because they are so busy 
masking differences with artificial environments. 

 
8) Historically, there has been active resistance to crossbreeding from some 

traditional marketing outlets, some purebred producers and (in some 
cases) breed associations.  I would like to commend many of the associations 
who, quite recently, have taken the risk of suggesting where their animals fit most 
effectively in crossbreeding programs. 

 
9) Inappropriate use of breed diversity.  Nothing undermines crossbreeding more 

quickly than the unplanned “Heinz 57” or “Breed of the Month Club” approach.   
For those who were willing to experiment in crossbreeding, there was often very 
poor planning of the combination of breeds and the selection within those breeds. 

 
10) Our industry and University systems have focused on individual trait 

measurement for over fifty years.  We have done a very poor job of 
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incorporating real world economics into our models.  We have EPD’s for a 
plethora of traits ….and we are adding more!  Economic indices are starting to 
catch up, but we are still behind.   Has anyone thought about measuring return 
per acre or return on investment?  We have had a disconnect between 
agricultural economists and animal science that has not been well bridged.  We 
tend to think lineally rather than laterally, which has reduced the application of 
innovative crossbreeding. 

 
 

 As I review this list, I am convinced that the primary drawback (among all of the 
others), is #3…the focus on measuring outputs rather than inputs.   With a few notable 
exceptions, all of the individual animal traits we measure reflect “bigger, faster, more”.  
And certainly, the glamour traits of yearling weight, ribeye area, marbling---have 
accelerated at a rapid pace.   You can make very rapid genetic progress in these highly 
heritable traits by direct selection within a breed.  Therefore, many people fail to see the 
value of crossbreeding.    The value in crossbreeding is often underestimated because it 
has a small positive effect on many different traits that are lowly heritable and difficult to 
measure.  Frequently, maternal heterosis (the value of the crossbred cow) is about 
decreasing inputs as much as it is about increasing output.  For example, longevity, 
livability and disease resistance are traits that impact the input side of the equation as 
much as the output.  Our industry has been on a mission to improve product quality and 
quantity, focusing on carcass traits.  We finally were paying attention to our consumers--
-a good thing!  Unfortunately, that effort has been on a per animal basis rather than per 
unit of input.  Do we ever ask ourselves how our long term selection programs affect the 
profitability of commercial producers? 
 
 When EPD’s became a marketing tool rather than a genetic improvement tool, a 
great deal was lost from beef cattle breeding.  There was a decision to chase numbers 
in order to have the “latest and best”, and function was often ignored.  Purebred 
breeders were constantly looking for the newest genetics.  We utilized lightly proven 
sires throughout the breeds, before we tested them carefully.   And now look……how 
many genetic defects are we tracking in each major beef breed?  A quick check of most 
of the major breeds websites are somewhere between five and ten!  And we 
discouraged crossbreeding, while we simultaneously narrowed the genetic base of 
many of the major breeds.  Does that make sense? 
 
 Our current “trait of the month/selection effort” moves us in the direction of 
genomics.  I applaud the scientists who do the work and I see the eventual long term 
value. But as a commercial cattleman, if I am not capitalizing on crossbreeding---a 
simple, inexpensive tool to make genetic progress---should I really be worrying about 
gene markers?   Do I really want to select for a marker that may only explain a very 
small part of the variation of a complex trait ---a trait significantly influenced by 
genotypic/environmental interactions.    If I had a goal for gene markers it would not be 
for markers that identify highly heritable traits.  I can make progress with those traits 
based on good old fashioned selection programs.  The gene markers that I would like to 
see are for things like disease resistance, fertility, longevity---those traits that make the 
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biggest difference in profitability.  Let’s not get sidetracked on what determines 
maximum sustained profit for all segments of the industry.  It is not the amount of 
pounds of product per head.  It is amount of product per unit of input cost. 
 
 Every few years we seem to find another EPD or measurement to chase.  When 
are we going to focus on maximum sustained profit per unit of input? 
 
 Three years ago we began a study/field trial evaluating the impact of 
crossbreeding in a vertically coordinated beef system, where premiums are paid for 
carcass merit.  Approximately 600 predominantly Angus based cows were exposed to 
either Angus or Hereford bulls under extensive range conditions.   DNA was used to 
determine parentage at weaning, and only those calves that could be definitively 
matched to a single sire were used in the data analysis.  Collaborators included Harris 
Ranch Beef Company (Coalinga, CA); Lacey Livestock of Independence, CA and the 
American Hereford Association. 
 
 Presently we are close to collecting the third year of  feedlot/carcass data and the 
final report should be completed by summer, 2009.  However, preliminary results are 
not surprising.  As we measured direct heterosis (heterosis of the calf), there was a 
small positive advantage in most traits.  In particular, crossbred (F1) calves were slightly 
heavier at weaning, had a slight advantage in feedlot gain and feed efficiency and a 
lower cost of gain.  The crossbred calves had lower quality grades, partially offsetting 
the economic advantage in the other segments.  However, in the first two years of the 
study, there was a consistent economic advantage to crossbreeding, even factoring the 
reward for differences in quality grade to the Angus sired calves.   The data is not 
surprising and mirrors decades of research.   
 
 Although direct heterosis (heterosis of the calf) is important, we must remember 
that the true value is maternal hybrid vigor—the incredible value of the crossbred cow.  
If the data in year three is consistent, it appears there will be an economic advantage in 
vertically coordinated beef production systems from direct heterosis of the F1.  
However, the most important economic return will be when the crossbred cow enters 
the production system.  In particular, the potential increase in lifetime productivity and 
longevity are key to maximum sustained profit per unit of input. 
 
 In academia, it seems that we tend to want to make the simple complex.  The 
commercial beef business is faced with a very difficult challenge to maintain long term 
profitability and viability.  There are countless battles (unrelated to cattle breeding) in 
order to survive and be profitable in the long term.  We need to keep cattle breeding 
simple.   We have wonderful within breed selection tools (EPD’s).  We have the ability to 
capitalize on breed differences and capture both heterosis and breed complementarity 
through crossbreeding.   Designing simple, long term breeding programs to capture 
direct and maternal heterosis, while capitalizing on maternal and terminal lines, is a 
significant step in attempting to maximize sustained profit. 
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Proposed Strategy for Selection Against Recessive Genetic Defects Through a 
Combination of Inbreeding and DNA Markers 

 
R.M. Thallman, J.W. Keele, and G.L. Bennett 
U.S. Meat Animal Research Center, Clay Center, NE 

Introduction 
Over the past few years, several genetic defects have reached substantial 

frequencies in major breeds of beef cattle and have heightened the awareness of cattle 
breeders of serious recessive defects. Now it is practical to develop diagnostic tests for 
these defects relatively rapidly because of improvements in genomics technology. 
However, most of the recent emphasis on DNA testing in beef cattle has focused on 
improvement of quantitative traits through selection with essentially no emphasis on 
development of a systematic approach to identify and eliminate genetic defects before 
they become serious problems. Planned inbreeding could be a useful tool for 
accomplishing this objective. 

Two of the processes for improving livestock populations recognized by pioneers 
in animal breeding were selection and mating systems. In recent decades, almost all of 
the attention has focused on selection. Recent research on mating systems tends to 
focus on methods of minimizing inbreeding or optimizing the balance between selection 
and inbreeding with the assumption that inbreeding is undesirable.  

Jay Lush (1973), Gordon Dickerson (1973), and others recognized a number of 
theoretical advantages of inbreeding and put considerable effort into designing mating 
systems that utilized inbreeding effectively. A number of inbreeding experiments were 
conducted in livestock from the 1930s through the 1960s and linebreeding was 
practiced to a considerable extent, particularly within the Hereford breed of cattle 
(Brinks and Knapp, 1975). Without the benefit of today’s technology, the general 
conclusion of these early experiences in inbreeding livestock was that the negative 
consequences of inbreeding were too great and the efficiency of overcoming these 
consequences through progeny testing was too low to make inbreeding feasible, 
particularly for species with low reproductive rates and long generation intervals. In the 
1950s and 1960s, recessive genetic defects had major effects on the beef seedstock 
industry. From the 1960s to the 1980s, the emphasis in livestock mating systems 
research shifted to the use of heterozygosity to counteract the effects of inbreeding. In 
the 1970s and 1980s, the use of crossbreeding increased rapidly and in the 1990s, 
composite breeding systems gained favor. In the 2000s, the beef industry seems to be 
returning to straightbreeding. A potential consequence is that recessive defects may 
again increase in impact on commercial beef production. 

For decades, the beef industry has asked geneticists for tools that could make 
beef cattle less variable and more genetically consistent. The usual answer from 
geneticists has been that (aside from cloning, which has it own set of problems), the 
only means to improve consistency would require levels of inbreeding that are far above 
what is economically feasible.  

Much of the variation in livestock may be due to individuals falling below the 
normal range of phenotypes. Our hypothesis is that many of these nonconformities are 
due to recessive genetic defects. Most of these defects are likely to be sub-clinical: they 
are severe enough to result in production losses, but not severe enough to take the 
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animals out of the normal production chain. Most of these probably occur at low 
frequencies within one or a few breeds, but there may be a very large number of them 
and their total economic impact on the beef industry is likely to be quite large. The 
theory that much genetic variation is caused by very many rare recessive defects is 
gaining support in the field of human genetics (Goldstein, 2009), although it is still the 
subject of debate. 

Recessive defects that occur at low frequency individually contribute very little to 
additive genetic variance and as a result are not selected against efficiently. Because 
these defects are clustered within breeds, they are less likely to occur in crossbred 
animals than in purebreds; this may be a primary cause of heterosis and also for the 
observation that variances in composite populations are typically less than or equal to 
variances in the purebred populations from which the composites were derived 
(Gregory et al., 1999). 

Occasionally, a rare recessive defect carried by an influential sire will increase in 
frequency either due to chance or because carriers or the sire line have some favorable 
characteristic. Because breeders generally avoid mating of close relatives, such a 
defect may go unnoticed until it reaches a relatively high frequency and then suddenly 
causes a crisis. 

We propose a combination of a mating system and a selection scheme that could 
make it practical for livestock breeders to systematically reduce recessive defects and 
resulting nonconformities. This scheme could result in less variation and increased 
performance. Because these defects would be recessive, it would only be necessary to 
eliminate them from one side of the pedigree, so the benefit would be immediate. 
Furthermore, the removal of many of the recessive defects (along with a system to 
remove remaining ones as they are uncovered) could make it feasible to produce highly 
inbred lines of cattle, from which somewhat more uniform groups of commercial cattle 
could be produced. The basic DNA marker technology to map and track the defects that 
would be identified currently exists, but new types of DNA testing services would be 
required to implement the strategy effectively. 

Proposed Strategy 
The basic idea is to eliminate recessive defects from the population by identifying 

them in the influential sires in the population and select against them in the descendants 
of these sires. Once this has been done, the defects should vanish rapidly in the elite 
segment of the population and the occurrence of defects in the whole population will 
begin to diminish steadily. This approach has been used effectively in the dairy industry 
to eliminate defects (e.g., BLAD) that were at high enough frequencies to be recognized 
as problems and for which DNA or physiological tests for carriers were available. 

The approach currently in use for reducing genetic defects applies only to those 
(such as curly calf, marble bone, and dwarfism) recognized as being important 
problems within the population. It requires considerable research and development 
expenditure to identify either the causative mutation(s) or markers in close enough 
association with them to test individuals throughout the breed without the need for 
pedigree analysis. Then, candidates to become elite sires in the breed are tested for the 
defect until it reaches a low frequency and is considered unimportant. Testing sire 
candidates could be a considerable expense. 
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The proposed strategy is to breed young sires identified for progeny testing to 
enough females to produce 25 to 50 progeny. Based on their progeny performance, 
those sires expected to be used extensively in AI will be selected to produce inbred 
progeny, by breeding those sires to their daughters to produce an average of 16 to 32 
inbred progeny. This will result in an average of two to four affected progeny for any 
recessive defect carried by their sire because 1/8 of progeny from sire-daughter matings 
are expected to be homozygous recessive for each allele.  

This system should detect defects that would otherwise be unlikely to be 
detected. It begins with systematic inbreeding to influential sires to uncover their 
recessive alleles. This step is needed to eliminate most of the recessive defects in the 
population. However, sires carrying recessive defects are not discarded. In fact, 
considering sub-clinical defects, there may be few sires in the current population that 
carry no recessive defects. Instead, moderate selection is applied to the relatives of the 
sires in which defects are discovered. Affected progeny are used to identify DNA 
markers flanking the defect.  

Simulation results show that two or three affected progeny out of an inbred family 
of 16 should be sufficient to map a recessive defect to a small enough region of the 
genome to make it practical to select against the defect in descendants and collateral 
relatives of the sire in which it was mapped. For example, on average, sire-daughter 
matings producing 2 affected and 14 unaffected progeny would provide sufficient 
information to map the defect to an average of about 3.2 distinct regions comprising 
about 1.1% of the genome. On average, three affected and 13 unaffected progeny are 
sufficient to map a defect to an average of about 1.6 regions totaling about 0.6% of the 
genome. These genomic regions are few enough in number and small enough in length 
to respond rapidly to marker-assisted selection. A method that accommodates 
ambiguity in a manner analogous to whole genome selection (Meuwissen et al., 2001) 
could generate a selection tool incorporating marker data from multiple chromosomal 
regions. 

Mapping efficiency increases with the number of inbred progeny produced. If cost 
were not an issue, it would be possible to design mating strategies that would precisely 
map a very high percentage of the defects in the elite sires in one breeding season. 
However, this is not necessary and even if it was successful, the next generation of 
sires would still need to be tested to find the new set of defects introduced by their 
dams. It would be considerably more efficient to test less stringently and spread the cost 
over more sires and more generations. After applying the strategy for several 
generations, only a small proportion of the original recessive defects would remain.  

The optimum number of inbred progeny to produce is currently unknown. There 
is a trade-off between mapping efficiency and cost. The number of inbred animals 
produced per sire to be tested should be sufficient to have a reasonable probability of 
producing at least two affected progeny for any recessive defect that the sire carries. An 
expected value of more than about four affected progeny per defect seems to add more 
expense than it does benefit, assuming that the breeder incurs substantial costs with 
larger numbers of sire-daughter matings. This suggests that the optimal number may be 
between 16 and 32 inbred progeny, but it could be higher if the cost of additionally sire-
daughter matings is not great. However, there are a number of variations on the basic 
mating plan that could reduce the number of sire-daughter matings required. 
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The inbred progeny that would be produced by this system should be viewed as 
valuable contributors to the next generation of the herd, not as byproducts of little value. 
There would undoubtedly be challenges in marketing them, but perhaps also great 
opportunities for innovative and skilled marketers. Inbred animals that do not express 
defects are actually less likely, on average, to carry recessive defects than outbred 
animals. The progeny of these inbred animals would be slightly less variable than the 
progeny of outbred cattle. However, there would be greater genetic variation among the 
inbred cattle; on the surface, this may seem undesirable, but it actually increases the 
likelihood of finding a star. The difference in value between a good bull and a great one 
is usually much larger than the difference in value between a cull and a really bad cull. 

Furthermore, the inbred progeny would have already been genotyped for most of 
any defects carried by their sire and 75% of the inbred progeny’s germplasm would 
have been inherited from the sire. Therefore, the risk of undiscovered defects would be 
much lower in the inbred progeny than in outbred cattle and any defects that had 
already been discovered could be managed through appropriate matings. 

Therefore, after progeny testing, the best of the inbred bulls that were generated 
through one generation of sire-daughter progeny testing could be ideal candidates for 
being tested in the same way themselves. Testing in successive generations would 
greatly increase the mapping efficiency. Any defects that were not adequately mapped 
in the previous generation would almost certainly be well-mapped in the next 
generation. Moreover, assuming selection against defects had occurred, the son would 
be expected to have only a fraction as many newly discovered defects as his sire. 
Continuing this process over several successive generations should produce bulls in 
which virtually all readily identifiable recessive defects were discovered. 

Traditional progeny testing programs for recessive defects in cattle have typically 
been based on sire-daughter matings. In some breeds, 35 such progeny with none 
affected (corresponding to a 99% probability of detection) are required in order for a sire 
to be considered “free of defects”.  

Under traditional progeny testing programs, a sire could not be evaluated until he 
was old enough to have produced grandprogeny. Therefore, selection could take either 
of two forms: increase the use of sires that tested clean late in their lives or breed each 
of the sires tested to some elite females and then use family selection to eliminate 
grandsons of bulls discovered to have a defect from consideration for use as sires. The 
former would increase generation interval considerably, but the latter would cause the 
75% of grandsons that did not inherit the observed defects to be culled unnecessarily. 
DNA testing will make a third alternative possible: identify which of the sons or 
grandsons of a progeny-tested sire actually inherited a defect from him and which did 
not. This will make it unnecessary to choose between the two alternatives described 
above. 

DNA testing makes it unnecessary to cull all potential sires which are carriers of 
defects. Obviously, the intent is to eliminate the defects and that implies selection. But, 
if an individual is otherwise outstanding, there is no need to cull it only for a genetic 
defect. Instead, genetic defects become simply additional traits to be considered in the 
selection and mating schemes. Selection against the defects may also be applied in 
collateral relatives of the sire in which they were identified and mapped. Matings can be 
planned to reduce the likelihood of affected progeny. This approach should not affect 
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generation interval substantially because selection is applied to descendants of the sire 
in which the defect is discovered instead of to the sire himself. 

This approach would require a new class of DNA testing services that are 
distinctly different from the services currently offered by DNA testing companies offering 
products to the beef industry. The Illumina BovineSNP50 BeadChip1 (50K) provides a 
powerful tool for identifying markers flanking defects from affected progeny. However, it 
will probably not be cost effective to run the 50K chip across all of the unaffected 
progeny. There likely would be utility in four to eight sets of 384 SNP that, collectively, 
comprised an evenly spaced set of the most highly informative SNP on the 50K chip. 

However, it seems inevitable that, at some point, some level of customization of 
marker sets would be more efficient than off-the-shelf marker sets. There would be a 
trade-off between the total amount of lab work to be performed and the amount of 
customization that could be accommodated in the work flow. There would be great 
value in a genotyping platform with low initial cost and high reliability of setting up new 
assays. 

After narrowing down the part of the genome in which the defect could reside, the 
next step would be to develop a multiplexed assay (comprised of SNP flanking each 
defect) for use in tests to allow selection of descendants of the sire.  

Discussion 
Although it should be obvious that breeds and the beef industry might benefit 

greatly, individual breeders will need a considerable incentive in order to bear the 
expense and risk of putting their best sires through this process. We propose that these 
sires could be given a special designation such as “Tested for genetic defects”.  

This designation and logo could be applied as soon as the matings to daughters 
were completed; they would not require that the progeny be born. The designation 
would not imply that the sire was free of defects, just that he had been through the 
testing process. The process should be structured to encourage sire owners to report 
any defects, no matter how sub-clinical. The sire owners’ greatest concern should be 
that someone else would find and map a defect in a descendant of his sire, trace it back 
to the sire, and realize that the defect should have been identified in an earlier 
generation. 

The process would work best if breed associations took an active role in it. They 
should be responsible for issuing the designation “Tested for genetic defects” and 
assuring that the requirements for it were met on schedule and all results reported. 
They should probably require and store digital photographs (and perhaps blood 
samples) of all inbred progeny produced.  

The benefits and ease of use of this approach would increase substantially if the 
process ever became standard operating procedure for sires that were to become 
highly influential in their breeds. For example, 16 to 32 inbred progeny will not always be 
enough to map a defect to a single region of the genome, but if the same defect is 
observed in the inbred progeny of a closely related sire, the two families combined 

                                            
1 Reference herein to any specific commercial products by trade name, trademark, manufacturer, or 

otherwise, does not necessarily constitute or imply its endorsement, recommendation, or favoring by the United 
States Government. The views and opinions of authors expressed herein do not necessarily state or reflect those of 
the United States Government, and shall not be used for advertising or product endorsement purposes. 
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should almost always be sufficient to map it to a single region. In fact, even unaffected 
inbred progeny of closely related sires can refine the mapping of a defect. Furthermore, 
if a defect is mapped to multiple regions of the genome in one sire, and a similar defect 
is mapped in an unrelated sire, it would be reasonable to concentrate selection on the 
region(s) that potentially contain the defect in both sires.  

This approach could rejuvenate the “art” of livestock breeding and visual 
inspection. The success of the method depends on the correct identification of 
recessive defects and the correct identification of individuals that are expressing those 
defects. In many cases, this will be done most effectively by visual inspection. For 
severe defects, it will not be especially challenging. But, the greatest long term benefit 
of the system is more likely the removal of sub-clinical defects and this may be quite 
challenging. Ideally, it would involve penning all of the inbred descendants of a 
particular sire together and looking for small sets of individuals that share anomalies, 
structural unsoundnesses, or causes of unthriftiness that appear to have a common 
physiological basis. The real benefit of the system is likely to be the removal of these 
subclinical defects whose identification may be quite challenging.  For this reason, the 
system will be most effective if as many as are practical of the inbred progeny of a 
particular sire are contemporaries in time, location, and management.  

It seems likely that the subclinical defects uncovered by sire-daughter mating 
could be similar to many of the defects that caused many of the inbred lines discussed 
in Brinks and Knapp (1975) to become non-viable. 

Breeders would need to develop the skill of identifying sub-clinical defects, but 
this skill would be built upon skills that successful breeders already possess: an 
understanding of Mendelian genetics, visual inspection, and a detailed memory of 
individuals produced in previous generations. This latter skill would become particularly 
important after the system had been applied for several generations.  

As breeders began to examine inbred progeny grouped by sire, it is likely that 
they would see minor abnormalities that had occurred sporadically in their herds for 
many years, but which were never previously recognized as recessive defects because 
of the population structure in which they occurred. In many cases, it would not be 
possible to determine unambiguously whether a particular anomaly was a recessive 
genetic defect or not. However, if the same anomaly appeared again in a closely related 
sire, combining the two families might make it completely clear that the anomaly was 
recessive. 

The efficiency of mapping would decrease substantially if it was not clear which 
inbred progeny were affected and which were not. The numbers of inbred progeny 
discussed previously would likely be insufficient in this case. However, testing a network 
of related sires would likely make it feasible to identify and map ambiguous defects.  

Undesirable recessive genes that reduce performance for economically important 
traits without any visually distinguishable characteristics will be much more difficult to 
identify correctly and, consequently, much more difficult to map. Furthermore, 
interactions between different genes will undoubtedly mask the expression of some 
recessive genes, which will greatly complicate the identification and mapping of such 
genes. Nonetheless, sire-daughter matings may be a useful tool in managing these 
potentially important sources of variation through quantitative approaches. If the 
proposed strategy became common for highly influential sires, it might be possible to 
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estimate sire-specific inbreeding depression as part of the genetic evaluation process. 
Selection against it might improve average performance and uniformity of non-inbred 
animals. Furthermore, if this practice became common, it would be very useful to 
account for inbreeding depression in the models used to compute expected progeny 
differences (EPD). 

If the proposed system is widely practiced for several generations, it should 
become common that most of the sires in a young sire’s pedigree will have already 
been tested. At this point, there should be few surprises when the young sire is tested. If 
sire-daughter progeny testing becomes common enough, this should allow focusing on 
progressively less obvious sub-clinical defects.  

The identification and mapping of embryonic lethal defects could be one of the 
greatest opportunities for improving the reproductive performance of cattle, although its 
potential is currently unknown. Mapping these defects is quite challenging because it is 
generally not practical to obtain DNA from the affected embryos that contain most of the 
mapping power. However, there is hope that by combining inbred progeny of several 
closely related sires, they might be mapped. There would be additional opportunity if the 
inbred progeny were produced by embryo transfer and the live embryos could be 
sampled for DNA prior to transfer. Obviously, genotyping degenerate embryos during 
ET may be a practical way to identify and map recessive defects that manifest 
themselves visibly in embryos by day seven. 

One of the greatest impediments to applying the technology described herein 
would be the need to re-educate breeders to understand genetic defects in the proper 
context. Breeders get highly emotional about genetic defects. A valuable sire can 
become almost worthless overnight if he is found to be a carrier of a genetic defect, 
especially if no DNA test is available for the defect.  

Breeders would need to learn to accept the fact that most animals probably carry 
recessive alleles with effects that are undesirable, to some extent. It is not a matter of 
“clean” vs. “dirty” pedigrees, but rather a matter of degree. Genetic defects should be 
managed, together with other economically important traits, as part of a balanced 
selection and mating program. Perhaps, they should even be included in selection 
indices. Development of indices would require some additional theoretical development 
as the weights on different defects in the selection indices should change as selection 
decreased their frequencies in the overall population. 

The economic consequences of genetic defects are real, but they are caused at 
least as much by emotions as by direct losses in the commercial beef industry. The 
greatest costs of genetic defects are probably caused by people's overreaction to them. 

Conclusions 
We do not know how many defects of various levels of severity would be 

uncovered by sire-daughter matings of current influential sires. Current DNA testing 
technology would make it feasible to map any defects that were discovered, provided 
that sufficient clearly affected progeny were available. It seems clear that, given 
sufficient investment, this approach could greatly reduce the frequency of severe 
genetic defects. The potential for the more ambitious benefits such as quantitative 
selection and reduction of embryonic mortality are enticing but completely speculative. 

The systematic reduction of recessive defects through planned inbreeding may 
be an opportunity to use DNA testing technology in a way that has not yet been 
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exploited. In addition to reducing the occurrence of lethal and other very severe 
recessive defects, this approach might improve uniformity and average performance, 
especially in straightbred production. However, it would require a coordinated effort 
among elite seedstock breeders, breed associations, and DNA testing companies and 
would require each of these groups to adopt some new paradigms. If applied only to a 
few very elite sires, the impact of this approach would be marginal. But, if it became a 
"rite of passage" that AI sires were expected to go through before becoming highly 
influential, it could have a very positive impact on the beef industry. 
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Real-time ultrasound: What does image quality mean to genetic evaluations? 
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1University of Nebraska, Lincoln; 2Kansas State University, Manhattan 

ABSTRACT: Ultrasonic measurements for the traits of ribeye area (UREA), percentage 
intramuscular fat (UPFAT) and 12th rib fat (UFAT) and their associated image quality 
scores (IQ) obtained from Ultrasound Guidelines Council (UGC) certifications held in 
Ames, Iowa from 2002-2006 were utilized to quantify the relationship between IQ and 
the absolute value of prediction bias (ABS). Over 5,000 records were used for each 
trait. Currently, IQ are utilized as a subjective criterion to partially determine the 
proficiency of an ultrasound technician.  IQ represents a 1-7 scale where those images 
classified as a 1 or 2 are acceptable, 3-5 are marginal, and images scored as a 6 or 7 
are rejected and not interpreted in practice. Only IQ scores of 1-5 were used in the 
current study. The GLM procedure of SAS was used to predict ABS with potential 
explanatory variables of interpreting technician, IQ, machine, animal, and year.  For 
UPFAT an additional explanatory variable of categorical nature was added (CAT).  CAT 
was a subjectively defined categorical variable used to account for any potential 
differences in predictive ability by animals that had different levels of ether extract 
values that are used as the carcass reference for UPFAT.  IQ was not statistically 
significant in the prediction of ABS for the traits of UREA and UPFAT.  Although IQ was 
significant (P=0.0018) for the prediction of ABS for UFAT, IQ did not numerically 
contribute to the predictive ability of the model. The results from the current 
investigation suggest that the subjective measure of IQ is not strongly related to ABS 
and as a consequence bias should not be introduced into genetic evaluations by 
including multiple IQ scores in a contemporary group for any of the three traits 
considered here. As a caveat to the objectives of the current study, the effects of 
machine and CAT, as well as their interaction, were significant in the prediction of ABS 
for UPFAT. Further investigation is warranted to determine if differences between 
interpreting software exist with particular regards to the reduction of variation for the trait 
of UPFAT. 
 
 
INTRODUCTION 
The benefits of real-time ultrasound, particularly the shortened generation interval, have 
been well described (Wilson, 1992). Real-time ultrasound has become a standard 
method of collecting phenotypic measurements for the traits of external fat, 
intramuscular fat, and ribeye area. In order to insure the data quality going into National 
Cattle Evaluations (NCE) is such that useful Expected Progeny Differences (EPDs) can 
be estimated guidelines that determine the proficiency of technicians have been 
established.  The governing body that provides guidelines for the collection and 
interpretation of ultrasound images that are used for NCE is the Ultrasound Guidelines 
Council (UGC).  This council provides criteria that field and lab technicians must meet in 
order to be certified to collect and/or interpret ultrasound images when the data will be 
used in NCE.  Criterion currently used included the standard error of prediction, 
standard error of repeatability, correlations, proportion of images accepted (able to be 
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interpreted), and image quality score. The UGC currently utilizes a 1-7 scoring system 
to subjectively categorize ultrasound images where image quality scores of 1 are the 
most desirable and those of 7 are the least desirable.  Images categorized as either 6 or 
7 are not interpreted and thus the data from these images cannot be included in NCE.  
If this image quality scoring system is able to differentiate images according to the 
accuracy with which they can be interpreted then it stands to reason that an inherent, 
and currently unaccounted for, bias is introduced in the case where multiple image 
quality scores are represented within a contemporary group.  Consequently, the 
objective of the current study was to determine if differences exist in the absolute value 
of prediction bias between image quality scores of 1-5 for the traits of rib fat, percentage 
of intramuscular fat, and ribeye area. 
 
 
MATERIALS AND METHODS 
Data 
Ultrasound interpretations for the traits of 12th rib fat (UFAT), ribeye area (UREA), and 
percentage intramuscular fat (UPFAT) and corresponding carcass data were obtained 
from UGC field certifications held in Ames, Iowa from 2002-2006. Only images scored 
as 1-5 for image quality were used in the current study, as images quality scores of 6 
and 7 are not routinely interpreted during field certifications. All images were interpreted 
using UGC certified software.  Interpretations were performed by UGC certified lab 
technicians. Trained personnel at a commercial plant collected carcass data.  The 
carcass measure associated with UPFAT is the percentage of intramuscular fat as 
measured using ether extract. Simple statistics including frequencies can be found in 
Table 1. 
Analysis 
The GLM procedure of SAS was used to determine the factors that had the largest 
impact on the absolute values of the bias between ultrasound predictions and carcass 
values (ABS).  The absolute value of prediction bias was used due to the fact that within 
an image quality score there are deficiencies that can cause both an overestimation and 
underestimation. ABS was calculated as follows: 
ABS=|UTRAIT-CTRAIT|  (1) 
Where UTRAIT is any trait measured by ultrasound and CTRAIT is the corresponding 
carcass measurement. 
Explanatory variables included animal (ANIM), year (YEAR), ultrasound machine 
(MACH), interpreting technician (INTERP), image quality score (IQ), and in the case of 
UPFAT a categorical trait was created to represent differing levels of intramuscular fat in 
the carcass (CAT).  Descriptions of CAT can be found in Table 2. 
 
 
RESULTS and DISCUSSION 
For UREA and UPFAT, IQ was not a significant source of variation contributing to ABS. 
For the prediction of ABS with regards to ribeye area, explanatory variables of INTERP 
(P < 0.0001) and ANIM nested within YEAR (P < 0.0001) were included in a model 
along with IQ (P = 0.771) that explained 32.02% of the variation. The optimal model 
explained 32.00% of the variation and included effects of INTERP and ANIM nested 
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within YEAR.  Although IQ was significant in the prediction of ABS for UFAT (P=0.0018) 
along with INTERP (P < 0.0001) and the nested effect of ANIM within YEAR (P < 
0.0001), a substantial numerical difference in the R2 value did not exist when IQ was 
included in the model (R2 = 53.64%) versus when it was excluded (R2 = 53.49%). For 
the prediction of ABS with regards to percentage of intramuscular fat, explanatory 
variables of MACH (P = 0.0264), CAT (P < 0.0001), INTERP (P < 0.0001), ANIM (P < 
0.0001), and IQ (P = .3361) explained 53.73% of the variation. The optimal model 
included MACH, CAT, INTERP, ANIM and explained 52.43% of the variation in ABS. 
The fact that CAT was significant in the UPFAT model suggests that extreme ether 
extract categories impact ABS. Other studies have also identified the range in ether 
extract data to be a significant source of variation in explaining ABS (Herring et al., 
1998). In a reduced model, their existed a significant interaction between CAT and 
MACH suggesting that differences may exist between interpreting software with regards 
to their ability to accurately predict percentage of intramuscular fat in extreme 
categories. The data presented here is insufficient to make strong inferences regarding 
the implications of this interaction. 
Previous studies have shown that the skill level of the image collecting technician as 
well as the interpreting technician can influence prediction bias (Herring et al., 1994; 
Perkins et al., 1992).  In the case of the current study the field technicians represented 
various skill levels and the lab technicians represented, presumably, posses a higher 
skill level than would be expected from the average of those routinely tracing images.  
With particular regard to UREA, it is reasonable to expect that experienced lab 
technicians can interpret image quality scores of 1-5 with similar bias given their 
biological knowledge of the shape of the muscle.  Individual animals create unique 
sources of variation that can create differences in prediction bias including hide 
thickness (Chambaz et al., 2002) and extreme values for ether extracted fat percentage 
that may fall outside of the values used to develop UPFAT models.  It should also be 
noted that in the case of 12th rib fat and ribeye area, carcass measures are not without 
error given differences in hide pulls or potential measurement error. 
 
 
IMPLICATIONS 
Results from the current study suggest that an unaccounted for bias is not introduced 
into genetic evaluations through the inclusion of multiple image quality scores within a 
single contemporary group.  In the current framework where images are collected then 
sent to an approved lab for interpretation and then to a breed association for inclusion in 
National Cattle Evaluations it would seem that image quality is only important from the 
standpoint of an image being of good enough quality to interpret.  The traditional scale 
of 1-7 best serves as a teaching tool and perhaps as a method of quality control in 
processing labs.  In the event that advancement is made such that auto interpretation is 
used in the field the impact of image quality would need to be reevaluated. A 
simultaneous evaluation of current technologies is warranted to directly compare 
software. 
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Table 1. Summary statistics including frequencies, means and standard deviations (SD) 
of the absolute value of bias (ABS) by image quality score (IQ) 

Trait IQ Frequency Mean ABSa SD 

UREAb 1 657 1.05 0.80 

 2 1,982 1.03 0.78 

 3 1,379 0.99 0.76 

 4 865 0.97 0.75 

 5 531 1.04 0.76 

UFATc 1 657 0.076 0.061 

 2 1,982 0.069 0.055 

 3 1,379 0.074 0.057 

 4 865 0.075 0.057 

 5 531 0.080 0.061 

UPFATd 1 1,036 1.14 0.96 

 2 3,079 1.03 0.87 

 3 784 0.99 0.84 

 4 543 0.97 0.89 

 5 306 0.92 0.75 
a ABS= |Ultrasound prediction – Carcass value| 
b Ultrasonically measured ribeye area in square inches 
c Ultrasonically measured 12th rib fat in inches 
d Ultrasonically measured percentage of intramuscular fat 
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Table 2. Frequencies and ranges of categorical classification of ether extract data (CAT) 
CAT Frequency Rangea 

1 105 0-1.50 

2 727 1.50-2.50 

3 1,813 2.50-3.50 

4 1,110 3.50-4.50 

5 1,192 4.50-5.50 

6 293 5.50-6.50 

7 369 6.50-7.50 

8 139 > 7.50 
a Range is measured in percentage of intramuscular fat as determined by ether extract 
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Correlation of Docility and Exit Velocity with Economically Relevant Traits 
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Docility is a trait that has gained increasing popularity among beef cattle producers for a 
variety of reasons.  Not only are more docile animals perceived to be safer for the 
humans who own and/or work around them, but they have also been shown to have 
higher average daily gains (Burrow, 1997; Voisinet et al., 1997b), better carcass 
characteristics (Voisinet et al., 1997a; King et al., 2006; Vann, 2006), and to be more 
profitable in the feedlot (Busby et al., 2005).  The advantage to having more docile 
animals appears to be undeniable, but correlations of docility across time and to many 
other traits of interest to producers are still relatively unknown. 
 
Preliminary results from two ongoing projects at Michigan State University measuring 
docility in beef cattle are summarized here.  Both are multi-year projects that have just 
completed or are in the process of completing their first year of data collection. 
 
Weaned feeder calves.   Project 1 involved measurement of docility in 23 weaned 
Limousin x Angus F2 calves born in 2008 and currently in the feedlot.  Docility and exit 
velocity, a potential indicator of docility, were measured in all animals at weaning, 
before transport to the feedlot (44 d post-weaning), and when arriving at the feedlot (a 
few hours later on d 44).  Docility was measured using the scoring system of the North 
American Limousin Foundation (Table 1) and was independently evaluated by 2 (pre- 
and post-transport) or 3 (weaning) evaluators and later averaged.  Exit velocity was 
measured by placing two pairs of electronic eyes approximately 6 feet apart and 
measuring the amount of time taken by the animal to cover the distance between the 
two pairs of eyes. 
 
Summary statistics for docility and exit velocity as well as birth weight, weaning weight, 
weights pre- and post-transport to the feedlot, weight shrink following transport, and 
weaning hip height are shown in Table 2. 
 
Correlations between all traits with docility and exit velocity are shown in Table 3.  As 
expected, correlations between exit velocity and docility during the same event were 
positive and moderate in magnitude, as were correlations between both measures 
across the three time points.  In general, weight and height traits were lowly correlated 
with docility scores and exit velocities, but showed the highest correlations with pre-
transport exit velocity, indicating that taller, heavier animals tended to exit the chute 
faster than their smaller contemporaries.  Birth weight showed a positive and moderate 
correlation between post-transport docility score and birth weight, although this may be 
a function of the small data set.  Interestingly, shrink showed negative correlations with 
docility scores measured at weaning (-0.25) and post-transport (-0.20), indicating that 
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animals that were perceived as more hyperactive lost less weight in transport than more 
docile animals. 
 
This study only included 23 animals and results are preliminary.  Animals are currently 
in the feedlot and additional docility scores and exit velocities will be collected along 
with carcass data when animnals are harvested.  Animals will also be added to the 
dataset from the 2009 and 2010 calf crops. 
 
Yearling bulls.  Project 2 involved 108 bulls entered in the Michigan Cattlemen’s 
Association/Michigan State University Bull Performance Test and measured for docility 
score and exit velocity at 28d intervals throughout the 112 d test.  Both docility scores 
and exit velocities were measured in the same manner as in Project 1. . 
 
Routine phenotypic measures such as weight and ultrasound carcass measurements 
were also collected and analyzed and summary statistics for these measures are shown 
in Table 4.  Bulls represented 5 breeds (Angus, Charolais, Hereford, Red Angus, and 
Simmental) and averaged 283.9, 395.9, and 418.9 d of age with a standard deviation of 
51.5 d when placed on test, off test, and on sale day, respectively.  
 
The correlations for all traits with the various docility and exit velocity measures are 
shown in Table 5 for all bulls and in Table 6 and 7 for Angus and Simmental bulls, 
respectively.  The majority of the bulls consigned to the test were Angus or Simmental 
with only 7 being from the other 3 breeds. 
 
Across all bulls, exit velocity was not highly correlated with any of the other phenotypic 
traits.  Docility score measured when bulls were put on test showed the highest 
correlation with most traits as shown in Table 5.  Increased docility score (a more 
anxious animal) was correlated with lower weaning weights, greater average daily gain, 
lower off-test hip height, greater ultrasound ribeye area, more ultrasound intramuscular 
fat, more ultrasound backfat, and a lower sale price. 
 
In this data, there appears to be a breed effect with regard to docility, as many of the 
correlations were different when comparing Angus to Simmental bulls.  In general, the 
fat measurements in Angus tended to be more highly correlated with docility and exit 
velocity than in Simmental bulls, indicating that fatter Angus animals were more 
excitable and exited the chute and sale ring faster than their leaner contemporaries.  
Ultrasound percent intramuscular fat was highly correlated with sale day docility score in 
Angus (0.66), but lowly to moderately correlated (0.20) in Simmental.  Ultrasound 
backfat was highly correlated with sale day docility score and on- and off-test exit 
velocities in Angus bulls (0.55, 0.50, and 0.43, respectively) while being lowly correlated 
in Simmental with off-test exit velocity being negatively correlated (0.14, 0.10, and -0.12, 
respectively). 
 
Although correlation estimates were low, there appeared to be a trend that more 
anxious bulls, as exhibited by faster exit velocities, were more likely to fail their breeding 
soundness exam, and therefore be excluded from the sale, with these correlations 
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being stronger in Simmental bulls than in Angus.  Also, though weakly correlated, there 
appeared to be a trend that Angus bulls that were more docile had a higher sale price, 
but Simmental bulls that were more docile received a lower sale price.  For Angus, 
these correlations were the lowest in magnitude for the docility measurements taken on 
sale day (the only time when most buyers would have seen the bulls), but were highest 
on sale day for the Simmental bulls. 
 
Summary 
Further data collection is necessary; however, at this time the data does support that 
docility score is correlated with weight traits in feeder heifers and steers, but may have a 
lesser effect in intact males.  With regard to yearling bulls, there does appear to be a 
breed effect of docility scores and exit velocites on performance measures that warrant 
further investigation. 
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Table 1. North American Limousin Foundation docility score description 
1 DOCILE Mild disposition, gentle and easily handled, stands and moves slowly during processing, 

undisturbed, settled, somewhat dull, does not pull on headgate when in chute, exits chute 
calmly 

2 RESTLESS Quieter than average but slightly restless, may be stubborn during processing, may try to 
back out of chute, pulls back on headgate, some flicking of tail, exits chute promptly 

3 NERVOUS  Typical temperament, manageable but nervous and impatient, a moderate amount of 
struggling, movement and tail flicking, repeated pushing and pulling on headgate, exits chute 
briskly 

4 FLIGHTY (WILD)  Jumpy and out of control, quivers and struggles violently, may bellow and froth at mouth, 
continuous tail flicking, defecates and urinates during processing, frantically runs fenceline 
and may jump when penned individually, exhibits long flight distance (see glossary for 
definition) and exits chute wildly 

5 AGGRESSIVE  May be similar to score 4 but with added aggressive behavior, fearful, extreme agitation, 
continuous movement which may include jumping and bellowing while in chute, exits chute 
frantically and may exhibit attack behavior when handled alone 

6 VERY AGGRESSIVE  Extremely aggressive temperament, “killers”, pronounced attack behavior 
 
 
 

 
Table 2. Summary statistics for all traits1 measured in weaned calves 

 BWT WWT WHH PRW POW SRK WDS PRD POD WEV PRE POE 
Mean 89.6 460.0 43.6 509.1 487.4 21.7 2.54 2.33 2.39 9.21 8.11 5.72 

Std. Dev. 7.4 70.1 1.6 87.6 85.5 12.1 0.73 0.83 0.69 2.83 3.31 2.09 
1 BWT – Birth Weight (lb); WWT – Weaning Weight (lb); WHH – Weaning Hip Height (in); PRW – Pre-Transport Weight 

(lb); POW – Post-Transport Weight (lb); SRK – Weight Shrink from Transport (lb); WDS – Weaning Docility Score; 
PRD – Pre-Transport Docility Score; POD – Post-Transport Docility Score; WEV – Weaning Exit Velocity (ft/sec); PRE 
– Pre-Transport Exit Velocity (ft/sec); POE – Post-Transport Exit Velocity (ft/sec) 
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Table 3. Phenotypic correlations with docility and exit velocity across all traits1 
in weaned calves 

 WDS PRD POD WEV PRE POE 
BWT 0.10 -0.12 0.35 -0.12 -0.17 0.10 
WWT 0.02 -0.14 0.09 0.05 0.20 -0.08 
WHH -0.02 -0.14 0.07 0.17 0.25 -0.09 
PRW 0.07 -0.04 0.11 0.08 0.20 -0.07 
POW 0.10 -0.06 0.15 0.07 0.18 -0.07 
SRK -0.25 0.09 -0.20 0.06 0.15 -0.06 
WDS  0.40 0.62 0.53 0.47 0.45 
PRD   0.48 0.25 0.39 0.60 
POD    0.52 0.45 0.73 
WEV     0.68 0.40 
PRE      0.64 

1 BWT – Birth Weight (lb); WWT – Weaning Weight (lb); WHH – Weaning Hip Height 
(in); PRW – Pre-Transport Weight (lb); POW – Post-Transport Weight (lb); SRK – 
Weight Shrink from Transport (lb); WDS – Weaning Docility Score; PRD – Pre-
Transport Docility Score; POD – Post-Transport Docility Score; WEV – Weaning Exit 
Velocity (ft/sec); PRE – Pre-Transport Exit Velocity (ft/sec); POE – Post-Transport 
Exit Velocity (ft/sec) 

 
 

Table 4. Summary statistics for all traits1 measured in yearling bulls 
 BWT WWT ONW OFW ADG WDA HHT REA IMF FAT NDS FDS SDS NEV FEV SEV SPR 

Mean 84.1 716.8 843.7 1251.5 3.6 3.2 50.9 12.1 3.1 0.3 2.4 1.6 2.8 6.7 6.3 5.3 1883.1 
Std. Dev. 8.6 79.0 138.0 162.5 0.5 0.3 1.7 1.4 1.0 0.1 0.8 1.0 0.9 3.3 2.8 3.8 561.2 
1 BWT – Birth Weight (lb); WWT – Weaning Weight (lb); ONW – On-Test Weight (lb); OFW – Off-Test Weight (lb); ADG – 

Average Daily Gain on Test (lb/d); WDA – Weight per Day of Age (lb/d); HHT – Off-Test Hip Height (in); REA – Ultrasound 
Ribeye Area (in2); IMF – Ultrasound Intramuscular Fat (%); FAT – Ultrasound Backfat (in); BSE – Breeding Soundness 
Exam; NDS – On-Test Docility Score; FDS – Off-Test Docility Score; SDS – Sale Day Docility Score; NEV – On-Test Exit 
Velocity (ft/sec); FEV – Off-Test Exit Velocity (ft/sec); SEV – Sale Day Exit Velocity (ft/sec); SPR – Sale Price ($) 
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Table 5. Phenotypic correlations with docility and exit velocity across all traits1 
for all bulls 

 NDS FDS SDS NEV  FEV SEV 
BWT 0.12 -0.04 -0.03 -0.05 -0.01 -0.07 
WWT -0.45 -0.08 0.01 -0.05 -0.14 0.00 
ONW -0.04 -0.05 -0.11 0.03 -0.03 0.05 
OFW -0.04 -0.01 -0.10 0.07 -0.04 0.07 
ADG 0.56 0.04 -0.24 -0.11 0.03 0.00 
WDA 0.09 -0.01 -0.14 -0.01 -0.07 0.00 
HHT -0.52 -0.02 0.16 0.08 -0.06 -0.03 
REA 0.60 0.07 -0.17 -0.05 0.10 0.03 
IMF 0.45 0.04 0.10 0.12 0.13 0.07 
FAT 0.54 0.07 -0.11 0.04 0.13 0.04 
BSE2 -0.15 -0.01 0.23 -0.15 -0.09 -0.01 
SPR -0.28 -0.07 0.10 0.18 0.00 0.02 
NDS  0.33 0.07 0.38 0.36 0.15 
FDS   0.13 0.35 0.40 0.22 
SDS    0.45 0.41 0.37 
NEV      0.74 0.49 
FEV      0.25 

1 BWT – Birth Weight (lb); WWT – Adj. 205-d Weight (lb); ONW – On-Test Weight (lb); 
OFW – Off-Test Weight (lb); ADG – Average Daily Gain on Test (lb/d); WDA – 
Weight per Day of Age (lb/d); HHT – Off-Test Hip Height (in); REA – Ultrasound 
Ribeye Area (in2); IMF – Ultrasound Intramuscular Fat (%); FAT – Ultrasound Backfat 
(in); BSE – Breeding Soundness Exam; SPR – Sale Price ($); NDS – On-Test 
Docility Score; FDS – Off-Test Docility Score; SDS – Sale Day Docility Score; NEV – 
On-Test Exit Velocity (ft/sec); FEV – Off-Test Exit Velocity (ft/sec); SEV – Sale Day 
Exit Velocity (ft/sec) 

2 Breeding soundness exam was coded as a 1 if a bull failed, 2 if a bull passed 
marginally, and 3 if a bull passed with no problem.  Bulls that failed could not be sold 
and therefore any sale day measures only include bulls with a BSE coded as 2 or 3 
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Table 6. Phenotypic correlations with docility and exit velocity across all traits1 

for Angus bulls 
 NDS FDS SDS NEV  FEV SEV 

BWT 0.06 -0.21 0.03 -0.04 -0.06 -0.19 
WWT -0.14 -0.07 -0.14 -0.14 -0.15 0.08 
ONW -0.01 -0.02 -0.27 0.05 -0.04 0.08 
OFW -0.02 0.01 -0.29 0.05 -0.06 0.06 
ADG -0.01 0.09 -0.22 0.03 -0.06 -0.02 
WDA 0.07 -0.02 0.06 0.10 -0.08 0.12 
HHT -0.09 -0.03 -0.31 -0.11 -0.11 -0.15 
REA 0.29 0.07 0.27 0.32 0.30 0.15 
IMF 0.00 0.03 0.66 0.24 0.28 0.03 
FAT 0.16 0.19 0.55 0.50 0.43 0.23 
BSE2 0.15 0.20 -0.03 -0.13 -0.06 -0.21 
SPR -0.10 -0.13 -0.04 -0.12 -0.17 -0.07 
NDS  0.34 0.19 0.45 0.31 0.16 
FDS   0.18 0.20 0.26 0.20 
SDS    0.36 0.53 0.18 
NEV      0.76 0.49 
FEV      0.23 

1 BWT – Birth Weight (lb); WWT – Adj. 205-d Weight (lb); ONW – On-Test Weight (lb); 
OFW – Off-Test Weight (lb); ADG – Average Daily Gain on Test (lb/d); WDA – 
Weight per Day of Age (lb/d); HHT – Off-Test Hip Height (in); REA – Ultrasound 
Ribeye Area (in2); IMF – Ultrasound Intramuscular Fat (%); FAT – Ultrasound Backfat 
(in); BSE – Breeding Soundness Exam; SPR – Sale Price ($); NDS – On-Test 
Docility Score; FDS – Off-Test Docility Score; SDS – Sale Day Docility Score; NEV – 
On-Test Exit Velocity (ft/sec); FEV – Off-Test Exit Velocity (ft/sec); SEV – Sale Day 
Exit Velocity (ft/sec) 

2 Breeding soundness exam was coded as a 1 if a bull failed, 2 if a bull passed 
marginally, and 3 if a bull passed with no problem.  Bulls that failed could not be sold 
and therefore any sale day measures only include bulls with a BSE coded as 2 or 3 
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Table 7. Phenotypic correlations with docility and exit velocity across all traits1 

for Simmental bulls 
 NDS FDS SDS NEV  FEV SEV 

BWT 0.13 -0.02 -0.24 -0.05 0.01 -0.02 
WWT -0.16 -0.20 -0.26 -0.19 -0.16 -0.07 
ONW 0.21 -0.05 -0.09 -0.08 0.03 0.02 
OFW 0.18 0.00 -0.15 0.02 0.02 0.06 
ADG 0.02 0.09 -0.18 0.21 -0.01 0.11 
WDA 0.10 -0.05 -0.26 -0.01 0.00 -0.15 
HHT 0.23 0.09 -0.45 0.10 0.09 -0.16 
REA 0.17 0.01 0.16 0.09 0.16 -0.01 
IMF 0.16 0.10 0.20 0.20 0.00 0.25 
FAT 0.03 0.02 0.14 0.10 -0.12 -0.03 
BSE2 -0.18 -0.27 -0.02 -0.28 -0.18 0.13 
SPR -0.09 0.10 0.14 0.19 0.17 0.29 
NDS  0.41 0.15 0.61 0.58 0.11 
FDS   0.01 0.59 0.62 0.22 
SDS    0.55 0.38 0.65 
NEV      0.79 0.60 
FEV      0.35 

1 BWT – Birth Weight (lb); WWT – Adj. 205-d Weight (lb); ONW – On-Test Weight (lb); 
OFW – Off-Test Weight (lb); ADG – Average Daily Gain on Test (lb/d); WDA – 
Weight per Day of Age (lb/d); HHT – Off-Test Hip Height (in); REA – Ultrasound 
Ribeye Area (in2); IMF – Ultrasound Intramuscular Fat (%); FAT – Ultrasound Backfat 
(in); BSE – Breeding Soundness Exam; SPR – Sale Price ($); NDS – On-Test 
Docility Score; FDS – Off-Test Docility Score; SDS – Sale Day Docility Score; NEV – 
On-Test Exit Velocity (ft/sec); FEV – Off-Test Exit Velocity (ft/sec); SEV – Sale Day 
Exit Velocity (ft/sec) 

2 Breeding soundness exam was coded as a 1 if a bull failed, 2 if a bull passed 
marginally, and 3 if a bull passed with no problem.  Bulls that failed could not be sold 
and therefore any sale day measures only include bulls with a BSE coded as 2 or 3 
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ACROSS-BREED EPD TABLES FOR THE YEAR 2009 ADJUSTED TO 
BREED DIFFERENCES FOR BIRTH YEAR OF 2007 

 
L. A. Kuehn, L. D. Van Vleck, R. M. Thallman and L. V. Cundiff 

Roman L. Hruska U.S. Meat Animal Research Center, USDA-ARS,  
Clay Center and Lincoln, NE 68933 

 
Summary 
 
 Factors to adjust the expected progeny differences (EPD) of each of 18 breeds to 
the base of Angus EPD are reported in column (labeled) 6 of Tables 1-7 for birth weight, 
weaning weight, yearling weight, maternal milk, marbling score, ribeye area, and fat 
thickness, respectively. An EPD is adjusted to the Angus base by adding the 
corresponding across-breed adjustment factor in column 6 to the EPD. It is critical that 
this adjustment be applied only to Spring 2009 EPD (with the exception of Tarentaise, 
for which the most recent EPD are Spring 2006). Older or newer EPD may be computed 
on different bases and, therefore, could produce misleading results. When the base of a 
breed changes from year to year, its adjustment factor (Column 6) changes in the 
opposite direction and by about the same amount. 
 Breed differences are changing over time as breeds put emphasis on different traits 
and their genetic trends differ accordingly. Therefore, it is necessary to qualify the point 
in time at which breed differences are represented. Column 5 of Tables 1-7 contains 
estimates of the differences between the averages of calves of each breed born in year 
2007. Any differences in the samples of sires representing the breeds at the U.S. Meat 
Animal Research Center (USMARC) are adjusted out of these breed difference 
estimates and the across-breed adjustment factors. The breed difference estimates are 
reported as progeny differences, e.g., they represent the expected difference in progeny 
performance of calves sired by average bulls of two different breeds (born in 2007) and 
out of dams of a third, unrelated breed. 
 
Introduction 
 
 This report is the year 2009 update of estimates of sire breed means from data of 
the Germplasm Evaluation (GPE) project at USMARC adjusted to a year 2007 base 
using EPD from the most recent national cattle evaluations. Factors to adjust EPD of 18 
breeds to a common birth year of 2007 were calculated and are reported in Tables 1-3 
for birth weight (BWT), weaning weight (WWT), and yearling weight (YWT) and in Table 
4 for the maternal milk (MILK) component of maternal weaning weight (MWWT). Tables 
5-6 summarize the factors for marbling score (MAR), ribeye area (REA), and fat 
thickness (FAT). 
 In addition, there was a significant procedural and a few data changes from the 2007 
update (Kuehn et al., 2007): 
 The most significant change this year related to the model used to estimate breed 
effect differences. The USMARC GPE program is in the process of changing to more 
fully meet the needs of the beef industry. It includes objectives in genomics, predicting 
maternal and direct breed effects, estimation of breed specific heterosis, and 
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partitioning breed effects from heterosis. As part of this change, purebred herds from 16 
of the 18 breeds involved in the across-breed EPD process will be established, primarily 
by grading up through artificial insemination. The pedigree structure from both the grade 
up process and from the eventual GPE program will no longer fit the traditional sire 
model used in the across-breed EPD process to estimate breed of sire differences in 
the past. Therefore an animal model approach has been applied to estimate breed 
differences at USMARC. Unlike the sire model approach used in previous updates, this 
approach also allows progeny of F1 dams/sires to contribute to the estimation of breed 
of sire differences.  
 Part of the transition of the GPE project involves continuous sampling of the 16 
breeds that register the most cattle and have national genetic evaluations for beef 
production traits. The first progeny of this new sampling were born in Fall 2007. This 
report includes progeny for 7 of these breeds born in Fall 2007 (BWT, WWT, and YWT 
records) and progeny for 14 of these breeds born in Spring 2008 and Fall 2008 (BWT 
and WWT records). New progeny of Beefmaster and Brangus will be born beginning in 
Fall 2009. Progeny of these 16 breeds should continue to accrue at the rate of 
approximately 50 per breed per year for the next several years. This transition of the 
GPE design also includes fall calving as well as spring; that will eventually decrease the 
disparity between YWT and WWT of the Brahman(-influenced) breeds. 
 Records from USMARC for birth, weaning, and yearling weight were added for 
several breeds (all except Brangus, Beefmaster, South Devon, and Tarentaise) from a 
new sampling of sires for the new GPE program. These additional data caused some 
significant small changes in the breed of sire solutions for these breeds relative to the 
other breeds in the analysis, especially for breeds that have not been sampled in GPE 
for over 25 yr. Maternal records continued to be added this year for Hereford, Angus, 
Simmental, Limousin, Charolais, Gelbvieh, Red Angus, Brangus and Beefmaster. 
 The across-breed table adjustments apply only to EPD for most recent (spring, 2008 
in all but Tarentaise that were last evaluated in 2006) national cattle evaluations. 
Serious errors can occur if the table adjustments are used with earlier EPD which may 
have been calculated with a different within-breed base. 
 
Materials and Methods 
 
 All calculations were as outlined in the 2002 BIF Guidelines. The basic steps were 
given by Notter and Cundiff (1991) with refinements by Núñez-Dominguez et al. (1993), 
Cundiff (1993, 1994), Barkhouse et al. (1994, 1995), Van Vleck and Cundiff (1997–
2006), and Kuehn et al. (2007, 2008). Estimates of variance components, regression 
coefficients, and breed effects were obtained using the MTDFREML package (Boldman 
et al., 1995). All breed solutions are reported as differences from Angus. The table 
values of adjustment factors to add to within-breed EPD are relative to Angus. 
 
Models for Analysis of USMARC Records 
 
 To accommodate the changing GPE structure, an animal model with breed effects 
represented as genetic groups was fitted to the GPE data set (Arnold et al., 1992; 
Westell et al., 1988). In the analysis, all AI sires (sires used via artificial insemination) 
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were assigned a genetic group according to their breed of origin. Due to lack of 
pedigree, dams mated to the AI sires and natural service bulls mated to F1 females 
were also assigned to separate genetic groups (i.e., Hereford dams were assigned to 
different genetic groups than Hereford AI sires). Cows from Hereford selection lines 
(Koch et al., 1994) were used in Cycle IV of GPE and assigned into their own genetic 
groups. Through Cycle VIII, most dams were from Hereford, Angus, or MARCIII (1/4 
Angus, 1/4 Hereford, 1/4 Pinzgauer, 1/4 Red Poll) composite lines. In order to be 
considered in the analysis, sires had to have an EPD for the trait of interest. All AI sires 
were considered unrelated for the analysis in order to adjust resulting genetic group 
effects by the average EPD of the sires. 
 Fixed effects in the models for BWT, WWT (205-d), and YWT (365-d) included breed 
(fit as genetic groups) and maternal breed (WWT only), year and season of birth by 
GPE cycle by age of dam (2, 3, 4, 5-9, >10 yr) combination (174), sex (heifer, bull, 
steer; steers were combined with bulls for BWT), a covariate for heterosis, and a 
covariate for day of year at birth of calf. Models for WWT also included a fixed covariate 
for maternal heterosis. Random effects included animal and residual error except for the 
analysis of WWT which also included a random maternal genetic effect and a random 
permanent environmental effect.  
 For the carcass traits (MAR, REA, and FAT), breed (fit as genetic groups), sex 
(heifer, steer) and slaughter date (210) were included in the model as fixed effects. 
Fixed covariates included slaughter age and heterosis. Random effects were animal 
and residual error. To be included, breeds had to report carcass EPD on a carcass 
basis using age-adjusted endpoints. 
 The covariates for heterosis were calculated as the expected breed heterozygosity 
for each animal based on the percentage of each breed of that animal’s parents. In 
other words, it is the probability that, at any location in the genome, the animal's two 
alleles originated from two different breeds. Heterosis is assumed to be proportional to 
breed heterozygosity. For the purpose of heterosis calculation, AI and dam breeds were 
assumed to be the same breed and Red Angus was assumed the same breed as 
Angus. For purposes of heterosis calculation, composite breeds were considered 
according to nominal breed composition. For example, Brangus (3/8 Brahman, 5/8 
Angus) × Angus is expected to have 3/8 as much heterosis as Brangus × Hereford. 
 Variance components were estimated with a derivative-free REML algorithm with 
genetic group solutions obtained at convergence. Differences between resulting genetic 
group solutions for AI sire breeds were divided by two to represent the USMARC breed 
of sire effects in Tables 1-7. Resulting breed differences were adjusted to current breed 
EPD levels by accounting for the average EPD of the AI sires of progeny/grandprogeny, 
etc. with records. Average AI sire EPD were calculated as a weighted average AI sire 
EPD from the most recent within breed genetic evaluation. The weighting factor was the 
sum of relationship coefficients between an individual sire and all progeny with 
performance data for the trait of interest relative to all other sires in that breed. 
 For all traits, regression coefficients of progeny performance on EPD of sire for each 
trait were calculated using only the first generation of progeny from AI sires. Models 
included the same fixed effects described previously as well as a fixed effect of dam 
line. Dam was fitted as a random effect. Analysis of the MILK EPD was performed on 
daughters of the AI sires. These maternal effects models also included covariates of the 
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sire’s weaning weight EPD and fixed effects of the calving sire breed. Pooled regression 
coefficients, and regression coefficients by sire breed, and by sex of calf were obtained. 
These regression coefficients are monitored as accuracy checks and for possible 
genetic by environment interactions. The pooled regression coefficients were used as 
described in the next section to adjust for differences in management at USMARC as 
compared to seedstock production (e.g., YWT of males at USMARC are primarily on a 
slaughter steer basis, while in seedstock field data they are primarily on a breeding bull 
basis). For carcass traits, MAR, REA, and FAT, regressions were considered too 
variable and too far removed from 1.00. Therefore, the regressions were assumed to be 
1.00 until more data is added to reduce the impact of sampling errors on prediction of 
these regressions. However, the resulting regressions are still summarized. 
 Records from the USMARC GPE Project are not used in calculation of within-breed 
EPD by the breed associations. This is critical to maintain the integrity of the regression 
coefficient. If USMARC records were included in the EPD calculations, the regressions 
would be biased upward. 
 
Adjustment of USMARC Solutions 
 
 The calculations of across-breed adjustment factors rely on genetic group (breed) 
solutions from analysis of records at USMARC and on averages of within-breed EPD 
from the breed associations. The basic calculations for all traits are as follows: 
 
USMARC breed of sire solution (1/2 genetic group solution) for breed i (USMARC (i)) 
converted to an industry scale (divided by b) and adjusted for genetic trend (as if breed 
average bulls born in the base year had been used rather than the bulls actually 
sampled): 
 
 Mi = USMARC (i)/b + [EPD(i)YY - EPD(i)USMARC]. 
 
Breed Table Factor (Ai) to add to the EPD for a bull of breed i: 
 
 Ai = (Mi - Mx) - (EPD(i)YY - EPD(x)YY). 
 
For weaning weight, the breed of sire solution for breed i adjusted for genetic trend on a 
USMARC scale, MUSMARC,i, is also calculated for use in MILK factor derivation: 
 
 MUSMARC,i = USMARC (i) + b[EPD(i)YY - EPD(i)USMARC]. 
 
where, 
 
 USMARC(i) is solution for effect of sire breed i from analysis of USMARC data, 
 
 EPD(i)YY is the average within-breed 2009 EPD for breed i for animals born in the 

base year (YY, which is two years before the update; e.g., YY = 2007 for the 2009 
update), 
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 EPD(i)USMARC is the weighted (by total relationship of descendants with records at 
USMARC) average of 2009 EPD of bulls of breed i having descendants with records 
at USMARC, 

 b is the pooled coefficient of regression of progeny performance at USMARC on 
EPD of sire (for 2008: 1.12, 0.87, 1.14, and 1.15 BWT, WWT, YWT, and MILK, 
respectively; 1.00 was applied to MAR, REA, and FAT data), 

 i denotes sire breed i, and 

 x denotes the base breed, which is Angus in this report. 
 

Results 
 
Heterosis 
 
 Heterosis was included in the statistical model as a covariate for all traits. Maternal 
heterosis was also fit as a covariate in the analysis of weaning weight. Resulting 
estimates were 1.39 lb, 14.20 lb, 16.31 lb, 0.065 marbling score units (i.e. 4.00 = Sl00, 
5.00 = Sm00), 0.24 in2, and 0.046 in for BWT, WWT, YWT, MAR, REA, and FAT 
respectively. These estimates are interpreted as the amount by which the performance 
of an F1 is expected to exceed that of its parental breeds. The estimate of maternal 
heterosis for WWT was 19.33 lb. 
 
Across-breed adjustment factors 
 
 Tables 1, 2, and 3 (for BWT, WWT, and YWT) summarize the data from, and results 
of, USMARC analyses to estimate breed of sire differences and the adjustments to the 
breed of sire effects to a year 2007 base. The column labeled 6 of each table 
corresponds to the Across-breed EPD Adjustment Factor for that trait. Table 4 
summarizes the analysis of MILK. Tables 5, 6, and 7 summarize data from the carcass 
analyses (MAR, REA, FAT). 
 Column 5 of each table represents the best estimates of sire breed differences for 
calves born in 2007 on an industry scale. These breed difference estimates are reported 
as progeny differences, e.g., they represent the expected difference in progeny 
performance of calves sired by average bulls (born in 2007) of two different breeds and 
out of dams of a third, unrelated breed.  
 Breed differences and adjustments for MAR, REA, and FAT (Tables 5-7) are being 
reported for the second time this year. The number of breeds has increased from 8 last 
year to 11. Because of changes in the use of the regression coefficient (1.00 rather than 
the coefficient predicted from the data, there are no comparisons available to previous 
analyses. General trends are discussed in the individual trait sections. In future 
analyses, these traits are the most likely to change substantially. 
 In each table, breed of sire differences were added to the raw Angus mean (Column 
4) to make these differences more interpretable to producers on scales they are 
accustomed to. 
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Across-breed EPD Adjustment Factor Example 
 
 Adjustment factors can be applied to compare the genetic potential of sires from 
different breeds. Suppose the EPD for birth weight for a Gelbvieh bull is +2.0 (which is 
above the year 2007 average of 1.3 for Gelbvieh) and for a Hereford bull is also +2.0 
(which is below the year 2007 average of 3.5 for Herefords). The across-breed 
adjustment factors in the last column of Table 1 are 2.9 for Hereford and 4.5 for 
Gelbvieh. Then the adjusted EPD for the Gelbvieh bull is 4.5 + 2.0 = 6.5 and for the 
Hereford bull is 2.9 + 2.0 = 4.9. The expected birth weight difference when both are 
mated to another breed of cow, e.g., Angus, would be 6.5 – 4.9 = 1.6 lb. The differences 
in true breeding value between two bulls with similar within-breed EPDs are primarily 
due to differences in the genetic base from which those within-breed EPDs are 
computed, while -0.6 lb of the difference is due to the breed difference. 
 
Birth Weight 
 
 The range in estimated breed of sire differences for BWT ranged from 1.0 lb for Red 
Angus to 8.1 lb for Charolais and 10.8 lb for Brahman. Angus continued to have the 
lowest estimated sire effect for birth weight (Table 1, column 5). The relatively heavy 
birth weights of Brahman-sired progeny would be expected to be offset by favorable 
maternal effects reducing birth weight if progeny were from Brahman or Brahman cross 
dams which would be an important consideration in crossbreeding programs involving 
Brahman cross females. With the changes in modeling breed effects to include data 
beyond the initial cross generation as well as additional data from use of sire breeds in 
GPE that hadn’t been sampled in over 20 yr, some breed differences changed by as 
much as 2.0 lb (Brangus) from those reported by Kuehn et al. (2008). Changes in breed 
of sire differences from Angus were 1.0 lb or less for 10 of the 15 non-Angus breeds 
summarized last year.  
 
Weaning Weight 

 Breed effects on weaning weight remained fairly similar to Angus for most breeds—
10 of the 17 sire breed differences were within 10 lb of Angus. Weaning weight sire 
breed differences tended to be lighter relative to Angus compared to Kuehn et al. 
(2008); the largest changes (>5 lb) in breed of sire difference relative to Angus were for 
Shorthorn, Brangus, Braunvieh, Maine Anjou, and Salers. Most of the large changes 
relative to Kuehn et al. (2008) can be attributed to larger numbers of progeny born in the 
sire group (e.g., Shorthorn, Braunvieh, Maine Anjou, and Salers). The average Brangus 
sire breed effect was predicted to be 8.8 lb lighter than in Kuehn et al. (2008) relative to 
Angus. Because Brangus added no new records from use of purebred sires in the GPE 
program, part of this difference is attributable to the inclusion of advanced generations 
(e.g., 1/4 Brangus) of progeny in the animal model analysis and the remainder to the 
increase of Angus relative to other breeds.  
 
Yearling Weight 
 
  Several breeds (8 of 15) of sires were predicted to be heavier relative to Angus 
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compared to the 2008 report. Of these Gelbvieh, Maine Anjou, and Salers had the 
highest gains (5-7 lb). However, almost all of the sire breeds were still lighter on 
average relative to Angus (as much as 65.8 lb for Braunvieh). Like weaning weight, the 
Brangus sire breed effect decreased by a substantial amount (11.2 lb) due to the 
change in modeling to include advanced progeny generations. Some decreases relative 
to Angus can be attributed to their continued genetic trend; the breed average EPD for 
Angus increased by 3.5 lb from 76.5 lb to 80.0 lb. Increased yearling weight seems to 
remain a priority for Angus breeders as Angus-sired calves were predicted to have 
heavier yearling weights than 15 (all but Charolais and Salers) other breeds. 
 
Maternal Milk 
 
 The changes from last year for milk for the current base year (Table 4, column 5) 
were generally small even though these effects were now estimated from a maternal 
effects model for weaning weight rather than from a breed of maternal grandsire model. 
Five breeds of sire (Shorthorn, Beefmaster, Brangus, Braunvieh, and Maine Anjou) 
changed positively relative to Angus by over 4 lb; other differences relative to Kuehn et 
al. (2008) were minor. The genetic trend for milk for Angus, like that for yearling weight, 
has been steep relative to breeds such as Simmental and Gelbvieh. Thus sire breed 
differences between Simmental or Gelbvieh and Angus are relatively small compared to 
estimates 15 to 30 years ago. 
 
Marbling 
 
 Marbling score was estimated to be highest in Angus (Table 5, column 5) with 
Shorthorn and Red Angus being the most similar (~0.25 score units lower). In general, 
Continental breeds were estimated to be a one-half to a full marbling score lower than 
Angus with the exception of Salers. Progeny from Hereford sires were predicted to have 
the lowest marbling score relative to other British breeds. 
 
Ribeye Area 
 
 Continental breeds had higher ribeye area estimates relative to the British breeds 
(Table 6, column 5) as would be expected. Braunvieh, Salers and Charolais were 
intermediate between the rest of the Continental breeds and the British breeds. 
 
Fat Thickness 
 
 British breeds had 0.1 to 0.2 in more fat at slaughter than Continental breeds (Table 
7, Column 5). Red Angus and Hereford were slightly leaner than Angus while Shorthorn 
and South Devon were considerably leaner. Charolais were predicted to be the leanest 
breed among the 10 breeds analyzed for carcass traits. Limousin was not included in 
the FAT analysis because they do not report an EPD for FAT.  
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Accuracies and Variance Components 
 
 Table 8 summarizes the average Beef Improvement Federation (BIF) accuracy for 
bulls with progeny at USMARC weighted appropriately by average relationship to 
animals with phenotypic records. South Devon bulls had relatively small accuracy for all 
traits as did Hereford and Brahman bulls. Charolais and Gelbvieh bulls had low 
accuracy for yearling weight and milk. Accuracies for carcass traits, as expected, were 
considerably lower than accuracies for growth traits in general. The sires sampled 
recently in the GPE program have generally been higher accuracy sires, so the average 
accuracies should continue to increase over the next several years. 
 Table 9 reports the estimates of variance components from the animal models that 
were used to obtain breed of sire and breed of MGS solutions. Heritability estimates for 
BWT, WWT, YWT, and MILK were 0.58, 0.16, 0.47, and 0.16, respectively. Heritability 
estimates for MAR, REA, and FAT were 0.42, 0.48, and 0.40, respectively.  
 
Regression Coefficients 
 
 Table 10 updates the coefficients of regression of records of USMARC progeny on 
sire EPD for BWT, WWT, and YWT which have theoretical expected values of 1.00. The 
standard errors of the specific breed regression coefficients are large relative to the 
regression coefficients. Large differences from the theoretical regressions, however, 
may indicate problems with genetic evaluations, identification, or sampling. The pooled 
(overall) regression coefficients of 1.12 for BWT, 0.87 for WWT, and 1.14 for YWT were 
used to adjust breed of sire solutions to the base year of 2007. These regression 
coefficients are reasonably close to expected values of 1.0. Deviations from 1.00 are 
believed to be due to scaling differences between performance of progeny in the 
USMARC herd and of progeny in herds contributing to the national genetic evaluations 
of the 16 breeds.  
 The regression coefficient for female progeny on sire EPD for YWT was 1.02 
compared to 1.25 for steers and 1.14 for bulls. These differences might be expected 
due to scaling because postweaning average daily gains for heifers at USMARC have 
been significantly less than those for steers. The heifers were fed relatively high 
roughage diets to support average daily gains of 1.6 lb per day while the steers were 
fed relatively high energy growing and finishing diets supporting average daily gains of 
about 3.4 lb per day. This result may imply that heifers at USMARC are treated in a 
similar fashion to bulls and heifers in herds contributing to the national genetic 
evaluations. Bulls are likely treated at an intermediate level. 
 The coefficients of regression of records of grandprogeny on MGS EPD for WWT 
and MILK are shown in Table 11. Several sire (MGS) breeds have regression 
coefficients considerably different from the theoretical expected values of 0.50 for WWT 
and 1.00 for MILK. Standard errors, however, for the regression coefficients by breed 
are large except for Angus and Hereford. The pooled regression coefficients of 0.55 for 
MWWT and 1.15 for MILK are reasonably close to the expected regression coefficients 
of 0.50 and 1.00. 
 Regression coefficients derived from regression of USMARC steer progeny records 
on sire EPD for MAR, REA, and FAT are shown in Table 12. Each of these coefficients 
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has a theoretical expected value of 1.00. Compared to growth trait regression 
coefficients, the standard errors even on the pooled estimates are quite high. Each 
coefficient deviates from the expected value of 1.00 more than the growth trait 
coefficients. Therefore, the theoretical estimate of 1.00 was used to derive breed of sire 
differences and EPD adjustment factors. The pooled regression estimates caused 
USMARC differences to be larger on an industry scale for MAR and smaller on an 
industry scale for REA and FAT. These regressions will change considerably in 
upcoming across-breed analyses as more data is added to the GPE program and new 
sires from most of these breeds are sampled.  
 
Prediction Error Variance of Across-Breed EPD 
 
 Prediction error variances were not included in the report due to a larger number of 
tables included with the addition of carcass traits. These tables did not change 
substantially from those reported in previous proceedings (Kuehn et al., 2007; available 
online at http://www.beefimprovement.org/proceedings.html). An updated set of tables 
is available on request (Larry.Kuehn@ars.usda.gov). 
 
Implications  
 
 Bulls of different breeds can be compared on a common EPD scale by adding the 
appropriate across-breed adjustment factor to EPD produced in the most recent genetic 
evaluations for each of the 18 breeds. The across-breed EPD are most useful to 
commercial producers purchasing bulls of two or more breeds to use in systematic 
crossbreeding programs. Uniformity in across-breed EPD should be emphasized for 
rotational crossing. Divergence in across-breed EPD for direct weaning weight and 
yearling weight should be emphasized in selection of bulls for terminal crossing. 
Divergence favoring lighter birth weight may be helpful in selection of bulls for use on 
first calf heifers. Accuracy of across-breed EPD depends primarily upon the accuracy of 
the within-breed EPD of individual bulls being compared. 
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Table 1. Breed of sire solutions from USMARC, mean breed and USMARC EPD used to adjust for genetic trend to the 
year 2007 base and factors to adjust within breed EPD to an Angus equivalent – BIRTH WEIGHT (lb) 

  Ave. Base EPD Breed Soln BY 2007 BY 2007 Factor to 
  Breed USMARC at USMARC Sire Breed Sire Breed adjust EPD
 Number 2007 Bulls (vs Ang) Average Difference To Angus 

Breed Sires Progeny (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) 
Angus 114 1506 2.2 1.8 0.0 84.7 0.0 0.0 
Hereford 121 1940 3.5 2.4 3.9 88.9 4.2 2.9 
Red Angus 33 397 0.3 -1.1 0.0 85.7 1.0 2.9 
Shorthorn 41 272 2.2 1.3 6.4 90.8 6.1 6.1 
South Devon 15 153 2.6 2.4 5.7 89.6 4.9 4.5 
Beefmaster 22 222 0.5 1.0 7.8 90.7 6.0 7.7 
Brahman 54 735 1.8 0.3 10.9 95.5 10.8 11.2 
Brangus 21 215 0.6 0.9 4.3 87.8 3.1 4.7 
Santa Gertrudis 13 92 0.5 1.1 8.3 91.1 6.4 8.1 
Braunvieh 18 249 -0.2 0.1 6.5 89.8 5.1 7.5 
Charolais 83 818 0.6 0.3 9.2 92.8 8.1 9.7 
Chiangus 13 97 1.2 2.6 5.6 87.8 3.1 4.1 
Gelbvieh 60 765 1.3 1.0 4.2 88.3 3.6 4.5 
Limousin 49 812 1.7 0.8 3.6 88.4 3.7 4.2 
Maine Anjou 31 291 1.9 4.5 9.1 89.9 5.2 5.5 
Salers 43 272 0.9 1.7 3.7 86.8 2.1 3.4 
Simmental 54 775 1.3 2.2 6.6 89.3 4.6 5.5 
Tarentaise 7 199 1.5 1.7 2.7 86.5 1.8 2.5 
Calculations: 
(4) = (3) / b + [(1) – (2)] + (Raw Angus Mean: 84.7 lb) with b = 1.12 
(5) = (4) – (4, Angus) 
(6) = (5) – (5, Angus) – [(1) – (1, Angus)] 
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Table 2. Breed of sire solutions from USMARC, mean breed and USMARC EPD used to adjust for genetic trend to the 
year 2007 base and factors to adjust within breed EPD to an Angus equivalent – WEANING WEIGHT (lb) 

  Ave. Base EPD Breed Soln BY 2007 BY 2007 Factor to 
  Breed USMARC at USMARC Sire Breed Sire Breed adjust EPD
 Number 2007 Bulls (vs Ang) Average Difference To Angus 

Breed Sires Progeny (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) 
Angus 114 1383 43.5 25.0 0.0 525.6 0.0 0.0 
Hereford 120 1830 41.0 26.0 -1.5 520.3 -5.3 -2.8 
Red Angus 33 388 31.2 26.9 -3.0 507.9 -17.7 -5.4 
Shorthorn 41 257 14.3 10.9 5.0 516.3 -9.3 19.9 
South Devon 15 134 39.7 18.6 0.4 528.7 3.1 6.9 
Beefmaster 22 215 7.3 13.8 28.6 533.7 8.0 44.2 
Brahman 54 640 13.6 5.0 14.1 532.0 6.4 36.3 
Brangus 21 208 21.9 22.1 16.5 525.9 0.3 21.9 
Santa Gertrudis 13 90 4.0 10.5 2.3 503.3 -22.4 17.1 
Braunvieh 18 236 0.9 4.5 0.7 504.4 -21.2 21.4 
Charolais 82 730 23.3 10.9 20.8 543.6 18.0 38.2 
Chiangus 13 89 44.2 45.7 0.9 506.7 -18.9 -19.6 
Gelbvieh 60 719 41.0 33.1 8.5 524.8 -0.8 1.7 
Limousin 49 739 42.6 27.7 -0.6 521.3 -4.3 -3.4 
Maine Anjou 31 266 40.1 42.3 5.7 511.5 -14.1 -10.7 
Salers 43 257 17.8 8.1 5.0 522.6 -3.0 22.7 
Simmental 52 705 32.4 25.7 22.2 539.5 13.9 25.0 
Tarentaise 7 191 4.0 -5.3 -0.5 515.8 -9.8 29.7 
Calculations: 
(4) = (3) / b + [(1) – (2)] + (Raw Angus Mean: 507.1 lb) with b = 0.87 
(5) = (4) – (4, Angus) 
(6) = (5) – (5, Angus) – [(1) – (1, Angus)] 
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Table 3. Breed of sire solutions from USMARC, mean breed and USMARC EPD used to adjust for genetic trend to the 
year 2007 base and factors to adjust within breed EPD to an Angus equivalent – YEARLING WEIGHT (lb) 

  Ave. Base EPD Breed Soln BY 2007 BY 2007 Factor to 
  Breed USMARC at USMARC Sire Breed Sire Breed adjust EPD
 Number 2007 Bulls (vs Ang) Average Difference To Angus 

Breed Sires Progeny (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) 
Angus 106 1298 80.0 47.0 0.0 907.8 0.0 0.0 
Hereford 112 1717 68.0 43.5 -22.3 879.7 -28.1 -16.1 
Red Angus 21 328 54.9 44.9 -7.4 878.3 -29.5 -4.4 
Shorthorn 33 194 23.4 17.1 26.1 904.0 -3.8 52.8 
South Devon 15 134 75.5 46.5 -2.2 901.8 -5.9 -1.4 
Beefmaster 22 157 12.5 22.2 21.9 884.3 -23.5 44.0 
Brahman 52 516 22.2 9.2 -40.6 852.1 -55.6 2.2 
Brangus 21 152 40.2 39.5 14.0 887.8 -19.9 19.9 
Braunvieh 12 170 1.5 10.1 -27.5 842.1 -65.7 12.8 
Charolais 74 656 41.2 21.1 29.6 920.9 13.1 51.9 
Gelbvieh 48 665 74.0 59.6 -0.1 889.2 -18.6 -12.6 
Limousin 40 672 79.1 54.6 -24.0 878.3 -29.5 -28.6 
Maine Anjou 25 219 79.1 85.8 18.2 884.1 -23.7 -22.8 
Salers 36 197 29.6 7.8 14.9 909.6 1.9 52.3 
Simmental 48 618 57.5 45.9 24.3 907.7 -0.1 22.4 
Tarentaise 7 189 11.0 -4.6 -38.4 856.7 -51.1 17.9 
Calculations: 
(4) = (3) / b + [(1) – (2)] + (Raw Angus Mean: 874.8 lb) with b = 1.14 
(5) = (4) – (4, Angus) 
(6) = (5) – (5, Angus) – [(1) – (1, Angus)] 
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Table 4. Breed of maternal grandsire solutions from USMARC, mean breed and USMARC EPD used to adjust for genetic 
trend to the year 2007 base and factors to adjust within breed EPD to an Angus equivalent – MILK (lb) 

  Ave. Base EPD Breed Soln BY 2007 BY 2007 Factor to 
  Breed USMARC at USMARC Sire Breed Sire Breed adjust EPD
 Number 2007 Bulls (vs Ang) Average Difference To Angus 

Breed Sires Gpr Progeny (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) 
Angus 104 2650 559 20.5 11.0 0.0 516.7 0.0 0.0 
Hereford 108 3424 730 16.0 8.1 -23.4 494.6 -22.0 -17.5 
Red Angus 21 508 98 16.1 13.3 -0.7 509.2 -7.4 -3.0 
Shorthorn 22 264 69 2.5 5.2 20.0 521.8 5.1 23.1 
South Devon 14 373 70 21.4 19.3 2.0 511.0 -5.6 -6.5 
Beefmaster 20 220 51 2.0 -1.7 -11.6 500.8 -15.9 2.6 
Brahman 44 1102 246 5.8 2.5 23.7 531.0 14.3 29.0 
Brangus 19 204 43 7.3 2.3 -7.2 505.8 -10.8 2.4 
Braunvieh 6 413 69 0.3 -0.8 21.7 527.0 10.4 30.6 
Charolais 68 1265 243 6.5 3.5 -2.2 508.2 -8.4 5.6 
Gelbvieh 47 1237 243 18.0 16.7 18.0 524.1 7.4 9.9 
Limousin 40 1379 247 21.3 17.2 -9.2 503.3 -13.4 -14.2 
Maine Anjou 17 529 87 20.0 24.4 14.5 515.4 -1.3 -0.8 
Salers 25 361 88 8.4 10.9 15.0 517.7 1.0 13.1 
Simmental 47 1370 245 4.2 8.4 12.8 514.0 -2.6 13.7 
Tarentaise 6 367 80 1.0 4.6 18.2 519.3 2.7 22.2 
Calculations: 
(4) = (3) / b + [(1) – (2)] + (Raw Angus Mean: 507.1 lb) with b = 1.15 
(5) = (4) – (4, Angus) 
(6) = (5) – (5, Angus) – [(1) – (1, Angus)] 
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Table 5. Breed of sire solutions from USMARC, mean breed and USMARC EPD used to adjust for genetic trend to the 
year 2007 base and factors to adjust within breed EPD to an Angus equivalent – MARBLING (marbling score unitsa) 

  Ave. Base EPD Breed Soln BY 2007 BY 2007 Factor to 
  Breed USMARC at USMARC Sire Breed Sire Breed adjust EPD
 Number 2007 Bulls (vs Ang) Average Difference To Angus 

Breed Sires Progeny (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) 
Angus 92 581 0.31 0.12 0.00 5.84 0.00 0.00 
Hereford 82 441 0.03 -0.01 -0.48 5.21 -0.64 -0.36 
Red Angus 20 97 0.06 0.16 0.03 5.58 -0.26 -0.01 
Shorthorn 28 106 0.00 0.01 -0.05 5.59 -0.25 0.06 
South Devon 7 34 0.26 0.23 -0.21 5.47 -0.37 -0.32 
Braunvieh 9 58 0.01 -0.02 -0.39 5.28 -0.56 -0.26 
Charolais 23 103 0.03 -0.05 -0.67 5.06 -0.78 -0.50 
Limousin 39 256 0.00 -0.07 -0.99 4.73 -1.11 -0.80 
Maine Anjou 21 104 0.21 0.16 -0.88 4.83 -1.02 -0.92 
Salers 29 89 0.00 -0.20 -0.43 5.42 -0.42 -0.11 
Simmental 47 275 0.13 0.07 -0.64 5.07 -0.78 -0.60 
a4.00 = Sl00, 5.00 = Sm00 
Calculations: 
(4) = (3) / b + [(1) – (2)] + (Raw Angus Mean: 5.65) with b = 1.00 
(5) = (4) – (4, Angus) 
(6) = (5) – (5, Angus) – [(1) – (1, Angus)] 
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Table 6. Breed of sire solutions from USMARC, mean breed and USMARC EPD used to adjust for genetic trend to the 
year 2007 base and factors to adjust within breed EPD to an Angus equivalent – RIBEYE AREA (in2) 

  Ave. Base EPD Breed Soln BY 2007 BY 2007 Factor to 
  Breed USMARC at USMARC Sire Breed Sire Breed adjust EPD
 Number 2007 Bulls (vs Ang) Average Difference To Angus 

Breed Sires Progeny (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) 
Angus 92 582 0.15 0.02 0.00 12.14 0.00 0.00 
Hereford 82 441 0.17 0.05 -0.22 11.92 -0.22 -0.24 
Red Angus 20 97 0.05 -0.18 -0.40 11.83 -0.31 -0.21 
Shorthorn 28 106 -0.02 -0.03 0.07 12.10 -0.05 0.12 
South Devon 7 34 0.10 -0.04 0.33 12.49 0.34 0.39 
Braunvieh 9 58 0.01 -0.01 0.76 12.79 0.64 0.78 
Charolais 23 104 0.17 0.11 0.72 12.79 0.65 0.63 
Limousin 39 256 0.40 0.29 1.21 13.33 1.18 0.93 
Maine Anjou 21 104 0.16 0.08 1.13 13.22 1.08 1.07 
Salers 29 89 0.02 0.02 0.78 12.79 0.65 0.78 
Simmental 47 275 0.08 -0.08 0.82 12.99 0.85 0.92 
Calculations: 
(4) = (3) / b + [(1) – (2)] + (Raw Angus Mean: 12.01 in2) with b = 1.00 
(5) = (4) – (4, Angus) 
(6) = (5) – (5, Angus) – [(1) – (1, Angus)] 
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Table 7. Breed of sire solutions from USMARC, mean breed and USMARC EPD used to adjust for genetic trend to the 
year 2007 base and factors to adjust within breed EPD to an Angus equivalent – FAT THICKNESS (in) 

  Ave. Base EPD Breed Soln BY 2007 BY 2007 Factor to 
  Breed USMARC at USMARC Sire Breed Sire Breed adjust EPD
 Number 2007 Bulls (vs Ang) Average Difference To Angus 

Breed Sires Progeny (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) 
Angus 92 582 0.011 0.000 0.000 0.549 0.000 0.000 
Hereford 82 441 0.002 -0.001 -0.058 0.483 -0.066 -0.057 
Red Angus 20 97 -0.001 -0.010 -0.055 0.492 -0.057 -0.045 
Shorthorn 28 106 0.000 0.007 -0.126 0.405 -0.144 -0.133 
South Devon 7 34 0.010 0.006 -0.125 0.417 -0.132 -0.131 
Braunvieh 9 58 -0.003 -0.036 -0.184 0.386 -0.163 -0.149 
Charolais 23 104 0.001 -0.003 -0.247 0.295 -0.254 -0.244 
Maine Anjou 21 104 0.000 -0.008 -0.204 0.341 -0.208 -0.197 
Salers 29 89 0.000 -0.004 -0.228 0.314 -0.235 -0.224 
Simmental 46 274 0.010 0.028 -0.165 0.355 -0.194 -0.193 
Calculations: 
(4) = (3) / b + [(1) – (2)] + (Raw Angus Mean: 0.538 in) with b = 1.00 
(5) = (4) – (4, Angus) 
(6) = (5) – (5, Angus) – [(1) – (1, Angus)] 
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Table 8. Mean weighteda accuracies for birth weight (BWT), weaning weight (WWT), 
yearling weight (YWT), maternal weaning weight (MWWT), milk (MILK), marbling (MAR), 
ribeye area (REA), and fat thickness (FAT) for bulls used at USMARC 

Breed BWT WWT YWT MILK MAR REA FAT 

Angus 0.76 0.73 0.67 0.64 0.48 0.47 0.44 

Hereford 0.60 0.57 0.56 0.50 0.26 0.31 0.29 

Red Angus 0.91 0.90 0.89 0.84 0.69 0.67 0.57 

Shorthorn 0.79 0.78 0.71 0.74 0.61 0.60 0.62 

South Devon 0.39 0.40 0.38 0.42 0.64 0.64 0.69 

Beefmaster 0.72 0.80 0.69 0.72    

Brahman 0.52 0.52 0.45 0.48    

Brangus 0.83 0.81 0.69 0.72    

Santa Gertrudis 0.86 0.83 0.74     

Braunvieh 0.85 0.86 0.84 0.80 0.57 0.42 0.62 

Charolais 0.76 0.69 0.60 0.58 0.46 0.49 0.43 

Chiangus 0.82 0.78 0.83     

Gelbvieh 0.79 0.74 0.59 0.55    

Limousin 0.92 0.89 0.83 0.84 0.71 0.71  

Maine Anjou 0.75 0.75 0.74 0.73 0.35 0.35 0.36 

Salers 0.79 0.79 0.72 0.79 0.17 0.23 0.25 

Simmental 0.94 0.94 0.93 0.93 0.77 0.77 0.81 

Tarentaise 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.94    
aWeighted by relationship to phenotyped animals at USMARC for BWT, WWT, YWT, 
MAR, REA, and FAT and by relationship to daughters with phenotyped progeny MILK. 
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Table 9. Estimates of variance components (lb2) for birth weight (BWT), weaning 
weight (WWT), yearling weight (YWT), maternal weaning weight (MWWT), marbling 
(MAR), ribeye area (REA), and fat thickness (FAT) from mixed model analyses 
 
 

 
Direct 

 
 

 
Maternal 

 
Analysis 

 
BWT 

 
WWT 

 
YWT 

 
 

 
WWT 

Direct      
 Animal within breed (19) 71.01 437.13 3586.76   
 Residual 50.66  4019.01   
Maternal      
 Animal within breed (17)  -53.92a   420.44 
 Permanent environment     671.75 
 Residual     1190.88 
      

Carcass Direct MAR REA  FAT     
 Animal within breed (12) 0.240 0.703 0.0104     
 Residual 0.328 1.364 0.0263     

aDirect maternal covariance for weaning weight 
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Table 10. Pooled and within-breed (-sex) regression coefficients (lb/lb) for weights at 
birth (BWT), 205 days (WWT), and 365 days (YWT) of F1 progeny on sire expected 
progeny difference and by sire breed, dam breed, and sex of calf 
 BWT WWT YWT 
Pooled 1.12 ± 0.04 0.87 ± 0.05 1.14 ± 0.05 

Sire breed    

Angus 0.90 ± 0.10 0.88 ± 0.09 1.17 ± 0.08 

Hereford 1.26 ± 0.08 0.83 ± 0.07 1.16 ± 0.07 

Red Angus 1.00 ± 0.16 0.82 ± 0.29 0.99 ± 0.30 

Shorthorn 0.76 ± 0.32 0.68 ± 0.30 1.11 ± 0.30 

South Devon 0.79 ± 0.57 -0.05 ± 0.35 0.02 ± 0.39 

Beefmaster 1.08 ± 0.53 1.66 ± 0.38 1.59 ± 0.46 

Brahman 2.03 ± 0.21 0.80 ± 0.23 0.89 ± 0.24 

Brangus 1.86 ± 0.37 0.75 ± 0.43 0.56 ± 0.40 

Santa Gertrudis 6.03 ± 1.78 1.07 ± 0.50 -0.76 ± 0.76 

Braunvieh 0.79 ± 0.39 0.89 ± 0.48 1.03 ± 0.60 

Charolais 1.09 ± 0.13 0.98 ± 0.14 1.01 ± 0.13 

Chiangus 1.57 ± 0.62 0.47 ± 0.42 -0.89 ± 1.03 

Gelbvieh 0.94 ± 0.15 0.92 ± 0.22 1.34 ± 0.19 

Limousin 0.91 ± 0.13 0.72 ± 0.14 1.11 ± 0.14 

Maine Anjou 1.47 ± 0.33 0.17 ± 0.37 -0.06 ± 0.46 

Salers 1.13 ± 0.29 0.81 ± 0.37 0.77 ± 0.39 

Simmental 1.04 ± 0.19 1.38 ± 0.17 1.37 ± 0.15 

Tarentaise 0.57 ± 0.88 0.68 ± 0.56 1.30 ± 0.60 

    

Sex of calf    

Bulls 1.14 ± 0.05 0.88 ± 0.27 1.14 ± 0.37 
Heifers 1.10 ± 0.06 0.90 ± 0.06 1.02 ± 0.06 
Steers  0.83 ± 0.06 1.25 ± 0.05 
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Table 11. Pooled and within-breed (-sex) regression coefficients 
(lb/lb) for progeny performance on maternal grandsire EPD for 
weaning weight (MWWT) and milk (MILK) and by breed of maternal 
grandsire, breed of maternal grandam, and sex of calf 
Type of regression MWWT MILK 
Pooled 0.55 ± 0.07 1.15 ± 0.10 

Breed of maternal grandsire 

Angus 0.42 ± 0.13 1.15 ± 0.19 

Hereford 0.55 ± 0.10 1.14 ± 0.18 

Red Angus 0.72 ± 0.40 1.95 ± 0.44 

Shorthorn 0.43 ± 0.57 0.29 ± 0.98 

South Devon 0.33 ± 0.42 -1.36 ± 1.37 

Beefmaster 0.59 ± 0.60 3.24 ± 0.64 

Brahman 0.72 ± 0.33 0.66 ± 0.57 

Brangus 0.46 ± 0.80 0.94 ± 0.78 

Braunvieh 0.78 ± 2.11 2.14 ± 2.21 

Charolais 0.24 ± 0.18 1.26 ± 0.33 

Gelbvieh 0.95 ± 0.33 1.19 ± 0.53 

Limousin 1.13 ± 0.19 1.83 ± 0.36 

Maine Anjou -0.14 ± 0.60 0.57 ± 0.76 

Salers 0.94 ± 0.53 2.19 ± 0.60 

Simmental 0.85 ± 0.28 0.80 ± 0.58 

Tarentaise 0.32 ± 1.10 0.95 ± 1.35 

Sex of calf   

Heifers 0.53 ± 0.07 1.07 ± 0.10 

Steers 0.58 ± 0.07 1.22 ± 0.10 
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Table 12. Pooled and within-breed regression coefficients marbling (MAR; 
score/score), ribeye area (REA; in2/in2), and fat thickness (FAT; in/in) of F1 progeny 
on sire expected progeny difference and by sire breed and dam breed 
 MAR REA FAT 
Pooled 0.67 ± 0.08 1.28 ± 0.12 1.39 ± 0.15 

Sire breed    

Angus 0.79 ± 0.14 1.25 ± 0.26 1.61 ± 0.24 

Hereford 0.66 ± 0.24 0.92 ± 0.34 1.09 ± 0.26 

Red Angus 1.07 ± 0.30 1.76 ± 0.55 2.90 ± 0.96 

Shorthorn 1.92 ± 0.45 0.77 ± 0.78 3.32 ± 0.83 

South Devon 0.48 ± 1.47 1.50 ± 2.23 -8.24 ± 5.42 

Braunvieh 2.45 ± 1.96 -0.94 ± 1.74 -1.03 ± 1.04 

Charolais 0.64 ± 0.49 1.87 ± 0.53 1.59 ± 1.35 

Limousin 2.46 ± 0.56 1.25 ± 0.30 1.44 ± 0.49 

Maine Anjou -0.39 ± 1.02 -3.84 ± 2.23 -0.02 ± 1.95 

Salers 0.03 ± 0.16 3.25 ± 1.32 -0.42 ± 1.66 

Simmental 0.42 ± 0.24 1.22 ± 0.28 1.87 ± 0.68 
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Estimation of the Proportion of Genetic Variation Accounted for by DNA Tests 
 

R.M. Thallman1, K. J. Hanford2, R. L. Quaas*3, S. D. Kachman2, R. J. Tempelman4, R. 
L. Fernando5, L. A. Kuehn1, and E. J. Pollak3. 

 
1USDA-ARS U.S. Meat Animal Research Center, Clay Center, NE, 2University of 
Nebraska, Lincoln, NE, 3Cornell University, Ithaca, NY, 4Michigan State University, East 
Lansing, MI, and 5Iowa State University, Ames, IA 

Abstract 
An increasingly relevant question in evaluating commercial DNA tests is "What 
proportion of the additive genetic variation in the target trait is accounted for by the 
test?" Therefore, several estimators of this quantity were evaluated by simulation of a 
population of 1000 animals with 100 sires, each with 10 progeny. Three heritabilities 
(0.1, 0.3, and 0.5) of the target trait and four proportions of genetic variation (0.04, 0.16, 
0.36, and 0.64) accounted for by the molecular breeding value (MBV) for the DNA test 
were simulated. The first estimator evaluated is the reduction in estimated sire variance 
(R̂gRV

2) when the MBV is added as a fixed covariate to a single-trait model for the target 
trait divided by the sire variance from the model without the MBV. The second estimator 
is based on the regression of phenotype on MBV (R̂gRPM

2) from a single trait sire model 
in which the MBV is a fixed covariate (this is the model that has been standard in 
independent validations since DNA tests began being reported as MBV). This estimator 

is computed as R̂gRPM
2 ≅ 

b̂2 σ̂2
pm

σ̂2
gy ĥ

2
gm

  where b̂ is the regression of the target phenotype on 

MBV, σ̂2
pm is the phenotypic variance of the MBV, ĥ2

gm is the heritability of the MBV, and 
σ̂2

gy is the additive genetic variance of the target trait. The third estimator is the 
restricted maximum likelihood (REML) estimate of additive genetic correlation squared 
(R̂gMT

2) in a two-trait animal model for the target trait and the MBV (as the second trait). 
In this case, the only fixed effect in the model for MBV is a mean. The standard error of 
R̂gMT

2 was computed by multiplying the standard error of the genetic correlation by twice 

the genetic correlation. The mean of R̂gMT
2 tended to be closer to the simulated values 

than R̂gRV
2 and R̂gRPM

2, although all three estimators performed reasonably for most 

parameter sets. The standard deviations of estimates among replicates of R̂gMT
2 were 

generally smaller than R̂gRV
2 and R̂gRPM

2 and, at low heritability, were much smaller. All 
three estimators can produce erratic results in replicates in which the estimate of the 
additive variance approaches zero. Data sets in which the estimated heritability is much 
lower than expected should be considered inadequate for estimating the proportion of 
additive variation. The R̂gRV

2 estimator can produce negative estimates and the R̂gRV
2 

and R̂gRPM
2 estimators can produce estimates > 1 of the proportion of additive variance 

explained. The R̂gMT
2 estimator has the advantage of producing estimates within the 
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parameter space. The computed standard errors of R̂gMT
2 were similar to the standard 

deviation of the estimates. This property is another advantage of R̂gMT
2 over R̂gRV

2 and 

R̂gRPM
2, for which empirical methods for computing standard errors are not obvious. It is 

recommended that the R̂gMT
2 estimator be used for estimating the proportion of additive 

variation explained by a DNA test and that it be referred to simply as R̂g
2. Similar 

estimators of the proportion of phenotypic variance explained by DNA tests for 
application in marker-assisted management (MAM) will also be explored. Practical 
considerations in the application of these statistics are discussed. 

Introduction 
The proportion of additive genetic variation accounted for by a DNA test is a 

useful metric with which to quantitatively evaluate the merit of commercial DNA tests for 
marker-assisted selection (MAS) of seedstock. Until now, the estimation of this statistic 
has been considered a difficult problem.  

We assume throughout that DNA test results will be presented in the form of 
molecular breeding values (MBV). They are continuous values intended to predict the 
breeding values of animals based only on the DNA test results. They are typically 
expressed in units of the trait and assumed to be scaled equivalent to twice the EPD. 
However, in practice, they are often scaled differently. There should be an MBV for 
each trait that a DNA test is capable of predicting. Most current commercial DNA tests 
for quantitative traits in beef cattle are expressed as MBV (or closely related values), 
although some companies may use different names for them.  

Here we describe a theoretically desirable estimator that should be 
computationally feasible for data sets of the size we are likely to be able to use for 
estimation. It is computed from a model that has desirable properties for the inclusion of 
MBV in the national cattle evaluation (NCE) system. This estimator of the proportion of 
additive genetic variation due to MBV is directly related to the variances and 
covariances that are required to incorporate MBV into NCE as described by Kachman 
(2008) and applied by MacNeil et al. (2009). Inclusion of MBV into NCE in lieu of 
genotypes is necessary because NCE does not have access to individual SNP 
genotypes associated with the commercialized tests. 

We will also describe several other estimators of proportions of variation derived 
from simpler models and compare their performance on simulated data. We will also 
examine some of the shortcomings of these estimators and the effects of some basic 
assumptions on the comparison. 

Marker Assisted Management (MAM) 
DNA tests have at least as much potential prediction of genetic merit of 

commercial cattle for application in MAM as they have for the application of MAS in 
breeding cattle. Two fundamental differences between these applications exist. First, in 
MAS, the objective is to improve breeding value (the additive component of genetic 
merit) and therefore MBV for application in MAS should not include the non-additive 
components (dominance and epistasis) of total genetic merit. However, for applications 
in MAM, the objective is to predict phenotypes; consequently, the DNA test should 
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predict total genetic merit (including the non-additive as well as additive components). 
Therefore, the way in which DNA test results are computed should be different between 
MAS and MAM. 

The term molecular breeding value is specific to the application of DNA testing to 
selection. The corresponding term which is more appropriate for MAM is molecular 
genetic value (MGV), which is a continuous value, intended to predict the total genetic 
merit of animals based only on the DNA test results. As for MBV, MGV would ideally be 
expressed in the units of the trait they are intended to predict. The proportion of 
variation that is relevant in MAM is the proportion of phenotypic variation that is 
accounted for by the MGV. 

The second fundamental difference between MAS and MAM is that, in MAS, 
pedigree and breed composition are typically known. Consequently, it is often feasible 
to statistically partition the additive genetic from the residual components of phenotype. 
(The residual consists of the non-additive genetic and non-genetic components of the 
phenotype, which are usually assumed to be confounded with one another. Pedigree 
structures are typically not adequate to effectively partition these two components.) A 
prerequisite for a population to be suitable for estimation of the proportion of additive 
genetic variance due to an MBV is that its pedigree be adequate to partition the additive 
genetic from the residual components. 

However, for application in MAM, pedigree and breed composition are often 
unknown. Fortunately, there is no need to partition the additive genetic component from 
the remainder of phenotype for MAM. 

Objectives and Intended Audience 
This paper is more technical than is typical for BIF proceedings. It is not intended 

for the entire audience of the BIF convention. It is included here because its 
development occurred after the last Genetic Prediction Workshop (GPW) and it 
provides the basis for standardizing statistical procedures necessary to implement 
recommendations made at the last GPW (Moser, 2008) regarding how independent 
evaluations of DNA tests should be conducted and reported.  

It is intended that these new statistics will enhance (in the shorter term) and 
eventually replace (in the longer term) the "validation" component (Van Eenennaam et 
al., 2007) of the National Beef Cattle Evaluation Consortium's (NBCEC's) third party 
evaluation of DNA tests. This process is in transition towards greater emphasis on 
estimation of the (co)variances required to incorporate DNA tests into NCE and 
providing information that is more useful to customers of the technology. As such, the 
primary objective of this paper is to characterize statistics that will improve the ability of 
cattle producers to make informed decisions regarding the purchase of DNA tests for 
MAS and MAM. A secondary objective is to discuss practical considerations in the 
application of these statistics, specifically in the NBCEC third party evaluation of DNA 
tests as described by Van Eenennaam et al. (2009). The first example of results 
reported in this way is at http://www.beefcrc.com.au/Aus-Beef-DNA-results (accessed 
4/15/09). Consequently, this paper is intended to serve as reference material for 
recommendations in the BIF Guidelines. 
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Notation 
The MBV and MGV will be referred to collectively as molecular values (MV). We 

will use MBV to refer to an MV that is intended to be used in MAS. Our position is that 
MBV should include only additive genetic effects (have heritability close to one). 
Nonetheless, only for the purposes of this paper, we admit the possibility that MBV 
could be contaminated with non-additive genetic components solely for the purpose of 
evaluating their effects on the various estimators to be considered. Similarly, we will use 
MGV to refer to an MV that is intended to be used in MAM, regardless of whether it 
includes non-additive genetic effects or not. 

We will derive estimators of proportions of variance from a two-trait animal model 
with the MV and observed phenotype included as correlated traits. The models for 
observed and MV traits will each include an animal effect (with variance structure 
proportional to the numerator relationship matrix), appropriate fixed effects, and a 
residual (with variance proportional to the identity matrix). 

This approach is readily extended to models with multiple observed traits and 
multiple MV traits. In practice the method should be applied to models with multiple 
traits of both types. The use of a two-trait model here is for notational simplicity only. 

The two-trait model is represented as: 

⎣⎢
⎡

⎦⎥
⎤y

m  = ⎣⎢
⎡

⎦⎥
⎤Xy  0

0  Xm ⎣
⎢
⎡

⎦
⎥
⎤βy

βm
 + ⎣⎢

⎡
⎦⎥
⎤Zy  0

0  Zm ⎣⎢
⎡

⎦⎥
⎤uy

um
 + ⎣⎢

⎡
⎦⎥
⎤ey

em
 

⎣⎢
⎢⎡

⎦⎥
⎥⎤
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um
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em

 ~ 

⎝
⎜
⎜
⎛

⎠
⎟
⎟
⎞

⎣⎢
⎢⎡

⎦⎥
⎥⎤

0
0
0
0

,  

⎣
⎢
⎢
⎡

⎦
⎥
⎥
⎤σ2

gyA σgymA 0 0
σgymA σ2

gmA 0 0
0 0 σ2

ryI σrymI
0 0 σrymI σ2

rmI

   

where: 
y = a vector of phenotypes for the observed trait, 
m = a vector of MV, 
βy = fixed effects appropriate to y, 
βm = fixed effects appropriate to m,  
uy, um = additive genetic components of y and m, respectively, 
ey, em = residuals of y and m, respectively, 
Xy, Xm, Zy, Zm are design matrices relating βy, βm, uy, and um to their respective 

observations, 
A = the numerator relationship matrix, 
σ2

gy = additive genetic variance of y, 
σgym = additive genetic covariance between m and y, 
σ2

gm = additive genetic variance of m, 
σ2

ry = residual variance of y, 
σrym = residual covariance between m and y, 
σ2

rm = residual variance of m. 
Additionally, 

σ2
gy|gm = additive genetic variance of y, conditional on the additive genetic effect 

of m.  
σ2

gy − σ2
gy|gm = additive genetic variance of y that is accounted for by m. 
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Rg
2 = 

σ2
gy − σ2

gy|gm

σ2
gy

 = proportion of additive genetic variance accounted for by 

additive genetic effect of m. 
σ2

py = σ2
gy + σ2

ry = phenotypic variance of y, 
σpym = σgym + σrym = phenotypic covariance between m and y, 
σ2

pm = σ2
gm + σ2

rm = phenotypic variance of m, 

rg = 
σgym

 σgyσgm
  = additive genetic correlation between m and y, 

rp = 
σpym

 σpyσpm
  = phenotypic correlation between m and y, 

h2
gy = σ2

gy/σ
2

py = the narrow sense heritability of y, 
h2

gm = σ2
gm/σ2

pm = the narrow sense heritability of m, 
h2

tm = (σ2
gm + σ2

nam)/σ2
pm = the broad sense heritability of m. 

The above equations represent the additive model.  Notation incorporating non-additive 
variation includes  

σ2
nam = the non-additive genetic variance of m, 

σnaym = the non-additive genetic covariance between m and y, 
σ2

nay = the non-additive genetic variance of y, 
σ2

nay|nam = non-additive genetic variance of y, conditional on the non-additive 
genetic effect of m, 

σ2
ty = σ2

gy + σ2
nay = total genetic variance of y, 

σtym = σgym +σnaym = total genetic covariance between m and y, 
σ2

tm = σ2
gm + σ2

nam = total genetic variance of m, 
σ2

ty|tm = total genetic variance of y, conditional on the additive genetic effect of m.  
σ2

ty − σ2
ty|tm = total genetic variance of y that is accounted for by m. 

Rp
2 = 

σ2
ty − σ2

ty|tm
σ2

py
  = proportion of phenotypic variance accounted for by total 

genetic effects of m. 
Analyses used for the independent validation of DNA tests have typically been 

conducted using a single trait sire model for the target trait in which the MV is included 
as a covariate. For one of the estimators to be considered, it is also useful to use a 
reduced model in which the MV covariate is dropped from the full model. These models 
can be represented as: 

y = Xyβy + mb + Zss1 + e1 (full) 
y = Xyβy + Zss0 + e0 (reduced) 

⎣⎢
⎡

⎦⎥
⎤s1

e1
 ~ 
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⎠
⎟
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⎣⎢
⎡
⎦⎥
⎤0

0 ,  
⎣
⎢
⎡

⎦
⎥
⎤σ2

s1As  0
0  σ2

r1I
   

⎣⎢
⎡

⎦⎥
⎤s0

e0
 ~ 

⎝
⎜
⎛

⎠
⎟
⎞

⎣⎢
⎡
⎦⎥
⎤0

0 ,  
⎣
⎢
⎡

⎦
⎥
⎤σ2

s0As  0
0  σ2

r0I
   

where: 
s1, s0 = random sire effects in the full or reduced models, respectively, 
e1, e0 = residuals of y in the full or reduced models, respectively, 
Zs is a design matrix relating sires to observations, 
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As = the numerator relationship matrix of the sires, 
σ2

s1, σ
2

s0 = sire variance in the full or reduced models, respectively, 
σ2

r1, σ
2

r0 = residual variance of y in the full or reduced models, respectively, 

Estimators 
Multiple trait model for MAS 

An estimator based on the multiple trait model is derived as follows: by the 

definition of conditional variance, σ2
gy|gm = σ2

gy − 
(σgym)2

σ2
gm

  and therefore, 

RgMT
2 = 

σ2
gy − σ2

gy|gm

σ2
gy

  = 
σ2

gy − 
⎝
⎜
⎛

⎠
⎟
⎞

σ2
gy − 

(σgym)2

σ2
gm

 

σ2
gy

  = 
(σgym)2

σ2
gyσ

2
gm

  = (rg)2 

R̂gMT
2 = 

(σ̂gym)2

 σ̂2
gyσ̂

2
gm

  = ( r̂g)2 

and R̂gMT
2 = ( r̂g)2 is an estimator of the proportion of additive genetic variance accounted 

for by the MBV. This is simply the square of the additive genetic correlation between the 
observed and MBV traits.  

If the (co)variances are estimated by REML, then the squared genetic correlation 
will be a REML estimate of the proportion of variation. Therefore, it has the desirable 
property that the estimate will be within the parameter space (between 0 and 1). 

This estimator has been used for the analysis of real data in Australia 
(http://www.beefcrc.com.au/Aus-Beef-DNA-results, accessed 4/15/09). 
 The delta method (Oehlert, 1992) can then be used to obtain an approximate 
standard error of the squared genetic correlation by multiplying the standard error of the 
genetic correlation by the absolute value of the partial derivative of ( r̂g)2 with respect to 
r̂g. The approximate standard error of R̂gMT

2 is obtained by multiplying the standard error 
of rg by 2| r̂g |. Using Appendix 1, 

Var[( r̂g)2] ≅ 4( r̂g)2 Var[ r̂g] 

se[R̂gMT
2] = se[( r̂g)2] ≅ 2| r̂g| se[ r̂g] 

The se(Rg
2) has the same statistical properties as other functions (correlations and 

heritabilities) of the estimated (co)variance parameters. 
If it is assumed that the MV is a true MBV, based on a purely additive genetic 

model, then the narrow sense heritability of that MBV should be very high and the 
residual variance may be due only to laboratory (including missing genotypes), 
pedigree, sample identification and/or other independent errors. Thus, these small 
residuals should be uncorrelated with the residuals of the phenotypes. Therefore, it 
would be reasonable to fix the residual covariance to zero, and hence, reduce the 
number of parameters to be estimated by one. However, if the MV presented as an 
MBV includes non-additive genetic components (or if some residual variation was due 
to pedigree errors), this could induce a residual covariance and it may be best to 
estimate that covariance. Thus, there are two slightly different variations of the R̂gMT

2 
estimator that are reasonable to consider using. 
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Reduction in Sire Variance for MAS 
The single trait sire model has typically been used in independent validations of 

DNA tests reported as MBV. An ad hoc estimator of the proportion of additive genetic 
variation due to the MBV that has been used in some cases is the reduction in sire 
variance (RV). It is based on the rationale that the reduction in the sire variance when 
the MBV is included in the model is equivalent to the variation accounted for by the 
MBV. Thus,  

R̂gRV
2 = 

4σ̂2
s0 − 4σ̂2

s1

4σ̂2
s0

  = 
σ̂2

s0 − σ̂2
s1

σ̂2
s0

  

because four times both the numerator and the denominator reflects the proportional 
reduction in additive genetic variation. This rationale should be valid whether the MV 
contains a non-additive genetic component or not. 

Regression of Phenotype on MBV for MAS 
An alternative estimator of the proportion of additive genetic variation due to the 

MBV, based on the regression of phenotype on MBV (RPM) in the full single-trait model 
used in independent validations can be derived. Although this model may be fit as a sire 
model, the notation is simpler if we reparameterize it in terms of the additive genetic 
variance, σ2

gy = 4σ2
s1, and other similar parameters defined for the multiple trait animal 

model. 

By the definition of regression, b = 
σpym

σ2
pm

. Thus,  

b = 
σpym

σ2
pm

 = 
σgym + σrym + σgyrm + σrygm

σ2
pm

  = 
σgym + σrym

(σ2
gm + σ2

nam)/h2
tm

 

because σgyrm, the covariance between uy and em, and σrygm, the covariance between ey 
and um, are both assumed to be zero as is standard in animal breeding models, even if 
the MBV contains some non-additive genetic effects.  

In this model, b/h2
tm essentially serves as a scaling factor, translating units of the 

observed trait to units of the MBV. It can be argued that this scaling factor should apply 
equally to the additive and non-additive genetic components of any MV. Thus, 

b
h2

tm
  = 

σgym + σnaym

σ2
gm + σ2

nam
 = 

σgym

 σ2
gm

 = 
σnaym

 σ2
nam

 

σgym = 
σ2

gm b
h2

tm
. 

This estimator makes use of the additive variance, conditional on the additive genetic 
effect of the MBV, σ2

gy|gm. The additive genetic variance of the observed trait that is 
accounted for by the MBV is σ2

gy − σ2
 gy|gm. Therefore, the proportion of additive genetic 

variance accounted for by the MBV is 

RgRPM
2 = 

σ2
gy − σ2

gy|gm

σ2
gy

  = 
σ2

gy − 
⎝
⎜
⎛

⎠
⎟
⎞

σ2
gy − 

(σgym)2

 σ2
gm

 

σ2
gy

 = 
(σgym)2

σ2
gyσ

2
gm

  = 
(σ2

gm b)2

σ2
gyσ

2
gm (h2

tm)2  

RgRPM
2 = 

b2 σ2
gm

σ2
gy (h

2
tm)2  
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Therefore, R̂gRPM
2 = 

b̂2 σ̂2
gm

σ̂2
gy (ĥ

 2
tm)2

  is an estimator of the proportion of additive 

genetic variance accounted for by an MBV, without an assumption of additivity of the 
MBV. However, it does require an estimate of the broad sense heritability of the MBV. In 
most cases, this will be impractical to estimate. Therefore, an assumption will be 
required.  

Broad sense heritability of an MBV should differ from one only due to pedigree, 
sample identification, or laboratory (including missing genotypes) errors. If these are 
assumed to be minimal, then it could be reasonable to approximate h2

tm ≅ 1, in which 

case R̂gRPM
2 ≅ 

b̂2 σ̂2
gm

σ̂2
gy

 is an estimator in which the approximation introduces a slight 

downward bias. 
Alternatively, if the MBV is strictly additive, then the non-additive genetic variance 

of the MBV, σ2
nam, is equal to zero and consequently h2

tm = h2
gm. Therefore, the 

estimator simplifies to R̂gRPM
2 ≅ 

b̂2 σ̂2
pm

σ̂2
gy ĥ

2
gm

 , under this approximation, which introduces an 

upward bias if the MV presented as an MBV actually contains a non-additive genetic 
component. 

If the MBV are computed using a strictly additive model, then ĥ2
gm should be very 

close to one, which implies that σ̂2
gm will also be very close to σ̂2

pm. Therefore, in many 
practical cases, these approximations may be inconsequential. In any of the versions of 
this estimator, b̂ and σ̂2

gy are obtained from the full single trait model whereas ĥ2
gm, σ̂2

pm, 
and/or σ̂2

gm must be obtained from a separate single trait analysis of the MBV. 

Multiple trait model for MAM 
An estimator of the proportion of phenotypic variance accounted for by the MV 

based on the multiple trait model is derived as follows: Because the phenotypic 
covariance, σpym, should be due only to genetic effects, it should be equal to the total 
genetic covariance, σtym (σpym = σtym). By the definition of conditional variance, σ2

ty|tm = σ2
ty 

− 
(σtym)2

σ2
tm

  and therefore, 

RpMT
2 = 

σ2
ty − σ2

ty|tm
σ2

py
  = 

σ2
ty − 

⎝
⎜
⎛

⎠
⎟
⎞

σ2
ty − 

(σtym)2

σ2
tm

 

σ2
py

  = 
(σtym)2

σ2
pyσ

2
tm

 = 
(σpym)2

σ2
pyσ

2
pmh2

tm
 = (rp)2

h2
tm

. 

and R̂pMT
2 = ( r̂p)2/ĥ2

tm is an estimator of the proportion of phenotypic variance accounted 
for by the MV. This is the square of phenotypic correlation between the observed and 
MV traits, divided by the broad sense heritability. In general, the broad sense heritability 
will not be feasible to estimate. However, it should be only slightly less than one, the 
difference being due to laboratory errors, missing genotypes, or sample identification 
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errors. Therefore, the practical solution appears to be to assume that h2
tm = 1, in which 

case, R̂pMT
2 ≅ ( r̂p)2.  

 The approximate standard error of R̂p
2 is obtained as:  

se[R̂pMT
2] = se[( r̂p)2] = 2| r̂p| se[ r̂p] 

by substituting r̂p for r̂g in the derivation of se[R̂gMT
2]. 

Because this approach does not require partitioning the genetic from non-genetic 
effects, it could also be applied in models that do not contain genetic effects. However, 
because the residual covariance is a potentially important component of the phenotypic 
correlation, it should always be estimated in models being run for the estimation of 
R̂pMT

2. 

Reduction in Variance for MAM 
An ad hoc estimator of the proportion of phenotypic variation due to the MV can 

be developed from full and reduced single trait models analogous to the R̂gRV
2 estimator 

for MAS. It is based on the rationale that the reduction in the phenotypic variance when 
the MV is included in the model is equivalent to the total genetic variation accounted for 
by the MV. Thus,  

R̂pRV
2 = 

(σ̂2
s0 + σ̂2

r0) − (σ̂2
s1 + σ̂2

r1)
(σ̂2

s0 + σ̂2
r0)

. 

This general approach could also be applied in models that do not contain sire, animal, 
or other genetic effects in the model. 

Regression of Phenotype on MV for MAM 
An estimator of the proportion of phenotypic variation due to the MV, analogous to the R̂
gRPM

2 estimator defined above can be derived. The phenotypic variance of the observed 
trait that is accounted for by the MV is σ2

py − σ2
py|pm. The variance of phenotypes in the 

full model, conditional on the MV is σ2
py|pm = σ2

py − 
(σpym)2

σ2
pm

 . By the definition of 

regression, b = 
σpym

σ2
pm

, where σpym is the phenotypic covariance between y and m in the 

full single trait model. Thus,  

RpRPM
2 = 

σ2
py − σ2

py|pm

 σ2
py

  = 
σ2

py − 
⎝
⎜
⎛

⎠
⎟
⎞

σ2
py − 

(σpym)2

 σ2
pm

 

σ2
py

 = 
(σpym)2

σ2
pyσ

2
pm

  = 
b2 σ2

pm

σ2
py

  

Therefore, R̂pRPM
2 = 

b̂2 σ̂2
pm

σ̂2
py

 is an estimator of the proportion of phenotypic genetic 

variance accounted for by an MV. This estimator requires relatively few assumptions 
although it does require an estimate of the phenotypic variance of MV from a separate 
analysis. 
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Estimation of Regression Coefficient with Single Trait Model 
The regression of the phenotype on the MV is essentially a scaling factor that 

converts the units of the observed trait into units of the MV. Ideally, it would be equal to 
one, but it has been found typically to be less than one for commercial DNA tests. In the 
full single trait analysis, this regression is estimated directly in the analysis, along with 
its standard error. We will refer to it as b̂ST. Previous NBCEC validations of MBV 
(http://www.nbcec.org/) have been primarily based on checking for evidence that b̂ST is 
significantly greater than zero. 

Estimation of Regression Coefficient with Multiple Trait Model 
In the multiple trait analysis, the regression of the phenotype on the MV is not 

estimated directly in the analysis, but can be estimated by σ̂pym/σ̂2
pm. If the residual 

covariance was estimated, we will refer to it as b̂MTe = σ̂pym/σ̂2
pm. In the event that the 

analysis is for MAS and the residual covariance was set to zero, we will refer to it as 
b̂MT0 = σ̂pym/σ̂2

pm = σ̂gym/σ̂2
pm as was used at http://www.beefcrc.com.au/Aus-Beef-DNA-

results (accessed 4/15/09). In either case, it seems useful to compare these estimators 
with the direct estimator from the single trait model. 
 The approximate standard errors of b̂MTe and b̂MTe were computed as 

se[b̂MTe] ≅ 
⎝
⎜
⎛

⎠
⎟
⎞σ̂pym

σ̂2
pm

 
⎝
⎜
⎛

⎠
⎟
⎞Var(σ̂pym)

σ̂pym

  + 
Var(σ̂2

pm)
σ̂2

pm

  − 2 
Cov(σ̂pym,σ̂2

pm)
 σ̂pym σ̂2

pm

 
1/2

 

se[b̂MT0] ≅ 
⎝
⎜
⎛

⎠
⎟
⎞σ̂gym

σ̂2
pm

 
⎝
⎜
⎛

⎠
⎟
⎞Var(σ̂gym)

σ̂gym

  + 
Var(σ̂2

pm)
σ̂2

pm

  − 2 
Cov(σ̂gym,σ̂2

pm)
 σ̂gym σ̂2

pm

 
1/2

 

 which can be confirmed using Appendix 1. 

Materials and Methods 
For each of three levels of h2

gy (0.1, 0.3, and 0.5) and four levels of Rg
2 (0.04, 

0.16, 0.36, and 0.64), 500 independent replicates were simulated. Each replicate 
consisted of 100 unrelated sires with 10 offspring each from unrelated dams. Each of 
the progeny was randomly assigned to one of 20 contemporary groups. The 
phenotypes for the replicates with only additive effects were generated as the sum of a 
contemporary group effect, a sire effect, an additive genetic component of the residual, 
and an environmental component of the residual. The sire effects for the phenotypes 
and MV were generated as bivariate normal random variables each with mean zero, 
variance of 0.25 × h2

gy, and correlation equal to the genetic correlation (rg = Rg
2 ). The 

genetic component of the residuals was generated in the same way except with a 
variance of .75 × h2

gy and correlation equal to Rg
2. The environmental component of 

the phenotype's residual was generated as a normal random variable with mean zero 
and variance of 1 − h2

gy. The residual was then the sum of the genetic and 
environmental components. The resulting observed trait phenotype has phenotypic 
variance of 1. The MV were the sum of the sire effect on the MV (with variance = 0.25 × 
h2

gy) and the genetic component of the residuals for the MV (with a variance of .75 × 
h2

gy). Thus, the MV had a variance equal to the observed trait heritability (h2
gy) and did 
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not include an error effect (h2
gm = h2

tm = 1). Because all the estimators were translation 
invariant, the contemporary group effects were all set to zero. Therefore, σgym = h2

gy rg 
and the additive genetic variance accounted for by m, was 

σ2
gy − σ2

gy|gm = 
(σgym)2

σ2
gm

  = 
(h2

gy rg)2

 h2
gy

  = h2
gy rg

2 

and the regression of y on m is  

b = 
σpym

σ2
pm

  = 
σgym

σ2
gm

  = 
h2

gy rg
 h2

gy
  = rg. 

The last two expressions are specific to the way in which these data were simulated; 
they are not true in general.  

For each of the same twelve combinations of h2
gy and Rg

2, an additional 500 
replicates with non-additive genetic effects were generated in such a way that h2

gm was 
equal to 0.8. An additional component representing non-additive genetic effects was 
simulated as a bivariate normal random variable. To achieve h2

gm = 0.8, the values of 
σ2

nam and σ2
nay were set to 0.25 x h2

gy, with the correlation between the non-additive 
contributions to y and m equal to rg. In these replicates, the environmental component 
of the phenotype's residual was generated as a normal random variable with mean zero 
and variance of 1 − h2

gy − 0.25 h2
gy, so that σ2

py was still equal to 1. The broad sense 
heritability of MV, h2

tm was equal to 1 in all replicates. Therefore, σnaym = 0.25 h2
gy rg and 

the non-additive genetic variance accounted for by m, was 

σ2
nay − σ2

nay|nam = 
(σnaym)2

σ2
nam

  = 
(0.25 h2

gy rg)2

 0.25 h2
gy

  = 0.25 h2
gy rg

2. 

Consequently, the non-additive genetic variation accounted for in these replicates was 
25% of the additive genetic variation accounted for in them. The regression of y on m is  

b = 
σpym

σ2
pm

  = 
σgym + σnaym

σ2
gm + σ2

nam
  = 

h2
gy rg + 0.25 h2

gy rg
 h2

gy + 0.25 h2
gy

  = rg. 

The last two expressions are specific to the way in which these data were simulated; 
they are not true in general.  

The single trait analyses were conducted using PROC Mixed of SAS1 with an 
option that allows negative estimates of variances. Those estimates that fell within the 
parameter space were REML estimates and those that fell outside the parameter space 
are not REML. The two-trait analyses were conducted using ASReml1. Those 
parameters were within the parameter space with the exception of some numerical 
problems when the additive variance was on the boundary at zero in a preliminary 
analysis. The two-trait model was run for each replicate both with the residual 
correlations estimated and with them set to zero. 

Results 
Comparisons of the three alternative estimators for application in MAS are 

presented in Table 1. When simulated under an additive-only model, across the range 

                                            
1 Reference herein to any specific commercial products by trade name, trademark, manufacturer, or 

otherwise, does not necessarily constitute or imply its endorsement, recommendation, or favoring by the United 
States Government. The views and opinions of authors expressed herein do not necessarily state or reflect those of 
the United States Government, and shall not be used for advertising or product endorsement purposes. 
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of parameter sets considered, the mean of R̂gMT
2 tended to be closer to the simulated 

values than R̂gRV
2 and R̂gRPM

2, although all three estimators performed reasonably for 
most parameter sets.  

The most troublesome estimates were R̂gRV
2 and R̂gRPM

2 at h2
gy = 0.1. For Rg

2 = 
0.36, two extreme outlier replicates for RV and one for RPM caused the means of 500 
replicates to be R̂gRV

2 = 1.397 and R̂gRPM
2 = 6.615. With these extreme replicates 

removed, the means of the remaining replicates were 0.194 and 0.419 with standard 
deviations of 6.614 and 5.176, respectively. The means of R̂gMT

2 with and without the 
residual constrained to zero, respectively, over the same replicates were 0.441 and 
0.380 with standard deviations of 0.229 and 0.273. For Rg

2 = 0.64 (h2
gy = 0.1), outlier 

replicates also caused unreasonable means and huge standard deviations of estimates 
for both R̂gRV

2 and R̂gRPM
2. These outliers were caused by estimates of the sire variance 

(which is in the denominator of these estimators) that were very close to zero. Estimates 
of sire variance close to zero were uniformly distributed across the levels of Rg

2 and 
were primarily due to low heritability. It was a matter of chance that out of 2,000 
replicates with h2

gy = 0.1, the most extreme (closest to zero) were at Rg
2 = 0.36 and next 

most extreme were at Rg
2 = 0.64. 

However, R̂gMT
2 tended to be biased up when the simulated value of Rg

2 was 
close to zero, relative to the mean standard error. This was particularly noticeable at low 
heritability, whether non-additive effects were simulated or not and whether the residual 
covariance was estimated or set to zero. At h2

gy = 0.1 and Rg
2 = 0.64, R̂gMT

2 was 
seriously underestimated (regardless of whether non-additive effects were simulated 
(0.505) or not (0.536), but only when the residual covariance was estimated. 

When non-additive genetic effects were simulated, the mean of R̂gRPM
2 was 

considerably higher than the other estimators, especially for h2
gy ≥ 0.3. This was 

expected because the derivation of this estimator is highly dependent on the 
assumption, implicit in the definition of an MBV, that it is strictly additive. 

Excluding the combinations with h2
gy = 0.1 (for which the means were too erratic 

and the standard deviations far too high to draw any conclusions), R̂gRV
2 showed no 

signs of bias, even when non-additive genetic effects were included in the simulation. 
The root mean squared errors (RMSE) of R̂gMT

2 were almost uniformly smaller 

than R̂gRV
2 and R̂gRPM

2; the only two notable exceptions were at Rg
2 = 0.04 with the 

residual covariance estimated and only R̂gRPM
2 performed better than R̂gMT

2. At h2
gy = 0.1, 

RMSE of R̂gMT
2 were higher than desired, but reasonable, whereas RMSE of  R̂gRV

2 and 

R̂gRPM
2 suggested those estimators were useless. 

The R̂gRV
2 estimator can produce negative estimates and both R̂gRV

2 and R̂gRPM
2 

can produce estimates > 1 of the proportion of additive variance explained. Examples of 
each of these types of estimates outside the parameter space occurred. 
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The R̂gRPM
2 estimator appears mathematically constrained to be non-negative, yet 

it's mean for several parameter combinations were negative. This occurred due to 
negative estimates of sire variance. 

The approximate standard errors of R̂gMT
2 that were computed as described 

above were generally very close to the standard deviations of the estimates. They 
certainly are close enough to serve as guides as to whether a data set is sufficient to 
estimate the proportion of variation reasonably well. The few exceptions in which the 
approximate standard error was considerably higher than the realized standard 
deviation and root mean squared error were those parameter sets for which the 
standard deviations of estimates were high, indicating that larger populations are 
required for reliable estimates. 

When non-additive genetic effects were not simulated, the standard deviations 
and root mean squared errors of R̂gMT

2 were uniformly smaller when the residual 
covariance was fixed at zero than when it was estimated. This was expected because 
there was one less parameter to be estimated and that parameter was set to the value 
used in the simulation. The mean estimates were similar whether σrym was estimated or 
set to zero and, therefore, RMSE generally favored setting σrym = 0. This was especially 
pronounced at Rg

2 = 0.04, where RMSE was up to twice as high if the residual 
covariance was estimated as when it was fixed at zero. 

When non-additive genetic effects were simulated, the standard deviations of 
R̂gMT

2 were also uniformly smaller when the residual covariance was fixed at zero than 
when it was estimated. However, for all but one parameter combination (h2

gy = 0.1; Rg
2 

= 0.04), the mean estimate was higher when the residual covariance was set to zero. 
For all but two parameter combinations, the mean estimate was closer to the simulated 
value when σrym was estimated. The notable exception was (h2

gy = 0.1; Rg
2 = 0.64) in 

which case the estimate based on σrym = 0 was biased down considerably; however, the 
mean standard error of these estimates was quite high, suggesting that the population 
size was inadequate for this parameter combination. In all cases with h2

gy ≥ 0.3 and Rg
2 

≥ 0.16, setting σrym = 0 seemed to introduce an upward bias, in some cases quite large. 
Nonetheless, root mean squared error generally favored σrym = 0. 

Table 2 presents comparisons of the three alternative estimators for application 
in MAM. In general, RMSE were considerably smaller for R̂pMT

2, R̂pRV
2, and R̂pRPM

2 than 

for R̂gMT
2, R̂gRV

2, and R̂gRPM
2. This was expected because the former estimators are not 

highly dependent on partitioning variation into additive genetic and residual components 
as are the latter. Furthermore, the denominator of each of these estimators contains the 
phenotypic variance, and therefore, is essentially assured of being substantially 
positive. 

There was essentially no difference between the performance of R̂pMT
2, R̂pRV

2, and 

R̂pRPM
2. All of them performed very well. 

A comparison of the two methods of estimating the regression of phenotype on 
MV is presented in Table 3. There was essentially no difference between b̂MTe, b̂MT0, and 
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b̂ST. There was no indication of substantial bias and the RMSE were very similar. The 
sole minor exception was at (h2

gy = 0.1; Rg
2 = 0.64) in which case b̂MTe, and especially 

b̂MT0, were underestimated slightly and had slightly greater standard deviations and 

RMSE than b̂ST. 
The approximate standard errors of all three estimators were very similar to the 

standard deviations of the estimates, except for a tendency for b̂MTe and b̂MT0 to be 
underestimated at h2

gy = 0.1. 
As a practical matter, any of the three estimators perform very well. The only 

concern with any of them is that hypothesis tests of b̂MTe and b̂MT0 could be biased 
slightly toward significance for traits with low heritability. 

Discussion 
For some parameter combinations all of the estimators performed roughly 

similarly and acceptably well. However, for some parameter combinations (especially 
those involving low heritability and low proportion of genetic variation explained), the 
estimators based on RV and RPM produced some very erratic estimates. This problem 
is likely to become more pronounced in smaller data sets. 

Furthermore, the RV estimators can produce negative estimates and the RV and 
RPM estimators can produce estimates > 1 of the proportion of variance explained. 
Provided REML is used to estimate the (co)variance parameters, the R̂gMT

2 and R̂pMT
2 

estimators have the statistical properties of REML estimators, including the advantage 
of producing estimates within the parameter space. One of these desirable properties is 
that REML is a consistent estimator: as the sampling variance of the estimator 
diminishes (generally by increasing the sample size), the bias in the estimate also 
diminishes. 

The data sets that are typically available for validation of DNA tests are far from 
ideal for partitioning additive from residual components of variation. Consequently, 
estimates of the proportion of additive genetic variation explained by MBV may have 
quite large standard errors. Therefore, these standard errors (or confidence intervals) 
should be computed and reported whenever the proportion of variation is reported. An 
additional advantage of the R̂gMT

2 and R̂pMT
2 estimators is that their standard errors can 

be readily computed. This is not feasible for the RV and RPM estimators because they 
are computed from different analyses of the same data. 

It is often desirable to include contemporaries that have phenotypes, but no MV 
in an analysis to improve the estimation of contemporary group effects and the 
partitioning between additive and residual variation. But, because the RV and RPM 
estimators are fundamentally based on a single trait model that includes the MV as an 
independent variable, they inherently restrict the animals that can be included to those 
with both phenotype and MV. There is no such restriction in the multiple trait model; 
animals with either phenotype only or MV only can be handled just as easily as those 
with both phenotype and MV. Furthermore, the multiple trait approach can be readily 
extended to simultaneously handle the effects of multiple MV on an observed trait. It 
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can also handle the effects of an MV on multiple observed traits, accounting for the 
correlations among those traits. 

Additionally, R̂gMT
2 and R̂pMT

2 have the intuitive appeal that they represent 
proportions of variation (similar to the common R2 in statistics) and they are the squares 
of intuitively relevant correlations. 

Considering all these factors and the general availability of multiple trait software 
that can compute standard errors of (co)variance parameters, it seems reasonable to 
recommend that estimation of proportions of variation be done with the R̂gMT

2 and R̂pMT
2 

estimators. Because there seems to be little justification for using other estimators, the 
remainder of the paper assumes that the R̂gMT

2 and R̂pMT
2 estimators will be used. 

Practical Considerations in Application 
In computing R̂gMT

2 and R̂pMT
2 estimators for MAS, we must evaluate both cases 

in which the MV is assumed to be completely additive (our definition of a true MBV) and 
cases in which the MV presented as an MBV includes non-additive components. For 
tests intended for use in MAS, it could be useful to evaluate R̂pMT

2 in addition to R̂gMT
2, 

because R̂pMT
2 can be estimated more accurately and R̂pMT

2/ h2
gy provides an estimate of 

the upper limit of RgMT
2. However, R̂gMT

2, is not relevant for evaluating MGV that aim to 
account for non-additive genetics and breed effects for application to MAM. 

For applications in MAS, there are advantages to setting the residual correlation 
to zero, but only if it is certain that the MBV are computed using a strictly additive 
model. Otherwise, the residual correlation should be estimated. For applications in 
MAM, the residual correlation should always be estimated. 

If ĥ2
gm is very close to 1, then σ̂2

rm must be very small, and consequently, |σ̂rym | 
must also be small. Therefore, it seems unlikely that whether σ̂rym is estimated or not 
could have much effect on r̂g under this condition, even though the residual correlation 
could vary considerably. However, the accuracy of estimating r̂g was affected by 
whether σ̂rym was estimated or not. Therefore, it seems likely that this difference was 
due primarily to those (less frequent) replicates in which h2

gm was underestimated 
considerably and that, in those replicates, the effect of estimating the residual 
correlation or not may be considerably larger than is reflected in Table 1. This should be 
explored more fully. 

If ĥ2
gm is significantly less than 1, then its estimated value should be used for the 

multiple trait analysis. It is not completely clear what the best approach is if ĥ2
gm is 

substantially, but not significantly less than 1. The default position would seem to be 
that σ̂2

rm should be estimated unless it is close enough to the boundary value of zero 

(ĥ2
gm = 1) to cause numerical problems. However, it could be argued that the natural 

value of h2
gm is just slightly less than one, and therefore, σ̂2

rm should be set to a value 

slightly greater than zero unless ĥ2
gm is significantly less than one. 
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Therefore, it is reasonable to ask not only whether the residual covariance should 
be estimated or set equal to zero, but also whether σ̂2

rm should be estimated or set to a 
small positive value (regardless of whether the estimate hits a parameter space 
boundary or not). It appears that the latter question may be more important than the 
first, but this requires further investigation. To some extent, the answers to both of these 
questions depend on how much information the DNA testing companies are willing to 
provide regarding how their MV are constructed. 

It is possible that the estimate of the genetic correlation could be negative, in 
which case the squared correlation would be exactly the same as if the estimate had 
been the absolute value of the observed correlation. Although this is theoretically 
correct, the MV are claimed to be in the same direction as the observed trait (allowing 
one-tailed tests to be applied). Therefore, if the estimated genetic correlation is 
negative, the estimate of the proportion of genetic variation explained should be 
considered to be 0 or undefined and the MV should not be included in NCE. We 
recommend that such results should be reported as * and footnoted to indicate that the 
estimate is undefined because the genetic correlation was in the direction opposite to 
the claim. 

However, if a trait for which no claim exists is included in the analysis, then it may 
be perfectly appropriate to square a negative genetic correlation, just as it would be 
appropriate, in that case, to apply a two-tailed hypothesis test. An example of such a 
circumstance could be an MBV for marbling being analyzed along with phenotypes for 
marbling and growth with the DNA testing company’s claim being only for marbling. 
Then, the proportion of variation for growth would be the square of the genetic 
correlation, whether negative or positive, but for marbling, the proportion of variation 
would be undefined if that genetic correlation was negative.  

The standard error of R̂gMT
2 is at least partly a function of how well the additive 

genetic variances of both the observed trait and the MBV can be partitioned from the 
residual variances. This is likely to be highly dependent on the pedigree structure. It 
seems likely that multigeneration pedigrees analyzed with the full relationship matrix 
may be considerably more important for the purpose of estimating these (co)variances 
than they have been for the purpose of validating that a test "works". Specifically, it may 
be useful to have phenotypes and MBV on dam-offspring pairs, so that the dam side of 
the pedigree can contribute (in addition to the sire side) to partitioning the additive 
genetic component from the residual. For those traits for which phenotypes are plentiful 
(those included in NCE) it could be very efficient to run the DNA tests (and include the 
MBV) on large numbers of sires that have many progeny with phenotypes. 

Eventually, MBV for many seedstock animals (primarily without phenotypes for 
the target trait) should become available (this is a prerequisite to use the DNA tests in 
NCE). When this data becomes available, it may be helpful to include it in the analysis 
for the (co)variance estimation in order to better partition the additive from residual 
variance of MBV and to better estimate the residual covariance between MBV and 
observed traits. When this option becomes available, it seems likely that the advantages 
of making fewer assumptions regarding the MBV will outweigh the advantages of 
estimating fewer parameters that were discussed above. 

In general, relatively few fixed effects need be fit in the model for the MV in the 
multiple trait approach; in some cases only an overall mean may be sufficient. There 
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seems to be no reason to fit the contemporary group effects that are appropriate for the 
observed traits.  

For application in MAS, in general, it seems most appropriate that breed effects 
should be included in the statistical model for both the observed and MBV traits. Thus 
the (co)variance parameters estimated would be free of breed effects and, therefore, 
appropriate for within-breed selection. However, for tests that are optimized for selection 
in Bos indicus × B. taurus composites, it may be appropriate for the DNA tests to 
account for the breed effects, in which case, the (co)variance parameters should include 
them (the breed effects should be dropped from the model). This argument could be 
extended to include selection in B. taurus composites. It is not clear whether there are 
circumstances in which it would be appropriate to include breed effects in the model for 
observed traits, but not the MBV traits, or vice versa. It is an issue that requires study. 

The current NBCEC position is that (co)variance estimates for application in MAS 
should be obtained and reported with models that account for breed effects for both the 
observed and MBV traits and that knowledge of breed composition will remain an 
important attribute of populations that are appropriate for (co)variance parameter 
estimation. It would be reasonable for DNA testing companies to request the estimation 
and reporting of (co)variance parameters from other models as well, provided that 
footnotes explaining the different interpretation of those results are included in the 
report. Obviously, if companies wish to exercise this option, they need to specify that at 
the time the validation is requested. 

For application in MAM, it is less clear whether breed effects should be fit in the 
models for phenotypes and MGV. One of the opportunities in MAM is to use the 
markers' ability to estimate breed composition to enhance the prediction of total genetic 
merit. Omitting breed effects seems appropriate in analyses for the validation of tests 
intended to be used for MAM in mixed breed populations in which breed composition is 
unknown (a common situation in feedlot applications). However, if the intended 
application of DNA tests is MAM within populations that are uniform in breed 
composition, it will be more useful to evaluate the tests with models that include breed 
effects. Evaluating tests with both models that include and do not include breed effects 
may be useful in determining the extent to which the tests' predictive ability is derived 
from the estimation of breed composition. 

The single trait models were fit as sire models because that is the model that has 
typically been used in NBCEC's independent validations of DNA tests and those 
analyses have typically been conducted using software that does not easily incorporate 
the numerator relationship matrix. The multiple trait model was fit as an animal model 
because that is how analyses will likely be conducted in practice and it would be the 
most reasonable alternative if populations with more complicated pedigrees were 
encountered. For the simulated pedigree structure, the sire and animal models are 
equivalent, with one exception: in the animal model, the upper bound on narrow sense 
heritability is one, but with the sire model, the upper bound on heritability is four. This is 
a minor difference in computation of the estimators that is distinct from the fundamental 
properties of the estimators themselves, but it seems unlikely to have changed the 
results noticeably. Keeping the heritability within its natural parameter space is an 
advantage of the animal model. 
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Replicates in which σ̂2
gy was at or near zero (the boundary of the parameter 

space) gave very poor results for estimating Rg
2 with any of the estimators. Obviously, it 

is very difficult to estimate a proportion of something (additive genetic variance) that is 
very close to zero. Had the SAS option to allow negative variances been turned off, 
many of the estimates of sire variance would have been zero (which would have made 
R̂gRV

2 and R̂gRPM
2 undefined) or very close to zero (which makes R̂gRV

2 and R̂gRPM
2 

unreasonably large).  
This is not a problem that is unique to unusual replicates of simulated data. In 

real data, σ̂2
gy could be near zero either due to sampling variation in high quality data 

with reasonable heritability or because of data quality problems that cause the effective 
heritability of a data set to be low for a trait that typically is moderate or high in 
heritability. In either case, the data set will have limited value for estimating the 
proportion of additive variation and, if practical, should be replaced with another data set 
with higher estimated heritability. Caution should similarly be exercised if the heritability 
of MBV is lower than expected. 

In third party independent processes such as described by (Van Eenennaam et 
al., 2009), it is critical that data quality checks are conducted prior to estimation of Rg

2. If 
the sequence is reversed, the data quality checks are typically done only when the 
estimate of Rg

2 is disappointing; this obviously introduces bias into the estimates. 
Moreover, it unnecessarily creates situations in which decisions about whether or not to 
remove questionable data sets can not be made as objectively as would have otherwise 
been possible. To be implemented most effectively, the company presenting a test for 
validation would review summary statistics on data quality (of both observed traits and 
MBV) and agree to include the data set prior to the commencement of any estimation of 
Rg

2 or other analyses of association between the observed traits and MBV. 
The problem with σ̂2

gy being nearly zero obviously occurs much more frequently 
when the heritability is low and/or the standard error is too large because of population 
size and structure. Considerably larger populations will be required for traits with low 
heritability. 

For application in MAM, σ̂2
py hitting the boundary at zero (the denominator of 

R̂pMT
2 approaching zero) is unlikely to be experienced and cause numerical problems. 

However, issues with data quality will be just as important in MAM, but different 
diagnostic statistics will be required, depending on the nature of the data set.  

The REML estimates of Rg
2 were biased up when heritability of the observed trait 

and the genetic correlation were low. The obvious solution to this problem seems to be 
to add more data if standard errors are too high. However, it is likely that this solution 
will come in the form of more data sets of similar size rather than larger data sets. If all 
the data sets could be pooled for a joint analysis, the resulting standard errors would be 
much lower and it seems likely that the bias would decrease substantially accordingly. 
However, the practical situation is more likely to be that the data sets cannot be pooled 
and that we will have separate analyses, each with potentially large standard errors and 
bias. In this case, a properly conducted metaanalyses should account for this property 
of REML and produce estimates comparable to what a joint analysis would have 
yielded. But, a weighted average of the estimates will not have this property and 
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"eyeball estimates" attempting to combine various studies mentally will be even worse. 
Therefore, it will be important to use appropriate metaanalysis techniques that account 
for this property. 

In conducting its process for independent (co)variance estimation/validation, 
NBCEC should consider setting a minimum standard error on estimates of Rg

2 and Rp
2. 

These could be on a per population basis and/or for the pooled and/or metaanalysis 
results.   

In the context of MAS, the estimates of the regression coefficients are probably 
more important in the short term than they will be when the incorporation of DNA testing 
into the NCE system becomes complete. The reason they are important in the short 
term is that they serve essentially as a scaling factor for translating between the units of 
MBV and the units of EPD. They typically are reported in identical units, but this can be 
misleading. First, MBV are predictors of breeding value, while EPD predict half of 
breeding value. But more importantly, if b is substantially less than one, the MBV 
overstate the effect of the test, in terms of how users perceive the MBV relative to EPD. 
Low values of b are not good or bad, they just change how the MBV should be 
evaluated relative to EPD. 

Once MBV are incorporated into NCE and are (optimistically) no longer 
evaluated by users directly alongside EPD, the issue of how MBV are scaled should 
become inconsequential. In the multiple trait model, the output of importance is the EPD 
of the observed trait, presented in its current units. However, its accuracy should be 
improved due to the correlations with MBV (MacNeil et al., 2009). 

The regressions of observed phenotypes on MBV for tests that have gone 
through the NBCEC validation process have ranged from about 0.2 to 1. There are 
several reasons for this: the discovery process favors SNP whose effects are 
overestimated in the discovery data, it is likely that some of the SNP included in the 
MBV are false positives (have no effect on the observed trait) and those SNP that are 
actually predicting genetic effects on the observed trait are unlikely to be the causative 
SNP (there is an imperfect correlation between the SNP effect and the part of the 
genetic effect on the observed trait that they are predicting). It makes no practical 
difference what the cause of the regression being different from one is. 

In past NBCEC validations, the primary criteria for evaluating MBV has been a 
test of the null hypothesis that b = 0 (i.e., did the test perform significantly better than a 
test with no value?). We envision that the process will evolve into one primarily focused 
on the estimation of the variances and covariances required to integrate MBV into NCE. 
As shown here, the proportion of additive genetic variation accounted for by the MBV is 
a fundamental byproduct of these (co)variances and we believe it is a better metric with 
which to evaluate DNA tests than the significance level of b ≠ 0. 

In the context of MAM, the issue of scaling and the regression of phenotype on 
MGV is likely to be more important and persist longer because the fundamental purpose 
of the tests is to predict phenotypic differences rather than ranking animals and because 
it seems unlikely that there will be an equivalent to NCE to automatically transform MGV 
to a practically useful scale. 

It has been suggested to test the null hypothesis that b = 1 (in this case, a lack of 
significant difference from one is desired). However, there are some problems with this 
approach: the scale of phenotypes is not uniform across environments and production 
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systems, even within the U.S. beef industry. The NCE system expresses EPD on a 
scale that is essentially averaged over the seedstock individuals within a breed. 
However, it should not surprise us if the phenotypes in any one particular population 
were on a scale significantly different from the NCE scale (see Kuehn et al., 2009 for 
examples in which the regression of progeny phenotype on EPD are different from one) 
or on the scale of any particular MGV intended for use across a broad range of 
environments and production systems. 

Therefore, it might be more useful to test the null hypothesis that 0.8 ≤ b ≤ 1.25. 
This would allow for some range in the scale of the MGV. However, if the scale was too 
far off for certain production conditions, it would indicate that the MGV should be 
rescaled (at the minimum), or perhaps reestimated and that different versions of MGV 
(perhaps derived from a common set of SNP) should be used for those different 
production conditions. 

Assuming the multiple trait approach is used for estimation of Rg
2 and/or Rp

2, it 
will be more convenient to estimate b with b̂MT0 or b̂MTe and, in most cases, this should 
be perfectly acceptable. However, if important decisions are to be made based on 
hypothesis tests and the significance values are close to the threshold, it would be 
preferable to use b̂ST. 

It is certainly not necessary to use REML to estimate the proposed statistics. 
Gibbs sampling could also be used to obtain Bayesian estimates, including the full 
posterior distribution. This approach should handle the boundary conditions better and 
would not require approximation of the standard error. It should be computationally 
feasible for the size of data sets that are likely to be available. 

In order for an estimate of proportion of variation to be useful, it is critical that the 
MV not be derived from the same (or a very closely related population) as is used to 
estimate proportion of variation. Otherwise, the estimate of proportion of variation will be 
biased up, perhaps very seriously. Finding appropriate populations can be a 
considerable challenge for traits for which phenotypes are quite limited (e.g., residual 
feed intake). A practical guideline is that the average relationship between the animals 
in the discovery data and those in the data from which the proportion of variation will be 
estimated should not exceed the average relationship between the discovery population 
and the target population for application of the test. 

Some rare alleles with large, favorable effects may have substantial economic 
value while accounting for little current genetic variation. Such tests are valuable 
because they have the potential, given sufficient selection emphasis and time, to 
account for considerable genetic variation in the future. Therefore, in the future, it will be 
beneficial to develop methods to estimate potential future genetic variation accounted 
for by a test. However, this seems unfeasible for the current generation of DNA tests for 
which the results are presented only as MV, without the individual genotypes. In this 
situation, it is impossible to compute allele frequencies and effects of individual SNP, 
and this is the essence of the information required to estimate potential future genetic 
variation. Therefore, for the immediate future, it seems most practical to focus on 
current genetic variation, which will be challenging enough by itself. When that 
challenge has been substantially met, we can shift the focus to finding feasible 
approaches to estimating potential future variation. 
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Although proportion of additive genetic variation is a useful metric for evaluating 
DNA tests intended for use in MAS, the form that seedstock breeders will find easier to 
interpret is how much does the test increase the accuracy of EPD on an animal that 
already has a certain base level of accuracy (the most relevant is probably the typical 
accuracy for the trait of a yearling animal in the breeder's herd). A table illustrating this 
increase in accuracy for a specific example can be found at 
http://www.bifconference.com/bif2008/ppt/Stephen%20Kachman_GP.pdf (accessed 
4/15/09). A formula or table that is fairly general would be a useful contribution to the 
field. 

Conclusions 
We consider the reporting of percentage of genetic variation accounted for by 

DNA tests to be an integral part of the validation process in the short term. Furthermore, 
it is an important step in the longer term transition away from validating whether a test 
"works" or not toward the increasingly relevant process of estimating the (co)variance 
parameters. This estimation will be required to incorporate DNA testing into the national 
cattle evaluation system, and thus, for the beef industry to utilize this technology much 
more effectively and extensively than it is currently being utilized. 

The proportion of variation accounted for by DNA tests should be a very useful 
tool for cattle producers to use in determining the value of DNA tests in their breeding 
programs and production systems. 

The NBCEC statistical team considers the squared genetic correlation between 
the observed trait and the MBV from the multiple trait model (R̂gMT

2) to be the best 
estimator of proportion of genetic variation accounted for by a DNA test (in the form of 
an MBV). Therefore, until further notice, NBCEC will compute proportion of genetic 
variation with this method in all future validation analyses and will require that it be 
computed in this way in third party analyses that are to be used in NBCEC validation. 
Furthermore, we recommend that henceforth this estimator be referred to simply as R̂g

2. 
Similarly, R̂pMT

2 is recommended as the best estimator of the proportion of phenotypic 
variance accounted for by an MGV for use in MAM and we recommend that it be 
referred to simply as R̂p

2. 
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Appendix 1 
Standard errors of functions of variance components can be obtained using the 

delta method (e.g., Lynch and Walsh, 1998, Appendix 1). Let f(θ̂1, θ̂2,…, θ̂k) be a 
function of k variance components θ1, θ2,…, θk.  An approximate variance of f(θ̂1, θ̂2,…, 
θ̂k) can be found using 

 Var(f(θ̂1, θ̂2,…, θ̂k)) = ∑
  i=1

k
 ⎝⎜
⎛

⎠
⎟
⎞∂f

∂θi

2

 Var(θ̂i) + 2 ∑
  i=2

k
 ∑
  j=1

i−1
 ⎝⎜
⎛

⎠
⎟
⎞∂f

∂θi ⎝
⎜
⎛

⎠
⎟
⎞∂f

∂θj
 Cov(θ̂i,θ̂j) 

An approximate standard error can then be found by taking the square root of the 
approximate variance. Formulas for some common functions can be found in Table A1. 
 
Table A1. Approximate variance formulas using the delta method for some 
common functions 
Function Approximate Variance 

θ̂2 4 θ2 Var(θ̂) 

θ̂1

θ̂2

 ⎝
⎜
⎛

⎠
⎟
⎞θ1

θ2

2

⎝
⎜
⎛

⎠
⎟
⎞Var(θ̂1)

θ1
2  + Var(θ̂2)

θ2
2  − 2 Cov(θ̂1,θ̂2)

θ1θ2
 

 
θ̂12

θ̂1θ̂2

 
⎝
⎜
⎛

⎠
⎟
⎞θ̂12

θ1θ2

2

⎝
⎜
⎛

⎠
⎟
⎞Var(θ̂12)

θ12
2  + Var(θ̂1)

4θ1
2  + Var(θ̂2)

4θ2
2  − Cov(θ̂12,θ̂1)

θ12θ1
 − Cov(θ̂12,θ̂2)

θ12θ2
 − Cov(θ̂1,θ̂2)

2θ1θ2
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Table 1.  Proportion of Additive Variance Explained by MBV 
Model: Two Trait Two Trait Full & Reduced ST Full Single Trait 

Res.  Cov: Estimated  Constrained to Zero N/A N/A 
Estimator: 

 

Genetic Correlation Squared 

R̂gMT
2 

      Genetic Correlation Squared 

R̂gMT
2 

Reduction in Variance 

R̂gRV
2 

Regression on MBV 

R̂gRPM
2 

Simulation 
Parameters 
h2

gy Rg
2 

Mean 
Estimate ± 
Standard 
Error of Mean 

Root 
Mean 
Sq 
Error 

Mean 
Std 
Error 
of Est 

Std 
Dev 
of  
Est 

Mean 
Estimate ± 
Standard 
Error of Mean 

Root 
Mean 
Sq 
Error 

Mean 
Std 
Error 
of Est 

Std 
Dev 
of  
Est 

Mean 
Estimate ± 
Standard 
Error of Mean 

Root 
Mean 
Sq 
Error 

Mean 
Estimate ± 
Standard  
Error of Mean 

Root 
Mean 
Sq 
Error 

Data Simulated from Additive Model Only 
0.1 0.04 0.113 ± 0.008 0.184 0.262 0.169 0.082 ± 0.005 0.114 0.174 0.106  0.018 ± 0.019 0.427  0.048 ± 0.018 0.404
0.1 0.16 0.205 ± 0.010 0.228 0.256 0.224 0.230 ± 0.009 0.206 0.259 0.193  0.171 ± 0.084 1.886  0.214 ± 0.073 1.644
0.1 0.36 0.380 ± 0.012 0.274 0.289 0.273 0.441 ± 0.010 0.243 0.264 0.229  1.397 ± 1.102a 6.616  6.615 ± 6.201b 138.810
0.1 0.64 0.536 ± 0.012 0.290 0.196 0.271 0.641 ± 0.010 0.214 0.220 0.214  0.285 ± 0.551c 9.885 -0.234 ± 0.587 17.029
0.3 0.04 0.061 ± 0.003 0.072 0.051 0.069 0.050 ± 0.001 0.035 0.033 0.033  0.036 ± 0.004 0.079  0.049 ± 0.001 0.034
0.3 0.16 0.169 ± 0.005 0.118 0.093 0.118 0.185 ± 0.003 0.081 0.076 0.077  0.152 ± 0.008 0.184  0.196 ± 0.014 0.324
0.3 0.36 0.352 ± 0.007 0.157 0.120 0.157 0.395 ± 0.005 0.127 0.117 0.123  0.351 ± 0.008 0.178  0.419 ± 0.008 0.196
0.3 0.64 0.636 ± 0.007 0.160 0.128 0.160 0.681 ± 0.006 0.146 0.132 0.140  0.661 ± 0.010 0.229  0.834 ± 0.052 1.184
0.5 0.04 0.049 ± 0.002 0.053 0.038 0.052 0.047 ± 0.001 0.025 0.024 0.024  0.036 ± 0.003 0.062  0.045 ± 0.001 0.025
0.5 0.16 0.156 ± 0.004 0.095 0.066 0.094 0.178 ± 0.003 0.060 0.053 0.058  0.156 ± 0.005 0.108  0.175 ± 0.003 0.072
0.5 0.36 0.351 ± 0.005 0.117 0.088 0.117 0.386 ± 0.003 0.078 0.079 0.074  0.355 ± 0.006 0.127  0.394 ± 0.006 0.129
0.5 0.64 0.629 ± 0.005 0.111 0.090 0.111 0.658 ± 0.004 0.092 0.086 0.090  0.630 ± 0.006 0.124  0.716 ± 0.014 0.313
Data Simulated from Additive & Non-Additive Model 
0.1 0.04 0.138 ± 0.008 0.209 0.340 0.184 0.116 ± 0.007 0.170 0.192 0.152  0.166 ± 0.059 1.324 -0.092 ± 0.129 2.879
0.1 0.16 0.249 ± 0.011 0.256 0.316 0.240 0.305 ± 0.009 0.245 0.251 0.198 -0.132 ± 0.159 3.556 -0.129 ± 0.242 5.424
0.1 0.36 0.379 ± 0.011 0.249 0.251 0.248 0.488 ± 0.008 0.227 0.234 0.188  0.317 ± 0.158 3.527  0.306 ± 0.261 5.840
0.1 0.64 0.505 ± 0.010 0.261 0.247 0.224 0.681 ± 0.007 0.167 0.199 0.162  0.627 ± 0.420 9.399  0.835 ± 1.017 22.752
0.3 0.04 0.073 ± 0.004 0.098 0.077 0.092 0.075 ± 0.002 0.063 0.047 0.053  0.037 ± 0.004 0.096  0.078 ± 0.003 0.071
0.3 0.16 0.200 ± 0.006 0.145 0.126 0.139 0.255 ± 0.004 0.136 0.092 0.097  0.167 ± 0.007 0.153  0.288 ± 0.006 0.185
0.3 0.36 0.377 ± 0.007 0.153 0.157 0.152 0.480 ± 0.005 0.166 0.117 0.115  0.345 ± 0.012 0.264  0.680 ± 0.025 0.654
0.3 0.64 0.650 ± 0.006 0.141 0.146 0.140 0.744 ± 0.005 0.151 0.113 0.110  0.651 ± 0.009 0.194  1.169 ± 0.028 0.824
0.5 0.04 0.060 ± 0.003 0.065 0.059 0.061 0.070 ± 0.001 0.044 0.032 0.033  0.036 ± 0.003 0.065  0.071 ± 0.002 0.048
0.5 0.16 0.176 ± 0.005 0.103 0.100 0.102 0.240 ± 0.003 0.103 0.064 0.064  0.154 ± 0.005 0.114  0.272 ± 0.004 0.146
0.5 0.36 0.375 ± 0.006 0.125 0.119 0.124 0.469 ± 0.004 0.136 0.080 0.082  0.359 ± 0.006 0.131  0.600 ± 0.009 0.307
0.5 0.64 0.637 ± 0.005 0.113 0.107 0.113 0.721 ± 0.003 0.107 0.070 0.070  0.623 ± 0.006 0.126  1.113 ± 0.016 0.595
a This cell included two replicates with extreme values. The mean of the remaining 498 replicates was 0.194 with a standard deviation of 6.614. 
b This cell included one replicate with an extreme value. The mean of the remaining 499 replicates was 0. 419 with a standard deviation of 5.177. 
c This cell included one replicate with an extreme value. The mean of the remaining 499 replicates was -0.049 with a standard deviation of 9.861. 
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Table 2.  Proportion of Phenotypic Variance Explained by MGV 
Model: Two Trait Full & Reduced ST Full Single Trait 

Residual Covariance: Estimated  N/A N/A 
Estimator: 

 

Genetic Correlation Squared 

R̂pMT
2 

Reduction in Variance 

R̂pRV
2 

Regression on MBV 

R̂pRPM
2 

Simulation Parameters  
h2

gy     Rg
2     Rp

2 Mean Estimate 
± Standard 
Error of Mean 

Root 
Mean 
Sq 
Error 

Mean 
Std 
Error 
of Est 

Std 
Dev  
of  
Est 

Mean Estimate 
± Standard 
Error of Mean 

Root 
Mean 
Sq 
Error 

Mean Estimate 
± Standard  
Error of Mean 

Root 
Mean 
Sq 
Error 

Data Simulated from Additive Model Only 
0.1 0.04 0.004 0.0050 ± 0.0002 0.0043 0.0039 0.0042 0.0041 ± 0.0002 0.0043 0.0051 ± 0.0002 0.0045
0.1 0.16 0.016 0.0158 ± 0.0002 0.0078 0.0073 0.0078 0.0153 ± 0.0004 0.0081 0.0164 ± 0.0004 0.0080
0.1 0.36 0.036 0.0362 ± 0.0002 0.0149 0.0107 0.0149 0.0361 ± 0.0005 0.0121 0.0371 ± 0.0005 0.0121
0.1 0.64 0.064 0.0595 ± 0.0002 0.0165 0.0119 0.0158 0.0634 ± 0.0007 0.0152 0.0644 ± 0.0007 0.0153
0.3 0.04 0.012 0.0127 ± 0.0002 0.0070 0.0071 0.0070 0.0118 ± 0.0003 0.0072 0.0130 ± 0.0003 0.0074
0.3 0.16 0.048 0.0481 ± 0.0002 0.0136 0.0137 0.0136 0.0480 ± 0.0006 0.0142 0.0493 ± 0.0006 0.0141
0.3 0.36 0.108 0.1064 ± 0.0002 0.0193 0.0191 0.0192 0.1073 ± 0.0009 0.0199 0.1086 ± 0.0009 0.0196
0.3 0.64 0.192 0.1893 ± 0.0002 0.0238 0.0224 0.0237 0.1923 ± 0.0011 0.0243 0.1935 ± 0.0011 0.0244
0.5 0.04 0.020 0.0200 ± 0.0002 0.0092 0.0089 0.0092 0.0193 ± 0.0004 0.0097 0.0206 ± 0.0004 0.0089
0.5 0.16 0.080 0.0772 ± 0.0002 0.0184 0.0166 0.0182 0.0792 ± 0.0008 0.0182 0.0803 ± 0.0008 0.0176
0.5 0.36 0.180 0.1758 ± 0.0002 0.0249 0.0229 0.0245 0.1784 ± 0.0011 0.0240 0.1795 ± 0.0010 0.0228
0.5 0.64 0.320 0.3139 ± 0.0002 0.0265 0.0256 0.0258 0.3166 ± 0.0012 0.0274 0.3173 ± 0.0012 0.0263
Data Simulated from Additive & Non-Additive Model 
0.1 0.04 0.005 0.0059 ± 0.0002 0.0047 0.0044 0.0046 0.0049 ± 0.0002 0.0048 0.0060 ± 0.0002 0.0049
0.1 0.16 0.020 0.0212 ± 0.0004 0.0093 0.0087 0.0093 0.0205 ± 0.0004 0.0093 0.0216 ± 0.0004 0.0094
0.1 0.36 0.045 0.0455 ± 0.0006 0.0131 0.0125 0.0131 0.0457 ± 0.0006 0.0133 0.0466 ± 0.0006 0.0133
0.1 0.64 0.080 0.0764 ± 0.0008 0.0176 0.0149 0.0172 0.0788 ± 0.0008 0.0171 0.0798 ± 0.0008 0.0171
0.3 0.04 0.015 0.0161 ± 0.0004 0.0083 0.0081 0.0082 0.0150 ± 0.0004 0.0085 0.0161 ± 0.0004 0.0081
0.3 0.16 0.060 0.0613 ± 0.0007 0.0158 0.0154 0.0157 0.0603 ± 0.0007 0.0159 0.0611 ± 0.0007 0.0156
0.3 0.36 0.135 0.1344 ± 0.0010 0.0214 0.0210 0.0214 0.1337 ± 0.0010 0.0217 0.1346 ± 0.0010 0.0213
0.3 0.64 0.240 0.2393 ± 0.0010 0.0230 0.0243 0.0230 0.2396 ± 0.0011 0.0235 0.2400 ± 0.0010 0.0231
0.5 0.04 0.025 0.0258 ± 0.0005 0.0108 0.0106 0.0107 0.0246 ± 0.0005 0.0109 0.0259 ± 0.0005 0.0103
0.5 0.16 0.100 0.0999 ± 0.0009 0.0195 0.0196 0.0195 0.0992 ± 0.0009 0.0199 0.1003 ± 0.0008 0.0188
0.5 0.36 0.225 0.2249 ± 0.0011 0.0249 0.0252 0.0249 0.2241 ± 0.0011 0.0251 0.2245 ± 0.0011 0.0248
0.5 0.64 0.400 0.3988 ± 0.0011 0.0257 0.0258 0.0256 0.3983 ± 0.0012 0.0262 0.3999 ± 0.0011 0.0255
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Table 3.  Regression of Observed Trait Phenotypes on MBV  
Model: Two Trait Two Trait Full Single Trait 

Res.  Cov: Estimated  Constrained to Zero N/A 
Estimator: 

 

Genetic (Co)variance Parameter Est. 

b̂MTe  
      Genetic (Co)variance Parameter Est. 

b̂MT0 

Estimated Regression on MBV 

b̂ST 
Simulation 
Parameters  
h2

gy    Rg
2         b 

Mean Estimate 
± Standard 
Error of Mean 

Root 
Mean 
Sq 
Error 

Mean 
Std 
Error 
of Est 

Std 
Dev 
of  
Est 

Mean Estimate 
± Standard 
Error of Mean 

Root 
Mean 
Sq 
Error 

Mean 
Std 
Error 
of Est 

Std 
Dev 
of  
Est 

Mean 
Estimate ± 
Standard 
Error of Mean 

Root 
Mean 
Sq 
Error 

Mean 
Std 
Error 
of Est 

Std 
Dev  
of  
Est 

Data Simulated from Additive Model Only 
0.1 0.04 0.2 0.200 ± 0.004 0.100 0.098 0.100 0.199 ± 0.005 0.102 0.097 0.102 0.203 ± 0.005 0.102 0.103 0.102 
0.1 0.16 0.4 0.388 ± 0.005 0.103 0.096 0.102 0.389 ± 0.004 0.101 0.093 0.100 0.392 ± 0.005 0.101 0.103 0.101 
0.1 0.36 0.6 0.594 ± 0.005 0.101 0.092 0.101 0.591 ± 0.005 0.105 0.084 0.104 0.601 ± 0.004 0.100 0.101 0.100 
0.1 0.64 0.8 0.767 ± 0.005 0.112 0.079 0.107 0.766 ± 0.005 0.116 0.068 0.111 0.795 ± 0.004 0.098 0.099 0.098 
0.3 0.04 0.2 0.200 ± 0.003 0.059 0.061 0.059 0.201 ± 0.003 0.059 0.060 0.059 0.200 ± 0.003 0.060 0.061 0.060 
0.3 0.16 0.4 0.399 ± 0.003 0.060 0.060 0.060 0.403 ± 0.003 0.060 0.059 0.060 0.402 ± 0.003 0.060 0.059 0.060 
0.3 0.36 0.6 0.597 ± 0.003 0.060 0.057 0.059 0.602 ± 0.003 0.059 0.057 0.059 0.599 ± 0.003 0.059 0.057 0.059 
0.3 0.64 0.8 0.796 ± 0.003 0.057 0.052 0.057 0.800 ± 0.003 0.058 0.051 0.058 0.802 ± 0.002 0.055 0.054 0.055 
0.5 0.04 0.2 0.195 ± 0.002 0.048 0.046 0.048 0.199 ± 0.002 0.045 0.047 0.045 0.198 ± 0.002 0.045 0.047 0.045 
0.5 0.16 0.4 0.393 ± 0.002 0.049 0.045 0.049 0.402 ± 0.002 0.045 0.045 0.045 0.399 ± 0.002 0.045 0.045 0.045 
0.5 0.36 0.6 0.596 ± 0.002 0.047 0.043 0.047 0.603 ± 0.002 0.043 0.043 0.043 0.599 ± 0.002 0.042 0.043 0.042 
0.5 0.64 0.8 0.797 ± 0.002 0.042 0.039 0.041 0.801 ± 0.002 0.039 0.039 0.039 0.798 ± 0.002 0.039 0.039 0.039 
Data Simulated from Additive & Non-Additive Model 
0.1 0.04 0.2 0.198 ± 0.004 0.091 0.089 0.091 0.198 ± 0.004 0.092 0.085 0.092 0.198 ± 0.004 0.092 0.092 0.092 
0.1 0.16 0.4 0.401 ± 0.004 0.098 0.087 0.098 0.401 ± 0.004 0.092 0.082 0.092 0.407 ± 0.004 0.093 0.091 0.092 
0.1 0.36 0.6 0.597 ± 0.004 0.090 0.085 0.090 0.596 ± 0.004 0.093 0.077 0.093 0.604 ± 0.004 0.089 0.090 0.089 
0.1 0.64 0.8 0.776 ± 0.004 0.096 0.079 0.093 0.774 ± 0.004 0.102 0.066 0.099 0.794 ± 0.004 0.090 0.088 0.090 
0.3 0.04 0.2 0.200 ± 0.002 0.055 0.054 0.055 0.204 ± 0.002 0.054 0.054 0.053 0.200 ± 0.002 0.053 0.053 0.053 
0.3 0.16 0.4 0.401 ± 0.002 0.053 0.053 0.053 0.406 ± 0.002 0.053 0.052 0.053 0.400 ± 0.002 0.053 0.052 0.053 
0.3 0.36 0.6 0.598 ± 0.002 0.051 0.051 0.051 0.605 ± 0.002 0.052 0.050 0.052 0.598 ± 0.002 0.051 0.050 0.051 
0.3 0.64 0.8 0.801 ± 0.002 0.045 0.046 0.045 0.805 ± 0.002 0.048 0.045 0.048 0.802 ± 0.002 0.045 0.047 0.045 
0.5 0.04 0.2 0.199 ± 0.002 0.043 0.044 0.043 0.205 ± 0.002 0.042 0.042 0.042 0.200 ± 0.002 0.041 0.041 0.041 
0.5 0.16 0.4 0.398 ± 0.002 0.042 0.042 0.042 0.407 ± 0.002 0.041 0.040 0.041 0.399 ± 0.002 0.040 0.039 0.040 
0.5 0.36 0.6 0.599 ± 0.002 0.036 0.038 0.036 0.608 ± 0.002 0.036 0.037 0.035 0.598 ± 0.002 0.035 0.037 0.035 
0.5 0.64 0.8 0.800 ± 0.001 0.032 0.033 0.032 0.808 ± 0.001 0.033 0.033 0.032 0.801 ± 0.001 0.032 0.032 0.032 
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Marketing Cattle During Challenging Economic Times: A State BCIA Perspective 
 
Tommy J. Brown*, Beef Improvement Federation 2008 President and Retired Regional 
Extension Animal Scientist and Michelle F. Elmore, Extension Animal Scientist/Beef 
Cattle Improvement, Alabama Cooperative Extension System 
 
 The Alabama Beef Cattle Improvement Association (BCIA) was established in 
1964 and, soon after establishment, has been engaged in the evaluation and marketing 
of breeding stock.  Prior to the establishment of Alabama BCIA, the Auburn University 
Bull Test, which began in 1951, was evaluating bulls for average daily gain.  In 1968, all 
bulls entering the bull test were required to be from herds enrolled in the Alabama BCIA 
program.  The North Alabama Bull Evaluation Center was established in 1972 to 
measure average daily gain and weight per day of age on feed.  In 1987, the Wiregrass 
Forage Based Bull Evaluation began to test bulls based on forage performance.  All bull 
evaluations evolved to hold their own sale after completion of the evaluation.  Alabama 
BCIA also hosts bull consignment sales for marketing bulls developed and evaluated on 
farm.  The EPD Bull Sale began in 1990 to rank bulls based on their EPD values.  Five 
years later, the Fall Round Up Sale was established in 1995. 
 Alabama BCIA started marketing commercial replacement heifers in 1981 with 
the Chilton County BCIA Heifer Sale, which is still active.  Other current sales are the 
Herdbuilder Replacement Female Sale, begun in 1999, the Ag O Rama and the North 
Alabama Heifer Sales established in 2001.  In 2008, Alabama BCIA launched the BCIA 
Genetic Verified Heifer Sales to broaden the replacement heifer marketing opportunities 
for cattle producers in Alabama. 
 For the past five years, Alabama BCIA has observed a decline in the number of 
bulls consigned to the bull evaluations and consignment sales.  However, despite a 
statewide drought in 2006 and 2007, as well as tough economic conditions, no 
considerable change in the average market price per bull has occurred as shown in 
Table 1. 
 
Table 1: Alabama BCIA Bull Sales: 2004-2008 
 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 
Number of 
Sales 5 5 4 4 4 

Number of 
Bulls 334 298 298 241 210 

Average 
Price per 
Bull 

$1,995 $2,189 $1,803 $1,957 $2,094 

 
 Another factor contributing to the decline of bulls consigned is competition from 
various bull marketing outlets.  Many purebred operations have established or 
expanded their operations through participation in the Alabama BCIA program.  As a 
result, many have established private, on farm production sales.  In 2008, nine sales 
representing 25 breeders sold 770 bulls for an average of $2,375 per bull through these 

210 
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on farm production sales.  This has contributed to the reduced number of bulls in the 
Alabama BCIA sales, but it is also a success of the program.   
 
 Alabama BCIA replacement heifer sales have also shown a decline in 
consignments, particularly in open heifer sales.  With this decline, mainly as a result of 
the statewide droughts of 2006 and 2007, the number of open heifer sales has 
decreased, and it is becoming more difficult to sustain open heifer sale events.  
However, as reflected in the BCIA bull sales, average prices per heifer do not show a 
considerable decline as illustrated in Table 2. 
 
Table 2: Alabama BCIA Heifer Sales: 2004-2008 
 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 
Number of 
Sales 7 7 7 4 4 

Number of 
Open 
Heifers 

286 296 265 180 105 

Average 
Price $786 $881 $802 $882 $773 

Number of 
Bred 
Heifers 

266 281 300 246 234 

Average 
Price $1,223 $1,269 $1,180 $1,377 $1,230 

 
 Another factor is the perception that due to the increase in feeder cattle prices 
more profit can be made by marketing open heifers as feeders instead of as 
replacements.  However, the average prices in local tele-auctions as compared to 
Alabama BCIA open heifer sale averages do not reflect this thought as shown in Chart 
1. 
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Chart 1: Tele-auction Feeder Heifer Prices vs. Alabama BCIA Replacement Heifer 
Sales 
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The basis of these open heifer sales has been marketing replacement heifers 
with Alabama BCIA commercial record keeping data.  Heifers are presented with birth 
date, breed composition, adjusted 205 day weights and ratios calculated through the 
Alabama BCIA program.  Restructuring within the Alabama Cooperative Extension 
System in 2004, drought, and tough economic times has led to the decline in the 
number of participants in the Alabama Commercial Herd Record Keeping Program, as 
displayed in Table 3.  The most significant impact has been within the small herd 
category, with a decrease of 20 herds in the past 6 years.  The medium herd size has 
decreased by 15 herds, with the large herds being the least effected with only a 
reduction of 2 herds. 

 
Table 3: Alabama BCIA Commercial Herd Record Keeping Program:2003-2008 
Year Total 

Herds 
Total Calf 
Records 

Avg. Adj. 
Weight 

Total 
Small 
Herds 

Total 
Medium 
Herds 

Total 
Large 
Herds 

2007-08 45 4,841 570 6 21 17 
2006-07 48 4,816 582 11 23 14 
2005-06 54 4,926 540 13 27 14 
2004-05 60 6,783 549 16 26 18 
2003-04 59 5,015 545 16 26 17 
2002-03 81 6,108 560 26 36 19 
 
 As the number of bull and open heifer consignments decline, so has the total 
number of head sold each year through the Alabama BCIA.  The number of buyers 
reached by these sales has also dropped, as shown in Chart 2 and 3.  However, the 
beef cow inventory of Alabama as reported by the USDA National Agricultural Statistics 
Service has also shown a decline in the past five years, as shown in Chart 4. 
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Chart 4: USDA National Agricultural Statistics Service: Alabama Beef Cow/Calf 
Inventory  
 
 In the past five years, efforts have been made by the leadership of Alabama 
BCIA to address the issues of declining bull and heifer consignments and record 
keeping participants.  Many of these discussions have occurred at the evaluation and 
sale committee level up to the board of directors.  Efforts were made to reduce the costs 
per bull of both the bull evaluations and consignment sales to increase the net profit per 
bull for the consignors involved and to attract more participants.  Rewards of these 
efforts were observed in 2005-2006, but with a continued reduction in the total number 
of bulls and the increase in feed and sales costs, it has been difficult to maintain the 
control of per bull costs, as illustrated in Table 4 and Table 5. 
 
Table 4: Alabama BCIA Average Evaluation Costs Per Bull: 2004-2008 
 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 
Auburn 
Univ. Bull 
Test 

$920.83 $836.61 Sr.-$750.51 
Jr.-$815.18 * * 

North $903.09 $686.75 $726.12 $813.58 $884.71 
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Alabama 
Evaluation 
Wiregrass 
Forage 
Evaluation 

Sr.-$974.63 
Jr.-$856.50 $875.58 $783.33 $847.31 $788.20 

* No Evaluation Was Conducted. 
 
Table 5: Alabama BCIA Average Bull Consignment Total Sale Commission and  
Average Per Bull Cost 
 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 
EPD 11.76% 

$235.91 
12.44% 
$242.95 

12.61% 
$201.76 

14.53% 
$238.00 

14.54% 
$264.92 

Fall Round 
Up 

11.67% 
$255.69 

13.2% 
$283.67 

12.08% 
$186.64 

10.35% 
$226.56 

11.16% 
$287.70 

 
 In conclusion, consignments to bull evaluations and consignment sales are on a 
decline due to drought, tough economic times, and competition from other various 
marketing outlets.  Consignments are rapidly declining in open heifer sales, and it is 
becoming more difficult to sustain sale events.  However, average prices per bull and 
heifer are not reflecting a decline.  With a reduction in the number of cattle sold, there 
are fewer buyers and also reduced income from sales commissions for the association.  
Outside challenges have been a contributor in the decline with the restructuring of 
Extension personnel in 2004 resulting in fewer Extension agents to work with beef cattle 
producers and the statewide drought in 2006 and 2007.  The Wiregrass Forage 
Evaluation will not be held in 2009-10 due to the resignation of the evaluation site 
manager in 2008, and with the current high input costs of fuel, fertilizer, etc., Alabama 
BCIA has been unable to find another site. 
 The leadership of Alabama BCIA has worked hard to develop potential solutions 
to the problems these factors have created.  The creation of the BCIA Genetic Verified 
Heifer Sales in 2008 was to provide Alabama cattle producers another avenue to 
expand marketing of replacement heifers.  This type of sales target open and bred 
heifers with genetic documentation, group age, and source information.  The sales 
reflect a new concept for the program to reach a broader audience without the 
requirement of participation in the Alabama BCIA Commercial Record Keeping Program 
and to support membership and BCIA bull sales.  Another potential solution of offering 
specialized education for seedstock producers was recently launched in 2009 in the 
Alabama BCIA Seedstock Continuing Education Program.  The program will feature a 
educational manual of resources in 8 sections, which include the following: 1) 
Introduction-testimonials from leading seedstock producers on the important aspects 
and lessons learned in being a seedstock producer 2) Business Goal Setting 3) 
Marketing and Market Positioning 4) Physical Aspects and Carcass Data 5) EPDs and 
Performance Data 6) Management 7) Reproduction 8) Health. The manual will be 
available in hard copy and electronically via the internet.  Regional field days will be also 
be held for interested seedstock producers to provide instruction. 
 Even with challenging economic and environmental conditions, the US beef 
industry, the Alabama cattle industry, and Alabama BCIA have displayed their 
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resiliency.  Today’s national beef industry is also producing more beef with fewer total 
cattle numbers, as reported from the USDA.  In 2008, 637 pounds of beef was produced 
per cow versus 449 pounds per cow in 1980. This illustrates the effectiveness of the 
Beef Improvement Federation principles and the efforts of state programs such as the 
Alabama BCIA.  New methods to deliver educational programs and resources to aid 
Alabama cattle producers to confront these challenges are needed and are being 
developed by Alabama BCIA.  
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Introduction 

 
The production of beef cattle can be categorized by operations that breed 

purebred cattle, and operations that produce crossbred cattle.  Less than 5% of beef 

cows are used to produce seedstock bulls (Garrick and Golden, 2008), with that small 

fraction of the industry typically consisting of registered purebred cattle.  Product quality 

and efficiency of commercial crossbred herds can be improved through selection and 

use of high merit purebred stock in designed crossbreeding systems.  Traditionally, 

performance data used in genetic evaluation programs has been collected in purebred 

herds on potential selection candidates (Garrick and Golden, 2008).  Therefore 

purebred selection becomes extremely important for the long-term success of crossbred 

herds (Dunn et al., 1970), especially when such a small proportion of producers are 

developing the purebred genetics.   

Commercial herds typically use crossbreeding to capitalize on the benefits that 

heterosis and breed complimentarity offer (Cundiff, 1970).  Comstock (1960) suggested 

that if the majority of livestock produced are crossbred, performance information on 

those animals should be considered in the selection of their purebred sires.  With the 

predominance of crossbreeding in beef cattle, large amounts of information could be 

made available for this purpose.   

The question becomes, “Are we better served in utilizing purebred information 

alone, or a combination of purebred and crossbred information, in our genetic 

evaluation programs?”  If our breeding goal is to optimize crossbred performance this 

question becomes even more relevant (Wei and van der Werf, 1994).  Since the 

backbone of beef cattle production is the crossbred herd, defining the aim of beef 

breeding programs in terms of crossbred performance would seem sensible.  At 

present, only limited amounts of crossbred information are being utilized in formal 

genetic evaluation programs.  The focus of this review is to consider the potential 
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benefits and drawbacks of formally incorporating crossbred performance data into 

genetic evaluations of their purebred parents.   

 

Review of Literature 
Crossbred Selection  

 

Two methods in achieving crossbred improvement for a given trait have been 

established (Wei and van der Werf, 1994).  The first method, pure line selection (PLS), 

utilizes data from purebred animals and their relatives within a population.  The 

implementation of PLS takes several forms: mass selection, family selection typically 

utilizing an index, or best linear unbiased prediction (BLUP) (Wei and van der Steen, 

1991).  The extent of crossbred improvement depends on a correlated response to the 

selection in the purebred. 

The second method, reciprocal recurrent selection (RRS), was established by 

Comstock et al. (1949).  It is based on comparing the performance of crossbred 

progeny based on the combining ability of different purebred parental stocks.  The 

selection of purebred animals to use in producing crossbreds is based on comparing 

reciprocal crosses of different pairs of breeds (Wei and van der Steen, 1991).   

Combined crossbred purebred selection (CCPS), which merges the performance 

information of purebred animals with that of their crossbred relatives, was proposed by 

Wei and van der Steen (1991).  The use of CCPS involves evaluating phenotypic 

measurements for a given trait, collected in purebreds and their crossbred relatives, as 

separate yet genetically correlated traits (Wei and van der Werf, 1994; Jiang and Groen, 

1999).  The genetic correlation reveals the strength and direction of the relationship 

between breeding values for the two defined traits.  The effectiveness of CCPS 

depends on family structure, the selection procedures employed, and the heritabilities 

and genetic correlations among the traits considered (Jiang and Groen, 1999).  

In swine and poultry production, large amounts of crossbred data are available to 

supplement genetic evaluations.  In operations that already utilize structured 

crossbreeding and collect performance records as their norm, CCPS can easily be 

implemented (Wei and van der Werf, 1994).  Utilizing information on crossbred 
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performance contributes to genetic gain in purebreds by increasing selection accuracy 

(Jiang and Groen, 1999).  Even when the amount of crossbred information is limited, 

CCPS still proves effective when purebred sires themselves have few purebred progeny 

(Bijma and van Arendonk, 1998).  Genetic gains in poultry can be increased especially 

when a higher number of crossbred progeny are tested per purebred female (Jiang and 

Groen, 1999).  Since poultry and pigs have much larger family sizes, unsurprisingly 

CCPS were first introduced into these species. 

An example of CCPS from Bijma et al. (2001) involves a three-way 

crossbreeding system.  Sires from a sire line are either mated to dams from that sire 

line, or to dams from the first cross (F1) of two dams lines.  In that instance, sires from 

the sire line produce two types of offspring: purebred offspring within the sire line, which 

are the selection candidates for the next generation, and commercial crossbred 

offspring which provide information on crossbred performance.  

In illustrating CCPS, a selection index based on the theory of Hazel (1943) was 

developed involving the following sources of information: crossbred paternal half-sib 

family mean (X1), purebred paternal half-sib family mean including the animal to be 

selected and its full-sibs (X2), purebred full-sib family mean including the animal to be 

selected (X3), and the animals’ own performance (X4) (Wei and van der Werf, 1994).  

The phenotypic information on the crossbred half-sibs of the selection candidate makes 

CCPS unique (Wei and van der Werf, 1994).  Three selection indices were proposed: 

  ICCPS=b1X1 + b2X2 + b3X3 + b4X4 

   IPLS=b2X2 +b3X3 + b4X4 

    ICS= b1X1 

where CS refers to an index based on crossbred information alone. 

 The purpose of each index was to predict the breeding value of an animal for 

crossbred performance.  First, ICCPS combines information on purebred and crossbred 

animals to derive the most accurate and comprehensive prediction of breeding value.  

Second, IPLS includes only purebred information and predicts crossbred performance 

accurately only when closely related to purebred performance.  Third, ICS effectively 

predicts crossbred breeding value when purebred and crossbred performance is 
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unrelated, but suffers from low selection intensity due to correlated selection indices 

within half-sib families (Wei and van der Werf, 1994).  

Three crucial population parameters in CCPS include: the genetic correlation 

between purebred and crossbred performance (rpc), the purebred heritability (hp
2), and 

the crossbred heritability (hc
2).  The correlated genetic response expected in the 

crossbred when selection is practiced in the purebred is defined by rpc (Wei and van der 

Steen, 1991; Wei and van der Werf., 1995; Besbes and Gibson, 1999).  The ratio of 

additive genetic to total phenotypic variance revealed by hc
2 is an important factor in 

optimizing selection using crossbred information (Wei and van der Werf, 1994).   

When estimating breeding values for the purebred selection candidates, the 

information on their crossbred half-sibs can be included in the EBV, which results in a 

higher accuracy of selection.  The construction of these mixed model equations, using 

BLUP technology, to estimate genetic parameters and breeding values has been 

demonstrated for CCPS (Wei and van der Werf, 1994; Lo et al., 1997; Spilke et al., 

1998). 

 

Genetic Correlation  

 
The rpc is calculated from variances of purebred and crossbred half-sib means 

and the covariance between them, assuming infinite group sizes (Wei et al., 1991b).  

The rpc is used to determine weights for the sources of information to be included in 

CCPS where selection decisions are based on an index (Wei and van der Werf, 1994).  

Using a two-locus model, rpc was shown to be a function of dominance effects and the 

difference in gene frequency between parental populations (Wei et al., 1991b).  In the 

case that no dominance effect exists and gene frequencies in parental populations are 

equal, then rpc equals one.  When dominance exists rpc is always positive, but may 

become negative with overdominance.  High positive rpc was associated with a high 

additive genetic variance, and low rpc with a high non-additive genetic variance (Wei et 

al., 1991b).  In general, rpc decreases when degree of dominance increases (Wei et al., 

1991b).  Although such studies prove useful in describing the characteristics of 

parameters at the gene level, in production agriculture most traits of economic 
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importance involve polygenic gene action with unknown dominance effects and initial 

gene frequencies.    

The benefit of crossbred information increases rapidly when rpc decreases 

because selection in purebred animals becomes less effective in achieving crossbred 

genetic gains (Bijma and van Arendonk, 1998).  Even when rpc is near unity, crossbred 

information still proves useful, especially in traits with low heritability due to the 

additional information on siblings it provides.  With low rpc and a breeding objective 

aimed at crossbred performance, performance information on purebreds is still useful to 

help differentiate genetic merit among full-sib sires.  Typically rpc is estimated more 

accurately from families of sires as compared to dams, since sires produce a larger 

number of progeny (Besbes and Gibson, 1999).  The optimum number of sires to 

evaluate as selection candidates increases with lower rpc (Bijma and van Arendonk, 

1998).   

In swine, rpc estimates between two purebred lines (Landrace, Large White) and 

their reciprocal crossbred offspring were 0.99 and 0.62 for lifetime daily gain, and 0.32 

and 0.70 for backfat (Lutaaya et al., 2001).  The departure of these genetic correlations 

from unity could be attributed to dominance effects and (or) to differences in 

management between purebred and crossbred lines.  Estimates of rpc between 

purebred Duroc sires and their cross to two different breeds were 0.83 and 0.89 for 

backfat, 0.78 and 0.80 for muscle depth, 0.53 and 0.80 for body weight, and 0.60 and 

0.79 for weight per day of age (Zumbach et al., 2007).  The estimates of rpc were 

generally higher for carcass traits than weight traits, even though carcass 

measurements on purebreds were ultrasonic based while those on crossbreds were 

actually measured on carcasses.  Feeding regimens were the same in the purebred and 

crossbred lines, although production environments (housing) differed.  Zumbach et al. 

(2007) explains that low genetic correlations could be attributed to non-additive gene 

combination effects and genotype by environment interactions.   

The investigation of rpc in Herefords, Angus and their crosses included ranges of 

0.88 to 0.97 for birth weight, 0.55 to 0.94 for weaning weight, and 0.68 to 0.86 for 

yearling weight (Nunez-Dominguez et al., 1993). Newman et al. (2002) reported rpc in 

Australian cattle of 0.48 for 400-day weight, 0.48 for carcass weight, 0.83 for 
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percentage of retail beef yield, 0.95 for percentage of intramuscular fat, 1.0 for 

subcutaneous rump fat thickness, and 0.78 for pre-slaughter scanned eye muscle.  

Results of these studies suggest that sire re-ranking may occur when bulls are 

evaluated based on purebred progeny performance, but not crossbred progeny 

performance for weight traits and eye muscle area.  Evaluating sires only on purebred 

progeny performance is likely acceptable for rump fat and intramuscular fat. 

In analyzing egg production traits, estimates of rpc ranged from 0.56 to 0.73 for 

egg number, 0.69 to 0.99 for egg weight, and 0.72 to 0.82 for egg specific gravity (Wei 

and van der Werf, 1995).  The departure in unity of these estimates suggests CCPS 

could be useful in making genetic progress within layer operations. 

 

Heritability 

 

Purebred heritability is the ratio of additive genetic variance to total phenotypic 

variance.  Factors that cause the ratio to be below one include dominance, epistatic and 

environmental variances, and maternal effects.  Crossbred heritability is related to the 

amount of genetic variation among purebreds for crossbred performance.  In a one-

locus model Wei et al. (1991a) reported that hc
2 is not a linear function of the 

heritabilities in parental lines (hp
2) if dominance exists, and should be estimated 

separately for different lines and their crosses.  The same study concluded that hp
2 (or 

sire component of variance in purebreds) is different from hc
2 (or sire component in 

crossbreds) due to larger dominance effects and (or) large gene frequency differences 

in parental populations.  When a crossbred trait is of lower hc
2 it is more difficult to 

change genetically (Wei and van der Werf, 1995).  Even so, CCPS remains valuable, 

particularly when hp
2 and rpc for the trait of interest is low (Bijma et al., 2001). 

When fitting both an animal and sire-dam model, the hc
2 was higher than hp

2 for 

egg number, egg weight and shell strength (Besbes and Gibson, 1999).  This is 

generally explained by dominance variance increasing relative to additive variance in 

hc
2 as compared to hp

2.  In a separate poultry study that considered egg number, egg 

weight and egg specific gravity, estimates of hc
2 were lower than hp

2 (Wei and van der 
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Werf, 1995).  These comparatively lower hc
2 could be partially explained by a more 

variable housing environment for the crossbred hens. 

Estimates of hp
2 and hc

2 for swine growth, gain and carcass traits were of similar 

ranges of magnitude in purebreds and crossbreds, with the exception of 21-day weight 

where hp
2 was significantly higher (McLaren et al., 1985).  Heritability estimates for 

lifetime daily gain and backfat of two purebred lines of swine and their reciprocal cross 

were very similar (Lutaaya et al., 2001).  In a cattle study conducted by Newman et al. 

(2002) hc
2 was higher than hp

2 for weight traits.  However, this relationship was reversed 

when considering carcass traits. 

The average heritabilities within two pure Duroc lines (hp
2) and their resulting 

crossbred (hc
2), when mated to a Large White x Landrace dam line, were respectively 

0.37 and 0.32 for backfat, 0.27 and 0.16 for muscle depth, 0.26 and 0.17 for body 

weight, and 0.27 and 0.18 for weight per day of age (Zumbach et al., 2007).  Heritability 

estimates in these purebreds were consistently larger than in their crossbred 

counterparts possibly due to more variable production environment among the 

crossbreds. 

 

Evaluations of CCPS 
 

The value of CCPS relative to PLS has been considered both through simulation 

and experimentation.  From a simulation, Bijma and van Arendonk (1998) demonstrated 

that for rpc of 0.4, maximum response under CCPS was approximately twice that under 

PLS.  In a separate study, CCPS offered a 22% increase in response compared to PLS 

on a phenotypic standard deviation basis (Dekkers, 2007).  When evaluating combined 

improvement in crossbred and purebred performance of broilers, Jiang and Groen 

(1999) noted that there was no significant genetic improvement resulting from CCPS 

when rpc was 0.7 or higher.   

 When assuming that h2
p equaled h2

c, and with rpc of 0.7, CCPS yielded a 4.8% 

greater crossbred genetic response than PLS (Wei and van der Werf, 1994).  Moreover, 

when rpc was decreased to 0.5, CCPS yielded 23.6% greater crossbred response than 

PLS.  As rpc approached zero, PLS proved ineffective.  Nonetheless PLS resulted in a 
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higher crossbred response when rpc equaled one due to a shorter generation interval.  

Purebred information always increases selection accuracy when rpc is large.  The 

benefit of crossbred performance information is only limited if rpc is large and many 

purebred performance records exist.  In cases of fixed numbers of purebred records, 

then CCPS is superior to PLS.   

With stochastic simulation, CCPS was clearly superior to PLS when the trait of 

interest is controlled by loci with full dominance or overdominance.  However, when loci 

were partially dominant, PLS was adequate (Uimari and Gibson, 1998).  The 

effectiveness of CCPS versus PLS depends primarily on degree of dominance, rather 

than initial differences in allele frequencies between lines (Uimari and Gibson, 1998).   

In an experimental program, purebred breeding values were predicted in swine 

fitting either a purebred or crossbred model, the latter including both purebred and 

crossbred observations, to assess differences in reliability of estimates (Lutaaya et al., 

2002).  The crossbred model was not justified when primary interest was in the 

evaluation of purebred animals, especially when the number of crossbreds was small 

relative to purebreds.  This was due to modest changes in accuracy of prediction and 

very high rank correlations (Lutaaya et al., 2002).  However, the crossbred model was 

useful when evaluation of both populations was important, and when crossbred records 

were more numerous than purebred records with some traits primarily measured on 

crossbreds.  The latter can certainly be the case for many carcass traits. 

 

Challenges and Opportunities 

 

 Drawbacks to implementing CCPS in the form of a selection index include 

selecting animals on an individual basis and only optimizing crossing systems for one 

future generation, not a more extended period (Li et al., 2006).  The application of 

CCPS has been limited to date, due to the responsibility of commercial producers to 

maintain pedigree records tying their animals to purebred parents (Dekkers, 2007).  

Such management restrictions are also apparent in simply recording animal 

performance at the purebred, commercial and harvest levels (Bijma and van Arendonk, 
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1998).  Alternatively, Wei and van der Werf (1995) suggest the vast volumes of 

commercial information can be obtained relatively cheap as a tool for selection. 

 Should genotype by environment interactions exist due to differences in 

production environment (housing) of the purebred compared to the crossbred, it would 

be confounded in rpc (Wei and van der Werf, 1994; Uimari and Gibson, 1998).  This 

would be indistinguishable from the non-additive genetic defects contributing to the 

decreased correlation coefficient (Wei and van der Werf, 1994).  This confounding 

would not need to be distinguished as long as crossbred performance is measured in 

the same environment for which the breeding goal is defined (Wei and van der Werf, 

1995). 

 Another measure to evaluate CCPS is the ratio of dominance variance to total 

genetic variance (Uimari and Gibson, 1998).  If this ratio exceeds 0.3, then CCPS is 

more effective than PLS since the trait exhibits a high degree of dominance and the 

additive effect is unpredictable when comparing purebred and crossbred performance 

(Uimari and Gibson, 1998).  Calculating such dominance variances for egg production 

traits in three purebred lines of poultry layers, with an animal dominance model, was 

shown to decrease bias in heritability estimates (Wei and van der Werf, 1994).  Still, in 

most cases rpc is a more useful indicator in determining what information is utilized than 

the dominance variance (Besbes and Gibson, 1999).   

Combined crossbred purebred selection has been compared with pure line 

selection, evaluated on the basis of genetic gain at constrained levels of inbreeding 

(Bijma et al., 2001).  At fixed levels of inbreeding CCPS is superior to PLS, although in 

most cases CCPS increases the level of inbreeding due to the dependency on family 

information for selection (Bijma et al., 2001).  Incorporating marker assisted selection 

with CCPS should deliver optimal selection response, while minimizing CCPS 

inbreeding effects by revealing mendelian sampling differences between full-sib families 

(Dekker, 2007).   

DNA technology offers advantages over traditional identification methods by 

maintaining the association of phenotypes, such as carcass measures, with animal 

records (Heaton et al., 2002).  Based on the promise of DNA parentage verification to 

identify paternity (Heaton et al., 2002; Van Eenennaam et al., 2007), genetic 
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improvement can be fostered by collecting crossbred phenotypes of economically 

relevant traits in herds that utilize multiple-sire pasture arrangements. 

 

Conclusions and Implications to Beef Cattle Genetic Improvement 
  

 The structure of genetic evaluation in the beef cattle industry analyzes animals, 

typically purebreds, which make up a very small proportion of the total beef cow 

population.  Traits included in these analyses such as ribeye area, marbling and backfat 

are usually measured indirectly in purebreds through the use of ultrasound.  Improving 

lowly heritable traits such as calving ease and calving interval involves collecting large 

numbers of accurately measured records.  In addressing such challenges, the 

opportunity exists to garner large amounts of directly measured performance data, if 

economically feasible, from the crossbred and commercial beef cattle population.    

Currently, adoption of CCPS has not been widespread in the beef cattle industry.  

Advances in DNA technology could stimulate the maintenance of pedigree relationships 

in large commercial and crossbred operations.  This would aid in jointly analyzing 

purebred and crossbred information, facilitating selection decisions directed toward 

improving commercial herds.  The increased selection accuracy garnered from 

additional phenotypic records could encourage producers to collect performance 

measurements.  Any genetic improvement CCPS could provide would need to be 

compared with the cost of time and labor to implement it.   

 The practice of CCPS offers clear benefits when genetic improvement of 

crossbred livestock is desired.  Utilizing different forms of CCPS selection indices could 

allow relative economic values and sources of phenotypic information to be weighted 

according to the optimal production desired by producers.  The application of CCPS is 

likely best achieved through the analysis of training data sets in large crossbred herds 

with complete pedigree relationships and accurate collection of performance 

measurements for economically relevant traits. 
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Genetic Analysis of Longitudinal Data in Beef Cattle 
Scott Speidel, Colorado State University 

 
 

Introduction 
In today’s beef industry, many different data types are collected by beef cattle 

breed associations for the purpose of genetic evaluation.  These data points are all 

biological characteristics of individual animals which can be measured a multitude of 

times over an animal’s lifetime.  The number of times a given trait is observed during an 

animal’s life is dictated by the nature of the trait.  For example, traits such as carcass 

characteristics, heifer calving ease, and heifer pregnancy can only be recorded one time 

on an individual animal.  However, traits which monitor the status of an animal as it 

grows such as weight traits and live animal indicators of carcass merit can be measured 

a number of times over the lifespan of an animal.  Weight traits such as birth weight and 

weaning weight describe the same underlying trait, growth as measured by weight gain 

observed over time.  As such, perhaps they can be best described by some type of 

mathematical function rather than a finite set of data points (Kirkpatrick and Heckman, 

1989; Meyer and Kirkpatrick, 2005).  As a result, this unique data type has been 

referred to throughout the literature as “function valued” (Kirkpatrick and Heckman, 

1989; Meyer and Kirkpatrick, 2005) or as “infinite-dimensional” or “longitudinal” data by 

Meyer and Hill (1997).  This essay summarizes past and current genetic evaluation 

technology for handling longitudinal data, and reviews some emerging technologies that 

are beginning to be implemented in current national cattle evaluation schemes.   

 

Literature Review 
Longitudinal Data.  A number of traits currently collected for beef cattle genetic 

evaluation fall under the umbrella definition of longitudinal data.  They can range from 

commonly collected observations such as weight, height and body condition score 

measurements to more obscure measures such as feed intake, survival and sperm 

production and quality (Schaeffer, 2004).  Several different methods have been 

implemented by groups conducting national cattle evaluations to properly model these 
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data types.  These methods include more traditional models such as the repeatability 

and multivariate models, to the more contemporary (and perhaps more appropriate) 

models such as the suite of random regression models using different base functions 

(Mrode, 2005).  

The analysis of function valued traits is challenging, and each of the different 

methods has their respective benefits and limitations. Discussion of these benefits and 

limitations for each of the methods of analysis will be addressed individually beginning 

with the traditional repeatability model, then move on to the multivariate models and 

finally finishing with random regression models that use covariance functions and 

splines as their base function.   

 

The Repeatability Model.  Perhaps the simplest method of analysis of longitudinal data 

is the “Repeatability Model”.  The idea behind this model is to treat each observation as 

a repeated record of the same trait on the same individual.  This model has been 

implemented in the past for traits such as litter size in successive pregnancies in swine 

and milk yield in successive lactations (Jamrozik et al., 1997b; Interbull, 2000). 

The repeatability model is most often described in matrix form by the following 

(Mrode 2005): 

y = Xb + Zu + Wp + e, 

where X, Z, and W are incidence matrices relating the repeated observations in y to 

fixed (b), random additive animal genetic (u), and random permanent environmental 

and non-additive genetic effects (p), with e defining a vector of random residual errors.  

The model makes the assumption that the mean of the random effects is zero with 

variances represented by: 

var
u
p
e

 = 
Aσu

2 0 0
0 Iσp

2 0
0 0 Iσe

2
, 

where σu 
2 , σ  , and σe

2 are the variances of random additive animal genetic effect, 

random permanent environmental effect, and random residual error, respectively.  In the 

above A is Wright’s numerator relationship matrix (Wright, 1922) and I is an identity 

matrix with an order equal to the number of observations in y.  The observations in y 
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are assumed to have the mean Xb and variance equal to 

var y  = ZAZ'σa
2 + WIσp

2W' + Iσe
2.   

As can be inferred from the model presented above, the repeatability model 

makes assumptions on the data structure that do not hold under all situations.  Under 

the assumptions of the repeatability model, observations from the same individual 

measured at different ages are assumed to have a constant variance and a common 

correlation with each other (Jennrick and Schluchter, 1986).  This assumption of 

constant variance does not hold where individual variance changes according to the 

amount of time that has passed between measurements (Meyer and Hill 1997).  In the 

situation where the repeated observations typically follow some type of curve (e.g. 

growth or lactation curves) correlations between observations taken close together in 

time are higher than those taken farther apart from one another.  In this situation, a 

more complex model that accounts for the differing correlation structure between 

successive observations is required. 

 

The Multiple Trait Model.  Multivariate genetic evaluation, introduced by Henderson and 

Quaas (1976), predicts genetic values for multiple traits through the incorporation of 

genetic and residual covariances among the traits (Mrode, 2005).  This property can be 

extended to the analysis of longitudinal data if differing measurements on an individual 

animal are treated as separate but genetically correlated traits.  It is under this 

assumption that the current national cattle genetic evaluations for growth are performed.  

For example, birth weight and weaning weight are observations which are analyzed as 

separate but genetically correlated traits using a multivariate model even though both 

are observations of the growth of an individual. 

This multivariate model as described by Mrode (2005) is shown in matrix form 

below. 
y1
y2

= X1 0
X2

b1
b2

+ Z1 0
0 Z2

u1
u2

+
e1
e2
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In the above set of equations,  is a vector of observations for the ith trait,  is a vector 

of fixed effects for the ith trait,  and  are vectors of random animal genetic and 

random residual effects for the ith trait, respectively.   and  are incidence matrices 
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relating the observations in y to the fixed effects in b and random animal genetic effects 

in u.  As with the above repeatability model, the observations in y are assumed to have 

the mean Xb.  Random effects in the model are assumed to have means of zero and 

genetic variances equal to: 

var
u1
u2

 = 
σg1

2 σg1,g2

σg2,g1
σg2

2   A 

and residual variances equal to: 

var
e1
e2

=
Iσe1

2 Iσe1,e2

Iσe2,e1 Iσe2
2 . 

Above, σg1
2 , σg2

2 ,σg1,g2
, and σg2,g1

 are the additive genetic variance for y1, y2 and the 

additive genetic covariances between y1 and y2, respectively.  Likewise, σe1
2 , σe2

2 , σe1,e2, 

and σe2,e1  are the residual error variances for y1 and y2 as well as the residual 

covariances between y1 and y2.  A is Wright’s numerator relationship matrix and I is an 

n × n identity matrix. 

Henderson and Quaas (1976) were the first to implement the multivariate BLUP 

model illustrated above in the analysis of a three trait beef cattle example (birth weight, 

weaning weight and post-weaning gain).  Following their work, Schaeffer and Jamrozik 

(1996) first suggested the use of a multivariate model for the analysis of test day 

records for milk volume, fat, and protein percentages in dairy cattle.  In each of these 

examples, the observations measured on individuals across time were treated as 

separate and unique traits that are genetically correlated to one another.   

The multivariate model is not without its inherent problems when analyzing 

longitudinal data.  Given the fact longitudinal data can be described using some type of 

function (Meyer and Kirkpatrick, 2005), they tend to have a large number of data points 

which are of interest to the individuals performing the data collection.  In the multivariate 

model, this can lead to equation systems which have very high dimension and 

computational requirements.  Considering the test day records discussed by Wiggans 

and Goddard (1996, 1997) three yield traits (milk volume, fat and protein percentages) 

over two parity groups (first parity versus later parities) and ten stages of lactation (ten 
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different test days per lactation), analyzing this data using a multivariate model would 

result in an analysis with 60 different traits.     

Another issue with the multivariate model is the potential for high correlations 

between successive measurements.  In beef cattle evaluation, weaning weight and 

yearling weight are two traits of economic importance, with genetic and phenotypic 

correlations between these two measurements reported to be 0.78 and 0.72, 

respectively (Koots, 1994).  In the analysis of test day records, the correlations are even 

higher.  Pander et al., (1992) reported milk yield correlations ranging from 0.97 (1 test 

day apart) to 0.73 (7 test days apart), with correlations between fat yield and protein 

yield test day records nearly as high.  These elevated correlations are undesirable for 

two main reasons.  First, if two variables predict the same information, it doesn’t make 

sense to include both of the variables in the model.  Second, the correlation between 

the two variables has the effect of reducing the power of the tests of significance (Foster 

et al., 2006).     

The high correlations between traits such as weaning and yearling weights as 

well as between individual test days in dairy cattle evaluation have resulted in studies 

designed to determine how to specifically handle these elevated correlations.  One 

method, an extension of the multivariate model, allows higher correlations between 

observations measured close together than those measured farther apart.  This 

technique, referred to as autoregression or autocorrelation, has been documented in the 

literature numerous times (Harville, 1979; Kachman and Everett, 1993; Carvalheira et 

al., 1998).  Another method to handle this data type is to model the data using a pre-

determined function, or data mean.  Referred to as fixed regression (Mrode, 2005), 

these functions can be extended in such a manner where each individual will have its 

own random function. 

 

Random Regression.  Regression models have been used in the analysis of longitudinal 

data for many years.  The use of pre-determined functions as covariates was introduced 

as random regression or a random coefficients model during the early to mid 1980’s 

(Henderson, 1982; Laird and Ware, 1982; Jennrich and Schluchter, 1986).  However, 

the first study with application to livestock production data was conducted by Ptak and 
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Schaeffer (1993) in the analysis of test day milk production records of dairy cattle. This 

first attempt was not a random regression model, but it accounted for the general shape 

or mean lactation curve for cows within similar herd, year and season.  Following this 

initial trial, Schaeffer and Dekkers (1994) extended the regression coefficients of this 

fixed regression model to random animal effects.  In doing so, they were able to account 

for the mean shape of the lactation curve within a given herd, year and season, as well 

as account for the deviation of each individual animal’s lactation curve from this mean 

shape.  They were also able to account for the change in correlation structure of 

repeated records on individuals over time.  This ability of the random regression model 

to properly account for the changing correlation structure has been shown to result in an 

increase in prediction accuracy of 5.9% when compared to the multivariate model 

(Meyer, 2004).  

The general form of a random regression model as described by Mrode (2005) 

can be shown in matrix form as: 

y = Xb + Qu + Zpe + e 

where y is a vector of repeated test day yields measured on individual animals, X is an 

incidence matrix relating observations in y to fixed effects and fixed regression 

coefficients, b is a vector of solutions for fixed effects and fixed regressions, Q is an 

incidence matrix of covariates relating observations in y to random additive genetic 

regression coefficients, u is a vector of random additive direct genetic effects, Z is an 

incidence matrix of covariates relating observations in y to permanent environmental 

random regression coefficients, pe is a vector of random permanent environmental 

regression coefficients for each animal, e is a vector of random residuals which includes 

the temporary environmental effects for each observation. Variances assumed for this 

model are: 

var
u

pe
e

=
A  G 0 0

0 I  P 0
0 0 I σe

2
, 

where A is Wright’s numerator relationship matrix, G is the (co)variance matrix of the 

additive genetic random regression coefficients, I is an identity matrix whose order is 

equal to the total number of observations, P is the (co)variance matrix of the permanent 
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environmental random regression coefficients, and σe
2 is the variance of random 

residuals.   

Worth mentioning is that in some studies, the random residual variance has been 

allowed to vary (between observations taken in multiple years, for example).  Jamrozik 

et al., (1997a) modified the residual variance structure Iσe
2 presented above to the 

following: 

var e  = diag σek
2  

where k is equal to the total number of differing residual variances.  In this example, the 

authors used k = 29 resulting in e having 29 different values depending on the number 

of days in milk which ranged from 1 to 305.  Perhaps, another more appropriate method 

for modeling heterogeneous residual variance is to allow the variance to follow a 

continuous function (Rekaya et al., 2000).  Both methods account for changing residual 

variance structures, and López et al. (2004) found the two methods to be equivalent.  It 

is important to note that if the assumption of homogeneous residual variance does not 

hold across all stages of production, a modification should then be made to the model 

which allows the residual variance to change between those stages of production.  Olori 

et al. (1999) determined the assumption of homogeneity of residual variance will bias 

the residual variance estimates, leading to over- or under-estimation of heritability 

values.  However, the assumption of homogeneous residual variance has no effect on 

permanent environmental variance (López-Romero et al., 2003). 

 

Covariance Functions.  At approximately the same time the techniques for random 

regression methodology was being introduced and subsequently implemented, 

covariance functions were introduced in a series of three papers (Kirkpatrick and 

Heckman, 1989; Kirkpatrick et al., 1990; Kirkpatrick et al., 1994) with the specific goal of 

how to account for the changes in the covariance structure between successive 

observations of longitudinal data.  Initial groundwork for the development of the 

covariance function was first reported by Kirkpatrick and Heckman (1989).  They 

defined the covariance function as the infinite-dimensional counterpart to covariance 

matrices used in standard multivariate analyses and offered three advantages over the 

conventional methods.  Their three advantages are as follows: 
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1)  Covariance functions have the ability to describe the trait at all points, even if 

measurements were not taken on specific days, rather than at a finite number of 

data points; 

2) Covariance functions help to reduce errors in calculating the response to 

selection.  Conventional methods only select on a specific age window (for 

example birth weight or weaning weight), however when selection on a part of 

the curve is performed, the entire trajectory is changed through the genetic 

correlation (selecting on increasing birth weight has the correlated effect of 

increasing weaning weight).  Covariance functions help account for the 

correlated responses observed at other data points as well; 

3) Covariance functions estimate parameters more efficiently due simply to the fact 

that more data points are used in the analysis. 

 

Kirkpatrick et al. (1990, 1994) provided additional insight into the covariance 

function they introduced in 1989, with examples using a beef cattle growth data set.  

Calculating the covariance function begins with the standard classical quantitative 

genetic (co)variance matrix of the traits in question over different time periods, often 

referred to as G (see the multivariate model presented above).  Using a beef cattle 

growth analysis as an example, the genetic (co)variance matrix (G) could consist of the 

additive genetic variance for birth weight and weaning weight.  Using this G, covariance 

functions are built by using a smooth curve to interpolate the values of G between the 

measured ages (birth weight and weaning weight).  The process starts with the decision 

as to which smooth curve to use.  Kirkpatrick et al. (1990) suggests the use of Legendre 

polynomials, but states that any orthogonal function could in fact be used.  For 

longitudinal data such as growth, the authors favored polynomials because growth 

tends to be smooth similar to the curves created using polynomial functions. 

A number of sources illustrate the calculation of Legendre polynomial functions.  

The equations presented here were adapted from Schaeffer (2003).  To calculate 

Legendre polynomials, first we need to define the polynomials: 

P0 x  = 1, and  P1 x  = x. 

Then the additional polynomials can be calculated using the recursive formula: 
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Pn + 1 x  = 1
n + 1

2n + 1  x Pn x  - nPn - 1 x . 

These values are then normalize  s ng:d u i  

n x  = 2n + 1
2

0.5
Pn x . 

Combining the above equations will result in the following series of Legendre 

Polynomials: 

n = 0 P1 x  = x 0 x  = 0.7071 

n = 1 P x  = 
3
22 x2 - 

1
2
 1 x  = 1.2247x 

n = 2 P x  = 
5
23 x3 - 

9
6

x 2 x  = 2.3717x2 - 0.7906 

n = 3 P x  = 
35
84 x4 - 

45
12

x2 + 
3
8

 3 x  = 4.6771x3 - 2.8062x 

n = 4 P5 x  = 
63
8

x5 - 
35
4

x3 + 
15
8

x 4 x  = 9.2808x4 - 7.9550x2 + 0.7955 

 

This series of normalized polynomials ( n x ) are then put into a matrix Λ such that: 

Λ' = 

0.7071 0 0 0 0
0 1.2247 0 0 0

-0.7906 0 2.3717 0 0
0 -2.8062 0 4.6771 0

0.7955 0 -7.9550 0 9.2808

. 

Legendre polynomials are defined over the interval of -1 to 1 (Kirkpatrick et al., 1990), 

therefore it is necessary to standardize the ages of the observations to the interval of -1 

and 1.  The formula used to standardize these ages was presented by Schaeffer (2003) 

and is defined as follows: 

ti
* = -1 + 2

ti  -tmin

tmax - tmin
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where ti
* is the standardized time, ti is the time point being standardized, and tmin and 

tmax were the minimum and maximum time points or ages represented in the dataset, 

respectively.  Standardized time values are placed in to a matrix M such that an 

example standardized age vector ti
* = -1 -.25 .25 1

T would result in: 
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M = 

1 -1 1
1 -0.25 0.0625
1 0.25 0.0625
1 1 1

 

for a quadratic polynomial.  The first column of the matrix is a column of ones 

representing the intercept of the curve; the second column is the standardized age while 

the third column is the standardized age squared for the quadratic term.  Fitting higher 

order polynomials is done by the addition of columns for the additional parameters 

needed.  The next step is to combine the standardized ages and the polynomials into a 

matrix Φ = MΛ.  Performing this step with the M defined above and the first three rows 

(quadratic) of Λ' gives the matrix 

Φ = 

0.7071 -1.2247 1.5811
0.7071 -0.30618 -0.64237
0.7071 0.30618 -0.64237
0.7071 1.2247 1.5811

 

which when combined with the original genet (co variance matrix, using the formula  ic )

CG = Φ-1G ΦT -1
 

results in an estimated coefficient matrix CG from which the covariance function can be 

formed (Kirkpatrick et al., 1990). 

The estimated C matrix can be used in conjunction with the following covariance 

function to estimate the covariance between any two measurements taken at any two 

standardized times denoted t1 and t2 (Kirkpatrick and Heckman, 1989; Kirkpatrick et al., 

1990; Kirkpatrick et al., 1994): 

f a1,a2  = CG ij

∞

j=0
i

∞

i=0

t1
*

j t2
*  

where CG ij is the ith and jth element of the estimated matrix CG, and i(j) is the 

Legendre polynomial coefficient for the ith age and jth order.  The use of this equation is 

somewhat limited though given phenotypic measurements are typically measured at n 

ages.  Therefore, only an n × n truncated version of CG can be used (Kirkpatrick et al., 

1990). 

The preceding discussion details the formation of a covariance functions for a full 

order fit, meaning the number of orthogonal functions estimated (k) equals the number 
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of ages measured (n) and is equivalent to the multivariate model (Mrode, 2005).  Given 

a situation where a large number of different ages were measured, meaning n becomes 

large; the problem becomes intractable rather quickly.  Kirkpatrick et al. (1990) 

determined it possible, and in some cases more attractive, to reduce the order of fit (k < 

n) such that the covariance matrix can be fitted with as few parameters as possible.  

The reduced order covariance function was found using weighted least squares 

procedures to identify the simplest orthogonal function in which the reduced 

(co)variance matrix was not significantly different from the full (co)variance matrix as 

determined from a χ2 goodness of fit test.  If the reduced (co)variance matrix differed 

significantly from the full order matrix, the order of the reduced matrix was increased by 

using higher order Legendre polynomials until the reduced and full matrices did not 

differ significantly.  According to Kirkpatrick et al. (1990), the reduced estimate is the 

simplest polynomial that is “statistically consistent” with the data.  It also smoothes out 

the fluctuations caused by the sampling error in the initial measurements used to 

estimate G.  The authors do caution, however, that this method will exclude higher order 

terms even if they actually exist if the data is not powerful enough to show their 

existence. 

 

Random Regression versus Covariance Functions.  Meyer and Hill (1997) were the first 

to show the equivalence of the random regression model to the covariance function, 

and then Mrode (2005) illustrated this equivalence through the use of an example.  He 

compared the covariance between breeding values calculated from data recorded on an 

individual animal using both a parametric curve and a set of orthogonal polynomials 

fitted in a random regression model.  The equality of the covariance function to the 

random regression model allows the estimation of fewer regression coefficients for each 

source of variation.  When used in random regression models, the matrix � replaces the 

standard covariate incidence matrix. 

Recently, some issues have surfaced concerning random regression models 

which employ the use of Legendre polynomials as their basis function.  The estimated 

covariance matrices used to calculate genetic variances over the range of data (over 

the range of lactation for instance) tend to result in genetic variances that are much 
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higher at the beginning and end of the data range than in the middle (Schaeffer & 

Jamrozik, 2008).  Perhaps this is due to the fact that polynomials place a large amount 

of emphasis on observations at the extremes, which compounds the problem with 

higher orders of fit (Meyer, 2005a).  Other reported problems with Legendre polynomials 

being used in random regressions are the poor modeling capabilities of asymmetrical 

functions, their lack of information to estimate a large number of parameters, and their 

sensitivity to each of the many different (co)variance parameters (Misztal, 2006). 

 

Splines.  Given the problems with the use of polynomials as a basis function in random 

regression models discussed by Misztal (2006) and Schaeffer & Jamrozik (2008), 

several different alternatives such as fractional polynomials (Robert-Granié et al., 2002), 

cubic smoothing splines (White et al., 1999), and B-splines (Torres & Quaas, 2001; 

Meyer, 2005b) have been proposed.  Spline functions are defined as piecewise 

polynomials which join together at “knots” and are continuous across the range of data 

(Wold, 1974).  As a result, they do not suffer from the same problems as polynomials 

where their behavior in one small area determines their behavior across the entire 

range of data.  Since splines are defined as “piecewise polynomials” they represent 

smooth curves between each knot. 

Ruppert et al. (2003) describes simple spline basis functions as an extension of 

the following standard simple linear regression model: 

yi =  β0 +  β1xi + ei 

where yi is the observed value of the ith trial, xi is the predictor variable of the ith trial, β0 

and β1 are regression coefficients corresponding to the y intercept and slope of the 

regression line, respectively, and ei is the random error term with mean equal to 0 and 

variance equal to σe
2.  This model can be easily extended to higher order polynomials 

through the addition of one more regression coefficient and predictor variable squared 

such that: 

yi= β0 +  β1xi + β2xi
2 +  ei. 

The quadratic simple linear regression model presented above would result in an X 

incidence matrix for fitting the regression of: 
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X = 
1 x1 x1

2

1 xn xn
2

. 

Modification of these models for the inclusion of “knots” or points where the piecewise 

polynomials join together is a rather simple task accomplished by the addition of K 

columns of xi - κ +
 where κ is specific knot and “+” refers to the positive section of the 

function, meaning negatives values of xi - κ  are included as zero.  These values are 

included in the general simple linear regression in such a manner where: 

f x  = β0 + β1x + ∑ x - κk +
K
k=1  , 

and in the quadratic version of this model as: 

f x  = β0 + β1x + β2x2 + ∑ bk x - κk +

2K
k=1 . 

The X incidence matrix associated with the above quadratic spline equation would then 

be modified to be: 

X = 
1 x1 x1

2 x1-κ1 +

2
x1-κK +

2

1 xn xn
2 xn-κ1 +

2
… xn-κK +

2
. 

These “modified” X matrices are then included in the Least Squares normal equations 

as a substitute for the standard simple linear regression X incidence matrices.  As a 

result, standard Least Squares regression statistical properties apply and fitted values 

can be found by solving the normal qua ons:e ti  

y = X XTX
-1

XTy. 

The spline basis functions presented above are referred to as truncated power 

bases of degree p, and useful for understanding the mechanics of spline based 

regression.  They can be used in practice if knots are carefully chosen or a penalized fit 

(inclusion of a roughness penalty or a value which penalizes fits which are too rough, 

resulting in a smoother result) is used (Ruppert et al., 2003).  Truncated power base 

functions are at a disadvantage when it comes to orthogonality, meaning numerical 

instability can result if too many knots are used and the roughness penalty is too small.  

It has been suggested that the use of equivalent bases such as B-splines or natural 
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cubic smoothing splines with more stable numerical properties would be desirable 

(Eilers and Marx, 1996; Ruppert et al., 2003). 

Given the piecewise nature of spline bases, some of the problems associated 

with random regression using Legendre polynomials such as instability at the extremes, 

seem to be avoided.  In 1999, Hill and Brotherstone reported that splines can be 

included rather easily in the standard mixed model framework and when compared to 

random regression models, they include more random effects but require fewer 

(co)variance parameters.  Splines also have the advantage of quicker convergence over 

Legendre polynomials, which may be due to the fact that spline coefficients are more 

sparse than their polynomial counterparts (Misztal, 2006).  One of the most important 

questions when using spline bases seems to be related to the number of knots needed 

to accurately describe the data as well as where to place these knots.  The use of too 

many knots will increase the complexity of the model, while the use of too few will 

reduce accuracy.  Misztal (2006) suggests the following guidelines for choosing proper 

knot placement: 

1) Choose knots in such a manner that they encompass the extremes observed in 

the data. 

2) Choose knots in a way that the correlations between knots is in the range of 0.6 

to 0.8. 

These two suggestions will result in knots being placed close together around areas that 

have the largest data density (i.e. birth weight, weaning weight, etc.), and will also result 

in a larger concentration of knots in areas where the data is changing more rapidly. 

Until very recently, use of spline based regression techniques by quantitative 

geneticists in the livestock industry had been almost non-existent.  Spline basis 

functions have been used in the analysis of a number of traits, and as with the random 

regression and covariance function models, they were first proposed for the analysis of 

dairy cattle test day records.  They have been incorporated into fixed regressions to 

model the lactation curve in the analysis of dairy cattle test day records (Druet et al., 

2003), as well as the modeling of curves for estimated breeding values (White et al., 

1999).   
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The use of splines for the analysis of beef cattle data seems, so far, limited to the 

analysis of growth traits.  Meyer (2005b) used quadratic B-splines to analyze Angus 

growth data from birth to 820 days of age with knots at 0, 200, 400, 600 and 821 days of 

age.  She found that the B-splines lend themselves well to the modeling of growth data, 

but they tend to be susceptible to irregularities in the distribution and sparseness of the 

data. Using simulated beef cattle growth data, Bohmanova et al. (2005) found that 

despite the fact that splines are simpler with fewer parameters than Legendre 

polynomials, they are just as accurate (within 0.2%).  A series of studies was conducted 

in 2005 and 2006 investigating the feasibility of using spline basis functions in random 

regression models with the application to large scale genetic evaluations (Iwaisaki et al., 

2005; Robbins et al., 2005; Bertrand et al., 2006).  In this set of studies, it was 

determined that random regression using spline bases is a feasible alternative to 

random regression with Legendre polynomial bases as well as the more contemporary 

multivariate model. 

 

Conclusions and Implications to the Beef Industry.  A topic of much discussion today 

among beef cattle geneticists is how to add accuracy to existing genetic evaluations.  

While much of this discussion is focused on the incorporation of DNA marker 

information into current genetic evaluation schemes (Schaeffer, 2006; Goddard and 

Hayes, 2007; Kachman, 2008), increasing the number of useable records on a sire is 

another possibility for adding accuracy to a sire’s EPD.  Current evaluation methodology 

for growth uses a multivariate mixed model which treats weights recorded at successive 

ages as separate but genetically correlated traits.  If the number ages at which 

observations are measured is high, these problems can become very large and 

intractable rather quickly.  As a result, the Beef Improvement Federation (BIF) 

recommends that weights be standardized to a specified age (for example, weaning 

weights are typically adjusted to 205d) or weights fall into specified age ranges (BIF 

recommended age range for weaning weight is 160 to 250 days) in order to be included 

in a genetic evaluation (BIF, 2002).  Often management decisions, such as early 

weaning strategies, lead to weights being recorded outside these recommended age 

ranges, and therefore render them unusable for genetic evaluation purposes.  The use 
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of random regression techniques has the ability to incorporate observations taken at 

any number of ages.  This is an advantage over conventional genetic evaluation 

methods due to the fact that increasing the amount of useable data has the effect of 

increasing the accuracy of the genetic prediction which can lead to an increased rate of 

genetic change (Williams et al., 2009). 

 Random regression methodology also has the potential to have a larger impact 

on the beef industry than just in the analysis of growth traits.  It has the ability to identify 

cattle that require fewer days to reach their finish endpoint in the feedlot, a trait (group 

of traits) which has long been identified as being economically relevant (Lindholm and 

Stonaker, 1957; Golden et al., 2000).  Besides the ability of random regression models 

to use data measured at a number of ages, the resulting EBV obtained from these 

models are EBV for regression curves.  Given this, EBV could be calculated for any age 

or any number of days on feed.  Kuehn (2000) presented an equation for the calculation 

of any customized EBV where individual animals were estimated using a linear 

regression as is shown below: 

EBV age or weight  = b0 + b1* desired age  

where b0 is the EBV for the intercept and b1 is the linear EBV for each individual sire.  

Following Kuehn, Jublieu (2003) showed sufficient genetic variation existed for a 

selection tool expressed as days to finish weight.  The EBV obtained from a random 

regression model, on the surface, have the potential to cause confusion, especially if 

higher order polynomials are used.  Therefore, information packaging and decision 

support of genetic evaluations which incorporate random regression approaches should 

be carefully considered. 

 Random regression techniques have the potential to greatly influence beef cattle 

genetic evaluation techniques.  Their ability to incorporate recorded data from any 

number of ages into a single evaluation, by properly accounting for the changing 

covariance structure between observations, has the potential to have a large impact on 

genetic evaluation methodology with little to no change on current data recording 

schemes.  As such, increases in the accuracy of an evaluation will be seen as these 

techniques become more widely used in national beef cattle evaluations. 
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